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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report evaluates a proposal to replace the current civil justice system for compensating patients who have been injured by medical malpractice with a system called “health courts,” in which claims that were not settled in response to an apology and offer of settlement on behalf of providers would be adjudicated by medically-trained decision-makers employing pre-established guidelines and schedules.

The report concludes that the health court proposal is ill-conceived, that it would be unfair to patients, that it would be unlikely to achieve its objectives, and that such of its goals as are reasonable can be achieved more fairly and with greater efficiency under the existing civil justice system.

Specifically, the report makes the following findings:

1. The “health court” concept is the latest in a series of proposals over the years to eliminate or drastically reduce the rights of injured patients in order to accomplish various goals. The health court concept is still emerging, and its details are vague and sometimes inconsistent. (See Sections III & IV.) But the following appear to be its basic components:

   a. To create a new bureaucracy to adjudicate claims, staffed by medically-trained decision-makers and employing decision-aids created and maintained by the medical establishment.

   b. To deprive injured patients of their right to a jury trial and thus to eliminate problems thought to be associated with the use of juries.

   c. To provide an environment that would, it is thought, encourage providers to admit errors and encourage liability insurers to offer limited compensation to a limited class of injured patients.

   d. To discourage injured patients from obtaining legal representation and thus reduce recoveries by injured patients and, ostensibly, the administrative costs of the system.

   e. To deprive many patients injured by malpractice of the right to obtain legal redress by creating a tort immunity for smaller claims so that the costs of the new health court system will not explode.

   f. To compensate a larger number of injured patients but with smaller amounts of compensation than successful claimants would receive under the traditional system.

   g. To collect information for use in improving patient safety and providing greater guidance to practitioners about appropriate medical practices.

   h. To finance the new system with higher malpractice insurance premiums and funds diverted from health insurance (mostly paid by employers and employees) and public benefit systems (paid by taxpayers).

2. The ostensible rationale for health courts—that the existing civil justice system does a poor job—is not supported by the data. An extensive amount of empirical
data is now available about the functioning of the medical malpractice system and has been carefully analyzed by independent scholars. These analyses show that:

a. **The civil justice system does a good job of sorting valid from invalid medical malpractice claims.** Numerous studies have revealed a fairly consistent picture. As a mechanism for adjudicating claims, the malpractice system does remarkably well. With surprisingly small rates of error, it separates claims without merit from those with merit and compensates the latter. (See Section V.A.)

b. **Frivolous lawsuits are not a serious problem.** The available empirical evidence shows that the great majority of malpractice claims are filed against doctors who made medical errors. In addition, the incentive structure for plaintiffs' attorneys assures careful screening of the merit of potential claims before filing. (See Section V.B.)

c. **Plaintiffs attorneys do not refuse to settle cases.** The data show that an overwhelming majority of medical malpractice lawsuits are settled without trial. Moreover, in most medical malpractice cases that go to trial, the defendants make no settlement offers whatsoever. (See Section V.C.)

d. **Juries are competent to decide medical malpractice cases.** There is no evidence that juries are incompetent to evaluate the kinds of evidence presented in malpractice cases, including the testimony of expert witnesses. Indeed, jury verdicts on liability are correlated with the judgment of neutral physicians asked to assess the same cases, and damage awards by juries are correlated with the severity of injury. Studies show that jurors, if anything, are predisposed to favor defendant physicians. (See Section V.D.)

e. **The tort system is not causing serious problems of “defensive medicine” or lack of patient access to care.** Not only is the concept of defensive medicine ill-defined, but there are no reliable data showing that it occurs. Moreover, claims that the malpractice system is causing patients problems of access to care are unsupported. Shortages of doctors do occur but are explained by factors such as rapid population growth in particular parts of the country, a lack of health insurance, and long-standing efforts to restrict the supply of doctors. (See Section V.E.)

f. **The malpractice system does not prevent the disclosure of errors.** There are no data showing that fear of litigation is driving error reporting underground. In fact, the evidence shows that error reporting does not increase when the risk of litigation is low. (See Section V.F.)

g. **Weakening the tort system risks reducing, rather than improving, the quality of care.** The available data show that the civil justice system makes a positive contribution to patient safety. (See Section V.G.)

h. **The somewhat higher administrative costs of the malpractice system, as compared to other tort litigation, are largely due to uncertainty about what constitutes proper medical care.** Measures of the administrative efficiency of the mal-
practice system cited by health court proponents are misleading. The costs of the civil justice system are unfortunately high, but unsurprisingly so. This is due largely to the uncertainty among physicians about what constitutes proper medical care. (See Section V.H.)

i. The cost of the medical malpractice system has little impact on the overall cost of health care, physician income, or fluctuations in malpractice premiums. The costs of the malpractice system comprise less than half of one percent of total health care spending. Even the sharp increases in malpractice insurance premiums during the so-called malpractice insurance crises had only a small effect on overall physician income, and these crises were not caused by the malpractice system. (See Section V.I.)

3. Health courts would not perform as well as proponents contend. Health court advocates claim that health courts would yield substantial benefits to all parties. This is extremely unlikely.

a. “Avoidability” holds little promise of being a better standard than “negligence.” Health court proponents propose to replace the negligence standard for defining compensable injuries with the standard of “avoidability.” In fact, the avoidability standard is imprecise and is defined largely in terms of fault. (See Section VI.A.)

b. The use of “accelerated compensation events” offers a false hope of scientific objectivity. Health court proponents propose to create a list of scientifically and statistically valid “accelerated compensation events” (ACEs) to identify compensable claims. In fact, ACEs would be based ultimately on the opinions of a group of physicians, and the statistical standard underlying ACEs turns out to be nothing more than an arbitrary determination of probability by these physicians. (See Section VI.B.)

c. Practice guidelines are of limited feasibility and usefulness. Health court proponents’ expectation that claims that were not covered by ACEs would be adjudicated with the use of practice guidelines is fanciful. As one of the leading health court proponents admits, “[w]e have yet to resolve basic issues such as which set of guidelines is the authoritative prescription for a particular medical problem, what procedures should be used to create guidelines, what institutions, goals, and values should drive their development, and how we can ensure that guidelines are disseminated and adopted by physicians. It would be foolhardy to make [clinical practice guidelines] the centerpiece of malpractice litigation before the science of creating and implementing them on a wide scale has fully evolved.” (See Section VI.C.)

d. It is unlikely that more patients would discover that they had suffered a compensable injury. A central feature of health court proposals is that providers would disclose avoidable medical injuries to patients, apologize, and offer compensation. Disclosure is key to the professed goals of compensating more patients.
and improving patient safety. Yet health court proposals are devoid of effective incentives to induce providers to engage in this behavior. Moreover, a number of features of health courts would discourage disclosure, such as experience-rating malpractice insurance premiums. (See Section VI.D.)

e. **Physicians who committed errors would still have abundant reasons to fear that stigma and punishment would follow voluntary disclosure.** Not only is the avoidability standard essentially a fault standard in disguise, but the financial and regulatory pressures on hospitals and other institutions can be expected to lead them to take adverse personnel actions against professionals who acknowledge mistakes. (See Section VI.E.)

f. **There is no reason to believe that health courts would improve patient safety.** A health court system would reduce the deterrent effect of the civil justice system, for example, by withholding from regulatory bodies the identities of physicians who injured patients. Moreover, health court proponents do not provide any plausible reason why a health court system would be any better at identifying and preventing errors than the current system. (See Section VI.F.)

g. **Health courts would not reduce so-called “defensive medicine.”** There is no reason to believe that ACEs, practice guidelines, or a database of health court decisions would provide more meaningful guidance to practitioners about what constitutes appropriate patient care than what could be available from records of jury verdicts, judgments, and settlements. (See Section VI.G.)

h. **Health courts would not prevent malpractice insurance “crises.”** Health courts would do nothing to change the insurance industry practices that are responsible for periodic disruptions in the availability or affordability of medical malpractice insurance. In fact, a health court system might exacerbate the volatility of premiums by increasing them significantly in order to finance the new health court bureaucracy and increased compensation costs. (See Section VI.H.)

i. **A health court system would not be affordable without substantial increases in malpractice premiums or some mix of undesirable consequences.** By making it easier for patients to seek redress and liberalizing the standard for recovery, health courts as proposed have the potential dramatically to increase claim volume and total claim amounts. Health court proponents recognize that their proposals to allow offsets for compensation from collateral sources and to reduce administrative overhead, even if successful, would not prevent substantial rises in total direct system costs and malpractice premiums. Hence, their proposals would entail some combination of (1) dramatic reductions in recoveries to levels well below actual losses, and (2) wholesale tort immunity for a large percentage of claims. (See Section VI.I.)

j. **The experience with other compensation systems does not demonstrate that health courts would work well.** Other compensation systems that proponents point to as evidence of the benefits of health courts, such as workers’ compen-
tion and foreign governments' administrative malpractice systems, do not incor-
porate all of the problematic features of health courts and do not work as well as
proponents maintain. (See Section VI.J.)

4. Not only would health courts not perform as well as proponents contend, but they
would be unfair to patients. The current malpractice system already disfavors
claimants. A health court system would be even more unfair.

a. Liability and compensation decisions would be made by decision-makers
biased against patients. Every aspect of health court adjudication would be con-
trolled by medical or insurance interests, including the selection of judges and
expert witnesses and the adoption of standards for liability and damages. At many
points there is not even a pretense of even-handedness in the proposals. For
example, while the fees for claimants' attorneys would be severely limited, defen-
dants' legal expenditures would remain unconstrained. (See Section VII.A.)

b. Providers and insurers would take advantage of patients to settle cases for too
little. It is clear from the models cited by health court proponents that disclosures
and apologies would function as part of a system intended to discourage patients
from obtaining legal advice and adequate compensation for their injuries. (See
Section VII.B.)

c. Successful health court claimants would be under-compensated. In all likeli-
hood, compensation for lost wages would be limited, there would be little compen-
sation for pain and suffering, and successful claimants nevertheless would be
expected to pay their attorneys on a contingent fee basis. Total compensation
costs would be artificially suppressed, eliminating the linkage between harm done
and compensation paid, in order to suit the preferences of those who would con-
trol the health court system. (See Section VII.C.)

d. Statutory “deductibles” would unfairly limit access of injured patients to legal
redress. In order to keep costs from escalating, health courts would be limited by
statutory tort immunities, misleadingly called “deductibles” by health care propo-
nents, which would bar otherwise legitimate claims just because they were rela-
tively small, without offering any alternative remedy. They also would arbitrarily
limit the recoveries of those who could obtain redress within the health court sys-
tem. (See Section VII.D.)

e. Health courts would not adequately punish wrongdoers. Unlike the current sys-
tem, recoveries under a health court system would not vary according to the
degree of provider wrongdoing. A provider who committed an avoidable error
would incur no greater liability if this were accompanied by a breach of fiduciary
duty to a patient. Reporting to disciplinary bodies would be severely limited or
nonexistent. (See Section VII.E.)

f. Patients would be forced into a health court system without being given a
meaningful choice. Patients would not be given the choice of being covered
under a health court approach or remaining within the civil justice system. In a
demonstration project, patients at most would be given the option of switching to a provider that did not participate in the demonstration. As a practical matter, patients may not have the ability to change providers. On a more permanent basis, all providers would be likely to participate, eliminating patient choice completely. (See Section VII.F.)

5. To the extent that health court proposals seek to achieve appropriate goals, these goals can be achieved more fairly and less expensively under the current system.

a. No rule of law prevents providers under the current system from disclosing errors and apologizing to patients. An increasing number of health care providers are already adopting this approach, in recognition of their ethical obligations to their patients. (See Section VIII.A.)

b. Nothing but perceived economic self-interest prevents providers and their insurers under the current system from compensating more malpractice victims at lower cost. By disclosing errors and offering reasonable compensation to injured patients, providers could reduce the costs of paying claims. In place of an expansive new bureaucracy to handle all claims, an optional system could be created to compensate less severe cases. (See Section VIII.B.)

c. The current system might be modified to give more specific guidance to juries and greater predictability to providers. If appropriate compensation guidelines could be devised (a very big “if”), there is no reason why they could not be provided to help guide jurors under the current system. Similarly, if appropriate practice guidelines or “accelerated compensation events” (ACEs) could be developed, they could be used by practitioners and given some legal effect. In any event, reporting requirements for the National Practitioner Data Bank could be improved without the need to establish a new database. (See Section VIII.C.)

d. The current system might be modified by adopting reasonable regulations relating to recoverable damages. Changes suggested by health court proponents, such as periodic payment of damages, already have been implemented by many states. Although much depends on the details, these and other changes, if appropriate, could be made in the current system as well. Again, a separate health court system is not necessary to do these things, if they have independent merit. (See Section VIII.D.)

e. The current system’s use of expert witnesses could be improved. Courts could make greater use of court-appointed experts to supplement experts retained by the parties. This, and other procedural reforms, could ameliorate problems associated with “dueling experts” better than anything presented in health court proposals. (See Section VIII.E.)

f. Under the current system, nothing prevents the use of information regarding errors to improve patient safety. A standardized error reporting system could be established. Hospitals already have made significant progress in addressing errors. (See Section VIII.F.)
6. **The constitutionality of health courts is highly questionable.** Health courts violate the right to trial by jury found in the constitutions of 48 states, and, if enacted by Congress, the Seventh Amendment. Health courts deny patients their constitutional rights to open access to courts and to a remedy for their injuries. Health courts do not provide the same quid pro quo that courts have required to uphold the constitutionality of schemes like workers' compensation. Health courts may deny patients equal protection and due process of law. (See Section IX.)

**Conclusion.** Rather than seriously improving the quality of health care, health courts would create an expensive health court bureaucracy, dominated by the medical and insurance industries, which can be expected to drive down compensation awards to already under-compensated claimants. What we would get from health courts is very modest recoveries, well below full compensation for those who were compensated, including a substantial and unfair reduction in the compensation of those who would recover under the existing tort system; a statutory ban on claims by the vast majority of victims of malpractice; and a shift of significant portions of the burden of malpractice onto taxpayers and those who pay for private health care provision and disability insurance (especially employers and employees). In return for these unequivocally undesirable results, we are promised that there would be an increase in the number of patients who would receive at least some compensation, however minimal, but there are no good reasons to believe this would be so and good reasons to suspect it would not. If there were a substantial increase in the number of patients receiving more than nominal compensation, we could also expect increases in malpractice premiums and efforts to shift even greater portions of the burden of malpractice onto taxpayers, employers, and employees. This “improvement” would be purchased at the cost of blunting the deterrent effect that the tort system now provides. Health court proponents’ attack upon the tort system is misguided and their proposal should be abandoned as bad public policy.
II. INTRODUCTION

This report was prepared under a grant from the American Association for Justice Robert L. Habush Endowment to evaluate proposals to replace the traditional tort system for resolving medical malpractice claims with a set of “health courts.” The authors of the report are Maxwell J. Mehlman, Arthur E. Petersilge Professor of Law and Director of the Law-Medicine Center at Case Western Reserve University School of Law, and Professor of Bioethics at Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine; and Dale A. Nance, Professor of Law, Case Western Reserve University School of Law. They wish to express their appreciation for the research assistance of Sarah Blake, JD, and for comments received on drafts presented to Tom Baker, David Hyman, and Neil Vidmar. The content and conclusions of this report are solely those of the authors.
III. THE HISTORY OF THE HEALTH COURT CONCEPT

The health court concept is the latest in a series of proposals over the years to eliminate or drastically reduce the role of the common law in resolving medical malpractice disputes, and it incorporates many of their features. One of the earliest suggestions was to replace judges and juries with an administrative system similar to workers’ compensation system. In a 1973 article, for example, law professor Clark Havighurst and physician/attorney Laurence Tancredi proposed a scheme they called “medical adversity insurance.” A pre-established list of “compensable events” would be created, which would be used by health care providers and insurers to determine when to compensate injured patients, and by an administrative entity to resolve liability disputes. Havighurst and Tancredi described their scheme as a “no-fault” system because, in their opinion, it would dispense with “the expensive process of assigning blame in each case.” In the years to come, the compensable events to be placed on the list would come to be called “designated compensable events” (DCEs), and eventually ACEs, which stands for either “accelerated compensation events” or “avoidable classes of events.”

In contrast to Havighurst and Tancredi’s call for a no-fault administrative scheme, the American Medical Association in 1989 put forth the idea of a fault-based administrative scheme. The AMA rejected the no-fault administrative approach on the grounds that either it would be too expensive or it would have to base compensation on a schedule of damages that would be perceived as inadequate. The AMA recommended employing an “adversarial approach” and retaining the common-law requirements that plaintiffs prove “duty, negligence, causation, and damages,” but proposed that claims be tried “by experienced and qualified hearing examiners instead of randomly selected juries.”

Another idea that has influenced the development of the health court concept, and is apt to be confused with it, is the creation of “medical courts” exclusively to handle medical malpractice cases. In a “medical court” system, medical malpractice claims would remain within the traditional civil system; however, the claims would be adjudicated by a special court that exclusively handled medical malpractice, and would be heard without a jury. The judges would either be appointed or elected. The parties would retain their appellate rights within the civil system.

There also have been repeated calls to reduce the amount of compensation that successful medical malpractice claimants receive, especially for pain and suffering, as well as to decrease payments received by plaintiffs’ attorneys. A variety of measures have been adopted by some states, including caps on damages, elimination of joint and several liability, reduction in the period of time allowed to file suit, offsets for amounts received from collateral sources, pretrial screening panels, periodic payments for future losses, and stricter limitations on plaintiff attorneys’ contingent fee agreements. At the federal level, Congress has limited contingent fees available for suits against the federal government under the Federal Tort Claims Act, which includes medical malpractice claims in certain circumstances. On July 28, 2005,
the House of Representatives passed H.R. 5, introduced by Representative Phil Gingrey (R-Ga.), which would have enacted a shorter period of time in which to bring suit and limitations on damages, as well as a provision limiting contingent fees in medical malpractice actions. On March 1, 2006, Representative Shaw E. Clay (R-Fl.) introduced a similar bill, H.R. 4838. In the 2004 presidential campaign, moreover, President Bush called for a $250,000 cap on non-economic damages in medical malpractice suits.

Finally, the health court proposal comes at the time of a major push to reduce the number of adverse medical events. One of the loudest criticisms of the malpractice system is that it fails to prevent medical errors. This criticism was fueled by To Err is Human, the 2000 report of the Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences (IOM), which claimed that medical error costs as much as $29 billion and causes as many as 98,000 deaths every year in the United States.

The main problem, according to the IOM, is that the medical system does not adequately identify mistakes and take steps to prevent them from occurring. Instead of conceiving of errors as the product of individual wrongdoing, the IOM believes that errors must be understood as resulting from faulty processes or systems:

Building safety into processes of care is a more effective way to reduce errors than blaming individuals. The focus must shift from blaming individuals for past errors to a focus on preventing future errors by designing safety into the system. This does not mean that individuals can be careless. People must still be vigilant and held responsible for their actions. But when an error occurs, blaming an individual does little to make the system safer and prevent someone else from committing the same error.

Because the principal cause of errors in the IOM's view is the failure of systems to prevent them, error prevention is a matter of “designing systems that make it hard for people to do the wrong thing and easy for people to do the right thing.” The key is to identify errors when they occur so that their causes can be evaluated and changes to systems can be made to prevent their recurrence. The problem with the current malpractice approach, according to the IOM, is that “[l]iability concerns discourage the surfacing of errors and communication about how to correct them.”

How can physicians and other health care professionals be encouraged to admit mistakes? In its 2000 report, the IOM recommended adopting a combination of mandatory and confidential voluntary reporting systems. These efforts are unlikely to be effective. Two years later, the IOM issued another report, Fostering Rapid Advances in Health Care: Learning from System Demonstrations. One of the experiments or “demonstrations” it proposed was a systems-failure approach to medical error called “Provider-Based Early Payments.” The proposal adopts a continuous improvement model of quality assurance, which lies at the heart of the systems-failure approach.
In addition to its systems-failure focus, the IOM plan combines features of a number of other proposals. It recognizes the value of having providers admit and apologize to patients for their mistakes. It also incorporates a version of the “early-offer” idea suggested years ago by Jeffrey O’Connell. O’Connell proposed to encourage providers to make early settlement offers by giving them a quid pro quo; under the IOM proposal, the quid pro quo would be immunity from tort liability. Settlement offers would be based on compensation schedules similar to those used by state workers’ compensation programs, but tailored to medical rather than workplace injuries. All admitted errors would be reported to state officials, who would implement oversight programs that would analyze the reports and develop system-wide measures to prevent the same mistakes from occurring in the future.

The health court concept is an amalgamation of aspects of all of these proposals, as described in Section IV below. It appears to have been put forward originally in a 2002 op-ed piece by Philip K. Howard, founder and chair of Common Good, in which Howard suggested the use of a “special medical court.” The health court idea was discussed at a 2003 forum sponsored by the American Enterprise Institute—Brookings Institution Joint Center for Regulatory Studies and Common Good, and fleshed out and lobbied for by Howard in a series of subsequent articles and editorials. The Progressive Policy Institute, an organization associated with the centrist/conservative Democratic Leadership Council, also has endorsed health courts.

Philip K. Howard is a partner in the law firm of Covington & Burling, where he represents corporate clients. He founded Common Good in 2002. His firm biography describes him as “a senior corporate advisor and strategist,” and goes on to state: “Representative clients include KKR and UBS’s M&A Group. He was co-counsel in the Bank of New York takeover of Irving Trust, lead counsel in MetLife’s challenge as a bondholder of the RJR Nabisco buy-out, and represented ex-Salomon CEO John Gutfreund before the SEC.” His Common Good biography describes him as his law firm’s “vice-chairman.”

Howard’s health court proposal stems in part from disdain for lawyers, or more accurately, since Howard himself is a lawyer, disdain for trial lawyers, or rather plaintiffs’ lawyers. He asserts that:

More than 60 percent of the total cost of the malpractice system is consumed by lawyers’ fees and administrative costs. The lawyers portray themselves as a kind of Robin Hood for injured patients, but the modern twist is that they keep most of the money. This trial-lawyer wealth comes in handy politically and, indeed, has become an opiate to one of our political parties. ... Let the lawyers, increasingly isolated by their self-interest, talk about the right to sue. We should talk about the rule of law and how it should support the functioning of a free society.
It is also clear that the health court proposal is part of a much broader attack on
the common-law jury system in general. In an April 17, 2006, op-ed piece entitled
"Making Civil Justice Sane," for example, Howard asks rhetorically: "[I]s civil jus-
tice supposed to be a kind of mini-election, where 12 (or six) voters decide, case by
case, what's right and wrong?" He adds:

People believe, on the whole accurately, that any aggrieved person
can haul another into court over an accident or disagreement and
put his claim, in almost any amount, before a jury. Because one jury
can't bind the next, civil justice has become an ad hoc process,
without meaningful guidelines or limits. Restoring freedom in
social interaction requires a basic shift in the goals of civil justice.
Judges must see their role not as referees of a neutral dispute-resolution system but as guardians of reasonable choices, constantly
making rulings that draw the boundaries of reasonable dispute.

In short, in Howard's opinion, the only proper function for the jury, outside of crim-
inal cases, is to resolve factual disputes:

The use of a jury in a particular civil lawsuit should depend on
whether the case hinges on a factual dispute—who's telling the
truth, for instance. But in other cases, the judge should decide. If
the claim implicates the functioning of society—say, a claim that a
seesaw or jungle gym is unreasonably risky—juries can resolve spe-
cific factual disputes (using what are known as special interrogato-
ries), but the judge should then rule as a matter of law whether the
activity constitutes an unreasonable risk.

The goal of transferring the traditional powers of the jury in civil litigation in gen-
eral to legislatures and judges is reflected in statements by health court supporters
who advocate the use of health courts beyond medical malpractice cases. An edito-
rial extolling health courts in the Washington Examiner is entitled “Specialized
Medical Courts Should Try Complex Cases,” and begins with a lengthy complaint
about jury behavior in a products liability case, the Texas Vioxx litigation. In a
Heritage Foundation publication, the behavior of the jury in the same products lia-
bility case was attacked in an article supporting health courts. The article went on
to applaud the behavior of a judge in a silicosis case.

One of the motivations for wanting to diminish the role of juries is the belief that
they lack sufficient expertise to correctly decide cases involving complex medical or
scientific issues. The Heritage Foundation article states, for example: "Unable to
decide between conflicting experts in a complex malpractice case, juries often turn
to inappropriate considerations that are irrelevant to the legal questions of causation
and the standard of care." Similarly, a 2006 article on health courts cites as one of
the arguments put forward by proponents that “[special medical malpractice courts] will offer better understanding of the detailed medical facts, which under the cur-
rent adversarial system are poorly understood by lay juries without specialized knowledge.”

Health court advocates distrust the ability of judges as well as juries to understand medical issues. A leading proponent of the use of ACEs by health courts, Randall Bovbjerg, states in an article he wrote with Brian Raymond for the Kaiser Permanente organization: “The essence of this proposal is that today’s lay juries and judges (mainly state judges, often elected) lack expertise and are too easily swayed by technically irrelevant factors in assessing liability and damages.”

The president of the Michigan State Medical Society states:

Today, juries and trial judges without medical or scientific training consider medical issues that are complex and technical, including the key question in most malpractice cases: Did the doctor comply with the appropriate standards of care? ... Special health courts would include judges dedicated solely to addressing health care cases and trained in the issues that they would be facing.

Philip Howard’s disdain for juries in civil actions also extends to judges, and he looks to legislatures for help in addressing what he sees as the failures of the judiciary:

Of course, legislatures, not judges, have the ultimate authority for drawing the boundaries of law in our society. So far, though, Congress and the statehouses have treated civil justice as a fight between special interests. Even when passing specific tort reforms, they have ducked responsibility for sorting out the underlying systemic flaws. While legislators cannot crowd into the courtroom to make rulings of reasonableness in a particular case, they can certainly direct judges to take that responsibility, and they can provide appropriate goals and guidelines. Judges need such help: after four decades of letting trial lawyers argue almost anything, they have no idea how to draw the required legal boundaries.

Due to the perceived lack of expertise of common-law judges and juries, advocates analogize health courts to other specialized courts. Howard states, for example, that “[s]pecialized courts are common in such areas as taxes, workers’ compensation, labor issues and vaccine liability.” In later statements, he also refers to bankruptcy, admiralty, and drug courts. Common Good general counsel Paul Barringer adds patent and mental health courts.

The health court idea has been embraced by then Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist. In a July 12, 2004 speech to the National Press Club, in which Frist laid out his plan for transforming the U.S. health care system, he made the following recommendation:

Pass medical liability reform and patient safety legislation to stop the litigation lottery, curb frivolous lawsuits, and reduce medical errors. Ultimately, set up an expert medical court with transparent
decisions, limits on punitive damages, and scheduled compensatory damages to provide rapid relief to truly injured patients (instead of trial lawyers) and hold negligent doctors accountable.53

On April 13, 2005, Representative Mac Thornberry (R-Tex.) introduced H.R. 1546, the “Medical Liability Procedural Reform Act,” to provide grants to states to establish health courts.54 (See Appendix A.) On June 29, 2005, Senators Max Baucus (D-Mont.) and Mike Enzi (R-Wyo.) introduced S. 1337, the “Fair and Reliable Medical Justice Act,” to provide grants to states to conduct health court demonstration projects.55 (See Appendix B.) On January 17, 2006, H.J. 183 was introduced in the Virginia legislature by Representative Clifford L. Athey Jr. to establish a task force charged with studying the feasibility of a health court system.56 Similar bills have been introduced in Alaska (H.B. 396), Maryland (H.B. 1136), and Washington (H.B. 1777).57

On January 10, 2006, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation awarded $1.5 million to the Harvard School of Public Health and Common Good to design a health court “prototype.”58 The Harvard press release states that the purpose of the grant is “to perform further research and consensus-building work needed for demonstration projects of such courts to take place,” and that “researchers will analyze the functioning of administrative systems handling medical injury cases already in place in countries such as Sweden and New Zealand.”59 The press release states that the researchers will attempt to provide “definitions for the range of covered injuries, the qualifications for judges and expert witnesses, notice and consent procedures for patients covered by the system, nonlegal mechanisms for resolution of simple claims, standards for liability, procedures for appellate review and a way to integrate the system into patient safety regulation.”60 In the spring of 2006, Common Good and researchers at the Harvard School of Public Health released a draft document entitled “Design of a ‘Health Courts’ System Demonstration” and a “Model Medical Injury Act.”
IV. DETAILS OF THE HEALTH COURT PROPOSALS

The 2006 draft document by Common Good and the Harvard School of Public Health entitled “Design of a ‘Health Courts’ System Demonstration” (hereinafter “Common Good Draft Proposal”) lists the following “elements” of the health court proposal:

Trained judges with expertise in adjudicating medical malpractice disputes. These judges would consult with neutral medical experts to determine the standard of care in medical injury cases. Health court judges would issue written rulings of their decisions.

Compensation decisions based on “avoidability,” a standard that is broader than negligence but does not approach strict liability. In essence, injuries would be compensated if they could have been avoided if care had been provided according to best practice. This differs from the negligence standard, which focuses on whether care fell below customary practice.

Evidence-based guidelines to aid decisionmaking. Medical experts and key stakeholders would review the best available scientific evidence about how adverse events occur and the extent to which they are preventable, and develop compensability recommendations for health court judges to apply. Clear-cut cases would be fast-tracked for compensation, and efforts would be made to encourage early offers of compensation.

Predictable damages paid to claimants. A schedule of noneconomic damages would specify a range of values for specific kinds of injuries.

Patient safety improvements facilitated by the system. Information from the adjudication process would be made available for root cause analysis, and standard event reporting would facilitate development of preventive practices.61

A section of this document entitled “Health Courts Proposed Skeleton,” dated October 17, 2005, lists the following “core principles”:

1. Compensation decisions are made outside the regular court system by trained adjudicators. An explicit record of decision making is kept in order to provide greater clarity in key areas (for example, expected levels of compensation, what constitutes acceptable/optimal care) to improve reliability of decision making.

2. Compensation decisions are based on a standard of care that is broader than the negligence standard, but does not approach strict liability.
3. Compensation criteria are “evidence-based,” in the sense that they are grounded in experts’ interpretations of the leading scientific literature. To the maximum extent feasible, compensation decisions are guided by ex ante determinations about the preventability of common medical adverse events made through a process of deliberation and review of scientific evidence involving clinical experts and other key stakeholders. Certain kinds of injuries would be “fast-tracked” for expedited compensation.

4. Guidelines for compensating both economic and noneconomic losses are created for the system and applied to each claim that is judged eligible for compensation. Valuations of noneconomic damages are made using methods that are explicit, rational, and consistent.

5. De-identified information from the adjudication process is made immediately available to caregivers for root cause analysis and development of preventive practice. Information is also extracted from standardized event reporting for epidemiological analysis to understand new prevention strategies.62

As shown by comparing these two lists, the key proponents of the health court plan have yet to formulate a consistent description of its fundamental elements. The “Elements” envisions health court judges consulting with neutral medical experts; the “Core Principles” do not mention this. The “Elements” mentions both fast-tracked compensation for clear-cut cases and encouraging early offers of compensation; the “Core Principles” only talk about fast-tracking. The “Elements” anticipates a compensation schedule for non-economic damages; the “Core Principles” call for guidelines for both economic and non-economic damages. Only the “Elements” version states that information from the health court process will be made available on a “de-identified” basis.

If it is difficult at this time to delineate the basic principles of the health court proposal, it is even more difficult to describe its particulars. The approaches being proposed differ in a number of key respects. Current articulations are vague or include a range of alternatives. The following is an analysis of the differing descriptions of the components of the proposal.

A. What Would the Health Court Process Be?

One version of the health court proposal contemplates an initial, private phase in which hospitals or medical malpractice insurers would determine whether a patient has been injured by an avoidable medical mistake and, if so, orchestrate an apology to the patient and an offer of compensation. This private phase would be followed by an administrative phase in which some type of expert decision-making body would deal with unresolved claims. The Common Good Draft Proposal describes the private phase as follows:
The first level of review would be an internal process at the involved hospital or insurer. This level of review is not intended to be a neutral adjudicatory process, but rather a formal mechanism for encouraging expeditious settlement of claims. A panel of experts convened by the involved hospital or insurer would review the event and, using decision aids and schedules make an early offer of compensation within four weeks. This would be done in concert with disclosure of the event by the caregivers. Counseling for patients would proceed along the lines developed by the insurer COPIC (the “3-R’s” program) in an effort to resolve as many claims [sic] in this early stage.53

The Model Medical Injury Act distributed by Common Good (hereinafter “Model Act”) (see Appendix C) describes a different initial process in which the provider would inform a patient that an avoidable injury had occurred and the patient would file a claim with the provider’s “Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel.” Section 4-102 of the Model Act provides:

When a patient experiences a medical adverse event that may be causally connected to health care received, the provider must, within 14 business days of discovery of the adverse event, inform the patient that s/he may have experienced an avoidable medical injury and may be eligible for compensation through the Medical Injury Court process. The provider shall provide a Medical Injury Claim Form to the patient or his/her representative.

The wording is curious in that, read literally, it would require the provider to notify the patient whenever a “medical adverse event” (defined in §6-101 as “an incident in which harm has resulted to a person receiving health care services”) occurred, even if the provider were not aware of it. However, under §4-102(e), a provider would only be penalized if it “failed to disclose information known about the injury” (emphasis added).

Although it does not say so, the Model Act presumably contemplates that the patient would be told to file the claim form with the Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel. Using clinical practice guidelines, past written decisions of the health court, standard event reporting data, and ACEs, the panel would determine, by a preponderance of the evidence, if the injury was avoidable (§4-102(d)). If so, then the patient would be entitled to compensation. Either the patient or the provider would have the right to de novo review by the “Medical Injury Court” (§4-102(d)(3)). If the court found that the panel made a “clear error” in the provider’s favor, the provider would have to pay a monetary penalty to the court (§4-103(d)). Either party could request review of the court’s decision by a “Medical Administrative Appellate Court,” in which administrative law judges would apply a “substantial evidence” standard of review (§4-105(a)). A decision of the appellate court could be overturned, presumably by a regular court, only if the decision was arbitrary or capricious (§4-105(a)).
The Progressive Policy Institute (“PPI”) appears to take yet a third approach, although the details are even sketchier. In contrast to the Model Act’s review panels, which would be operated by providers, the PPI describes something it calls a “local health court review board,” located “in or near hospitals,” which would “triage” patient injury claims. The health court itself would consider cases that were not covered by ACEs or practice guidelines. Appeals from health court decisions would go to “a dedicated court of medical appeals at the state level.” Beyond that, a “federal administrative health court” established by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services would “arbitrate when state health court decisions interpret federal guidelines differently, and are thus contradictory.” It is not clear what the PPI means by “federal guidelines.” Its publication mentions guidelines listed in the National Guidelines Clearinghouse operated by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, but as the clearinghouse website states, the guidelines it lists are not created by the federal government but instead “are the products of named organizations that are solely responsible for their content.” The PPI publication also describes an independent commission that would be established by Congress to develop ACEs and a schedule of benefits for health courts.

Finally, a 2004 editorial on health courts in the publication Contemporary OB/GYN states that, under a proposal put forward by Senator Frist, “recalcitrant plaintiffs” who refused settlement offers would be held to “a higher burden of proof,” presumably in health court hearings.

B. Would the Health Court Process Be the Exclusive Remedy for Injured Patients?

The Common Good/Harvard School of Public Health Model Act states that the health court process would be the exclusive remedy for patients who sustained injury from a covered health care provider at a participating facility. Moreover, the act defines a “medical professional liability claim” as including, but not limited to, “a claim grounded in negligence, informed consent, breach of contract, misrepresentation or fraud” (§6-101(j)). The definition of a medical professional liability claims goes on to exclude “an action at law for claims of sexual misconduct, wanton or willful acts with intent to harm the patient, criminal offenses, premises liability (for injuries not occurring in connection with health care), product liability against a manufacturer or distributor, or liability for wrongful denial of coverage by a health insurer” (§6-101(j)). Another section of the Model Act, however, states that the health court “shall have jurisdiction over all medical professional liability claims, for which adequate notice of rights has been provided to patients [if provider participation is mandatory] or [where the provider has elected to participate in the Medical Injury Court demonstration project] ....” (§2-102). This suggests that, if provider participation in a health court system were mandatory, patients might be able to bring actions in traditional courts if they could show that they were not given adequate notice of their rights.
C. Would There Be Any Role for Juries?

As described earlier, Philip K. Howard of Common Good is critical of juries in civil cases generally, and one objective of the health court proposal clearly is to eliminate their function in medical malpractice cases. However, one call for health courts by a professor of economics at the University of Washington would preserve jury trials in “extraordinarily unusual circumstances,” which the professor does not define. The Republican Policy Committee, on the other hand, would leave the role of juries up to the states:

[T]he health courts will be a part of each state’s own court system, and so some may find it advisable to integrate the new health courts with any existing preference for juries—thereby preserving some sort of role for jurors, but ensuring that the specialized expertise of health court judges is given full effect so that the failures of the current system are corrected.

D. What Would the Qualifications Be for Becoming a Health Court Judge?

The Fair and Reliable Medical Justice Act, S. 1337, introduced by Senators Baucus and Enzi, calls for judges “with health care expertise who meet applicable State standards for judges.” The PPI proposal states that health court judges “should have the background and training in science or medicine to enable them to define and interpret standards of care, based on the advice of experts.” The PPI proposal goes on to state that the judges “could be lawyers, but could also be doctors ....” It is not clear if the PPI means that judges who were lawyers also could be physicians, or instead, that judges could be physicians rather than lawyers.

E. How Would Health Court Judges Be Selected?

Health court proponents differ widely on how health court judges would be chosen. Some recommend that they be elected. For example, a professor of economics at the University of Washington maintains that electing health court judges would provide accountability: “If a judge is seen as being biased or just not very good, we can see he doesn’t get re-elected.” The President of the Pennsylvania Medical Society suggested in 2003 that judges be selected by a “non-partisan panel for their expertise in health care.”

The Progressive Policy Institute recommends that health court judges be appointed by state governors “for long terms (10 years, for example).” Common Good’s Model Act contains an appendix that describes “sample language for one possible approach to judicial selection.” It calls for health court judges to be chosen by the state governor following a selection process conducted by a “Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications.” The board of qualifications would be comprised of 12 members, 3 of whom would be appointed by the pres-
ident pro tempore of the state senate; 3 by the senate minority leader; 3 by the speaker of the state house of representatives; and 3 by the minority leader of the state house of representatives. The Model Act stipulates that 1 of each of the 3 board members appointed by each of these individuals must be an attorney licensed to practice in the state; 1 must be a physician licensed to practice in the state; and 1 must be neither a physician nor a lawyer. Furthermore, during their terms of service, board members may not hold any paid public office or appointment, or hold office in any political party or “organization.” The selection process would begin with the board publicly advertising and soliciting applications, apparently from individuals “otherwise qualified to be a judge in this state.” The board then would vote on the applicants, and forward to the governor a list of names, equivalent in number to the number of judicial vacancies, of those applicants who received at least 7 votes, in the order of the number of votes they received. Within 30 days of receiving the list, the governor would have to accept or reject the list in its entirety.

F. How Would Health Court Judges Be Trained?

The Common Good Model Act states that health court judges would have to complete “an annual training curriculum providing an overview of medical and legal issues that may arise in Medical Injury Court proceedings.” Appendix 1 to the Model Act, headed “Sample language for one possible approach to judicial selection,” states that judges must receive “an overview of ... developments in clinical medicine and changes to the lists of accelerated compensation events.” The Model Act also contains a second appendix, headed “Sample language for one possible approach to judicial training.” It delegates to the Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications, described in Section E above, the tasks of establishing specifications for the judicial training program, including the number of hours of training required annually, and of contracting with “appropriately trained institutions or professionals within the state, such as medical organizations, schools of medicine or nursing, or other entities providing medical education services,” to conduct the training. Appendix 2 also stipulates that the training must address “such topics as the use of clinical practice guidelines in medical treatment, assessing the qualifications of independent expert witnesses, and fundamentals of anatomy, pharmacology, pathology, surgical care, and preventive care,” and adds that “medico-legal issues shall also be addressed.”

G. How Would Experts Be Selected, Paid, and Used?

Philip K. Howard states that health court judges would have the authority to hire neutral experts “instead of having experts-for-hire who now confuse and prolong malpractice cases.” The Common Good Draft Proposal calls for health court judges to be assisted by “medical experts with relevant expertise who come from a panel
constituted through volunteers or selection by the court. The Model Act specifies that judges must seek the opinion of at least one expert, and may “retain” up to two additional experts, and that these experts must be drawn from a list of experts maintained by the Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications, described in Section E above, and “qualified in specialties relevant to the nature of the claim.” These experts would be compensated “at a reasonable rate” from the health court’s operating funds. The list of experts would be made up of persons who “meet the minimum state requirements for serving as an expert witness, and shall be currently licensed in the same profession as the health care provider against whom a claim has been lodged, and, if certified by a board recognized by the American Board of Medical Specialties, certified in the same specialty or another specialty relevant to the nature of the claim.” The act also provides that “the provision of consultation as an expert witness in a Medical Injury Court proceeding shall constitute the practice of medicine, as that term is defined in the [state medical practice act].” This is significant because it would enable state medical boards to sanction experts for giving false testimony.

Under the Model Act, the parties also would be entitled to select and retain their own experts at their own expense, although the act states that they may present expert witness testimony at or in preparation for a health court hearing “at the discretion of” the judge. The Model Act also states that “[n]o expert in any Medical Injury Court proceeding shall provide consultation if the expert witness has any material conflict of interest, or for any reason feels that a fair and impartial decision cannot be given.” Each expert is required to submit a written report, which “shall be based on the expert’s review of prior Medical Injury Court Explanations of Decision, clinical practice guidelines, lists of accelerated compensation events, and other information as appropriate.”

The Progressive Policy Institute states that “[h]ealth courts would use expert witnesses paid by the court, so they are not beholden to either the plaintiffs or the defendants,” and adds that “[a]ccess to impartial, unbiased expert testimony on the standards of care is essential for a reliable system.” An editorial in Contemporary OB/GYN, however, calls for health court experts to be “chosen with the help of such organizations as the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists.” The PPI concedes that “[p]atients and providers could possibly submit written expert testimony of their own in addition to court-appointed expert opinion.”

H. What Would Be the Role of Attorneys and How Would They Be Paid?

Health court proponents are determined to reduce the role of plaintiffs’ attorneys in the medical malpractice compensation process, and to alter the way in which plaintiffs’ attorneys are paid for their efforts. In terms of the role for lawyers, most health court advocates distinguish between the initial claim stage of the health court process, and the later hearing stage. During the latter, they agree that claimants should have the right to be represented by attorneys. The Heritage Foundation, for
example, states: “While lawyers would still represent the parties at trial, judges would rely more heavily on court-appointed expert witnesses to offer unbiased testimony on the range of possible treatment options as well as clinical guidelines that make up the standard of care.” The Republican Policy Committee agrees that, “[l]ike civil trials, both the patient and the provider would be represented by attorneys.” An article in the Milbank Quarterly by a group of health court advocates, including Troyan Brennan and Michelle Mello from the Harvard School of Public Health (hereinafter referred to as “the Milbank article”), states that “[i]f the circumstances of the injury were complex ..., counsel could explain the contested issues in a health court review or judicial appeal.”

During the initial stage of the health court process, however, health court proponents hope to minimize or eliminate the role of attorneys for claimants. Bovbjerg and Tancredi state for example, that “[r]eceiving ACE payment should not typically require making an adjudicatory claim or hiring an attorney.” Similarly, the Common Good Draft Proposal says that “[c]laimants would have ... the right to be represented by an attorney, though representation would not be needed in many cases as the health court process would be consumer-friendly in design.” The Milbank article states: “For relatively straightforward claims, we expect that many plaintiffs would choose to proceed on their own in order to avoid paying attorneys’ fees.” The draft proposal also appears to endorse the approach used by COPIC Insurance in its “3-R’s” early-offer-and-compensation program. That approach, which is discussed more fully in Section VII.B of this report, does not offer compensation for patient claims “with attorney involvement.”

Most health court proposals would do away with contingent fees altogether. The Common Good Draft Proposal states that claimants’ attorneys should be compensated “based on a multiple of hours worked rather than a fixed percentage.” The Model Act concurs, and in addition, would limit claimants’ attorneys’ fees to “a maximum of one-third of the amount recovered.” On the other hand, the Milbank article states that “[c]laimants would pay their attorneys on a contingent basis (i.e., only if the claim resulted in a compensation payment), but the fee would be based on a multiple of hours worked rather than a percentage of the award.” A 2004 editorial on health courts in the publication Contemporary OB/GYN states that Senator Frist’s health court proposal would limit attorney contingent fees “to hourly rates or a small percentage (such as 10%) of settlement offers.”

These proposals are silent on the question of the recoverability of the plaintiff’s attorneys fees from the defendant. That is, they do not indicate whether the plaintiff’s attorney’s fee, however calculated, would be added to the award made to the plaintiff or whether, as in current practice, the plaintiff would have to lose some of his or her compensation for other economic and non-economic losses by paying the attorney fee out of an award that does not include recovery of such fees. The PPI report, on the other hand, refers to “legal costs” as a component of recoverable economic damages, but does not explain how they would be calculated, other than to imply that they would be specified in a “schedule of benefits.” Only the Milbank
article speaks to the question of whether attorneys for the plaintiff would be paid even if the plaintiff lost, as is typical for attorneys (including insurance defense attorneys in malpractice litigation) who are employed on an hourly basis. As indicated, the Milbank article makes clear that the plaintiff’s attorneys would be paid only if the plaintiff obtained compensation. It is unclear, however, whether the authors of that article mean to preclude the possibility of an agreement between the plaintiff and his or her attorneys to pay for representation on an hourly basis, win or lose.

I. What Would Be the Role of ACEs?

A number of health court proponents envision important roles for ACEs. Those who propose that hospitals or insurers make an initial admission of error to an injured patient and offer compensation would make the ACE list the determinant for when this process should take place. The Common Good Draft Proposal states, for example, that “[w]hen an adverse event occurs, the hospital makes an initial determination whether the event falls within the class of adverse events covered by the system,” and that its determination should be “guided by pre-established decision aids, including a definition of avoidability and a compendium of accelerated compensation events that carry a presumption of avoidability.” A Kaiser Permanente report written by Bovbjerg and Raymond similarly envisions ACEs as “triggering” the responsibility of a provider to make “an early offer of limited compensation ....” Bovbjerg and Tancredi make essentially the same proposal. The Progressive Policy Institute, which proposes that claims be made initially to a health court review board, states that, in investigating the claims and determining if they are “clear, uncontestable cases of malpractice,” the boards “would refer to a catalogue of predetermined medical malpractice scenarios.”

The Model Act also contemplates that ACEs would be employed by health court judges: “If the record and expert opinions provide a sufficient basis for the Medical Injury Court judge to make a determination that the injury constitutes an accelerated compensation event, the Medical Injury Court judge at his or her sole discretion may award compensation without convening a hearing.”

J. What Does “Avoidable” Mean?

Health court proponents want to provide compensation to patients who have suffered injuries that were “avoidable.” This is key in proponents’ minds in order to reduce the stigma associated with compensating injured patients based on a negligence standard. Proponents believe that less stigma in turn will encourage providers to cooperate with the health court system. As the Common Good Draft Proposal states:

The avoidability standard is desirable because it moves away from the notion of individual fault and the negative connotations that the
medical profession associates with negligence. It comports with the notion of preventability, which is critical to the patient safety movement’s insistence on lack of blame. But it does not have the onerous financial implications associated with a move to strict liability.124

What is meant by “avoidable”? The Progressive Policy Institute states: “A health court system would compensate patients who are injured by medical care as the result of an [sic] mistake that should have been prevented. This broader, more liberal standard of recovery goes beyond the current haphazard standard that is based on individual negligence.”125 PPI also calls for federal guidelines for health courts that include “[a] liberalized standard for negligence (a mistake or medical treatment falling outside a range of good practice, without need to show personal fault).”126 In another place in its report, PPI expects judges to resolve cases “in light of expert testimony about whether the provider’s actions were within the range of reasonable actions given the circumstances.”127

The Common Good Draft Proposal states that “injuries would be compensated if they could have been avoided if care had been provided according to best practice.”128 It goes on to explain that “[t]his differs from the negligence standard, which focuses on whether care fell below customary practice.”129 Elsewhere, the draft proposal states that “[t]o obtain compensation, claimants must show that the injury would not have occurred if best practices had been adhered to, but they need not meet the more exacting negligence standard and show that a defendant acted as ‘no reasonable practitioner’ would have.”130 The draft proposal adds that “[the avoidability criterion] could be modified by additional criteria based on the injury’s severity, its rarity, or a focus on particular types of outcomes (e.g. birth injuries).”131 The Model Act defines an avoidable medical injury as “a medical adverse event that would not have resulted if care had been delivered in a manner consistent with that of an experienced practitioner or specialist in the relevant clinical area. In making the determination of avoidability, the lack or presence of local or regional resources may be taken into account.”132

There appears to be disagreement among health court proponents about whether an “avoidable” injury should be considered one that would not have occurred if the patient had received “good” care, or one that would not have occurred if the patient had received the “best” care. The original architects of ACEs, Bovbjerg and Tancredi, consistently employ the “good care” standard of avoidability. Most recently, for example, they state that “ACEs do not cover all bad outcomes, only events that should seldom occur, given good medical care.”133 As stated above, the Progressive Policy Institute appears to agree.134 But as also noted above, Common Good uses the avoidability standard of “best practice.”135

Other formulations of the ACE concept use still other standards for avoidability. Havighurst and Tancredi, in one of the first discussions of ACEs, state: “A decision to make an event compensable must also reflect a judgment of unexpectedness and of preventability through correct application of medical knowledge.”136 In a 1974
article entitled “Identifying Avoidable Adverse Events in Medicine,” Tancredi observes that “[t]he difficulty lies in the necessary task of distinguishing between injuries that could have been avoided by virtue of timely and appropriate diagnosis and treatment and those that are merely incidents of the disease or dysfunction that brings the patient to the physician in the first place.”

K. What Compensation Would Be Available to Successful Claimants and How Would the Amount of Compensation Be Determined?

Health court claimants would be entitled to some degree of compensation for economic damages. The Common Good Draft Proposal articulates the goal of “full compensation” for economic damages but at the same time contemplates imposing a “deductible:” before they could receive compensation, claimants would have to have been out of work for from 4 to 6 weeks, or to have incurred $3,000-$4,000 in out-of-pocket medical expenses. The Model Act includes a provision that would deduct from economic damages an unspecified amount of lost wages and, for unemployed claimants, an unspecified amount of “lost household production.”

The Common Good Draft Proposal states that “[m]ethods for evaluating the different components of economic loss would be based on those used in the tort system,” and that, in determining how much compensation to offer patients for economic injury, “[t]he valuations would be made by an expert employed by the [hospital’s or insurer’s] decision panel, based on information provided by the plaintiff.” The Milbank article states essentially the same thing. Bovbjerg and Tancredi state: “ACE benefits (that is, covered services) should generally resemble what well-insured Americans finance for themselves in health and disability coverage.” In terms of compensation for lost wages, Bovbjerg and Tancredi claim that “[i]t would be reasonable to set wage allowances at a median level (as Virginia did [in its birth-related injury compensation program]) or to assure that the top and bottom allowances not range as widely as under tort.”

The Common Good Draft Proposal recommends that there be offsets for collateral sources and “restrictions on subrogation activities,” so that the health court program would be a “secondary or tertiary payer.” The Model Act would deduct “[a]mounts paid, reimbursed, or eligible for reimbursement by a health insurer, disability insurance program, or other collateral source.” The proposal is silent on the question of what would happen if the health court determined that the claimant was “eligible for reimbursement” from a collateral source but the collateral source denied eligibility, a situation that would be certain to occur.

Economic damages reflecting future losses would be paid periodically. According to the Common Good Draft Proposal, “[a]wards that include a future loss component would be re-examined every few years.” The Milbank article similarly states that “awards that included a future-loss component could be reexamined in the future.” An appendix to the Common Good Draft Proposal provides that “[a]
health court administrator has responsibility for periodically contacting the patient/family to query whether any adjustment to compensation for future medical expenses, rehabilitation, custodial care, home care, or other expense is required due to unforeseen circumstances. The patient/family may also apply for such an adjustment directly.”

Health court claimants also would receive some compensation for non-economic losses. Bovbjerg and Tancredi state, for example:

ACE payouts should probably include some allowance for pain and suffering, a “non-monetary” but quite real loss. After all, people are willing to pay money themselves to reduce non-monetary risks from injury, although private insurance never includes such losses because of the moral hazard involved in valuation. Payouts should be modest relative to tort because ACEs are not grounded in fault and are not needed to fund high legal fees as under tort. Allowances should be structured to avoid moral hazard and to assure proportionality across cases (meaning that more severe cases always receive more than less severe and that similar claimants receive similar amounts).

A key aspect of the health court system is that compensation for non-economic loss would be based on a pre-established schedule of damages. Various methods are suggested for creating the schedule. The Common Good Draft Proposal states that “[n]on-economic damages will be paid according to a schedule tied to severity of injury and based on decision science research about utility losses and public deliberation about reasonable compensation.” The proposal adds that “[a]cademic research into utility variations can be used to inform public deliberation.” The proposal also calls for generating “a matrix of levels of injury severity” based on one of the following: “National Association of Insurance Commissioners’ 9-point disability scale, AMA Guides to Evaluation of Permanent Impairment, decision science research about utility losses associated with different health states, [or] any of the above scales plus age categories.” Next, “a dollar value range would be assigned to each cell in the matrix. The adjudicator would select a value in the range depending on the specific facts of the case compared to other like cases.”

The Progressive Policy Institute wants the schedule of non-economic damages to be set by an independent commission created by Congress. The members of the commission would be appointed by the President and Congress, “reflecting diverse interests and perspectives.” The commission would develop the schedule “through a consensus process involving research on similar benefit schedules in the United States and abroad.” PPI explains:
The experts would weigh injury awards commonly won in the current U.S. legal system against typical awards for similar injuries in other countries. In Britain, for example, damages paid for quadriplegia run from $311,000 to $387,000, depending on the patient's residual movement, pain, depression, and age. ... In developing the schedule of benefits, experts would also consider objective economic analysis of the personal cost of injury.

The Institute's report adds that “[o]bjective analyses of the cost of pain and suffering have included such things as spending on safety equipment, and salaries and wages in risky professions.”

L. Would Health Court Claimants Have a Right of Judicial Review?

The Model Act provides for an appeal by “either party” to a “Medical Administrative Appellate Court” comprised of 3 administrative law judges selected by the Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications. The appellate court would overturn a ruling on issues of fact only if it was “contrary to the substantial evidence presented by either party in the Medical Injury Court proceeding,” and would have “plenary review for issues relating to the standard of care and other policy issues.”

Decisions by the appellate court could be appealed to a regular state court of appeals only on the basis that they were arbitrary and capricious. The Common Good Draft Proposal explains that “[a]nything but a rather high standard of review would lead to large lawyering costs at the appeal level.” The Milbank article states that “[e]ither party also could appeal the decision to a higher-level administrative tribunal and ultimately a judicial court, both of which would apply a deferential standard of review (meaning that the court would give considerable weight to the tribunal's decision).” A proposal by the Medical Society of Virginia states merely that the health court system would “retain current rights of appeal.”

M. How Would Health Courts Be Financed?

Presumably, compensation for claimants under a health court system would continue to come from the same sources as under the traditional tort system, that is, medical malpractice insurance or provider self-insurance. None of the health court proposals suggests a different method of funding compensation offers or awards, with the exception that several recommend the adoption of an experience-rated premium structure whereby institutional providers, such as hospitals, that paid a greater number of claims would be required to pay higher premiums, similar to workers' compensation insurance.

One issue is how insurers would set premiums in anticipation of claims for “avoidable” rather than negligent adverse events. Bovbjerg acknowledges that “making preventable injury or ACEs the compensable event would fundamentally shift the nature of the risk insurers are underwriting. The actuaries would be upset
because they don’t have any data on preventability.”167 But he adds that “over time insurers can shift from one type of risk to another.”168 The Common Good Draft Proposal also is concerned about this issue:

The participants would likely make participation contingent on some protection against major losses in the early years of a demonstration project. From an actuarial standpoint, the avoidability standard will create an element of uncertainty that would limit voluntary participation, especially if there were insufficient numbers of participants to provide actuarial stability. Some type of stop-loss guarantee from a reinsurance entity will be a key issue in securing liability insurers’ participation.169

The proposal adds:

In a voluntary demonstration, large self-insuring systems might choose to go wholly over to the new approach and underwrite based on the avoidability standard. Commercial malpractice insurers might need to set up a subsidiary to accommodate hospitals and physicians interested in participating in the demonstration.170

Presumably the creation of the subsidiary would protect the parent from the consequences of unforeseen losses due to the unfamiliar compensation standard.

A health court system also would establish a new bureaucracy, which would need operating funds in addition to the funds used to compensate claimants. Health court proponents seem to expect the administrative expenses of the new system to be paid through traditional sources, in the form of a surcharge on malpractice insurance premiums. The Common Good Draft Proposal thus recommends a “modest annual surcharge for state administrative expenses.”171 The Progressive Policy Institute speaks of a “small assessment” on premiums to provide federal start-up funds.172 The Model Act calls for a special operating fund to be established in the state treasury, financed by a combination of appropriations and “fees and charges assessed through the operation of the Medical Injury Court.”173 The act states that “the operating and capital expenses of the Medical Injury Court shall be paid primarily from the Medical Injury Court Fund.”174 but does not explain what other sources of payment would be used.

N. How Would Health Courts Improve Patient Safety?

A major claim by health court proponents is that the system would reduce medical errors and improve the quality of care. As Bovbjerg and Raymond state, “[t]he basic idea of the reform options using ACEs is to create better incentives to prevent avoidable adverse outcomes in medical care.”175

Health court advocates maintain that the health court system would accomplish this, in the first place, by producing much more and far better information about errors than the tort system. Greater information would result from greater acknowl-
edgement and admission of errors by physicians and other providers. As the Progressive Policy Institute explains, “the system must encourage the reporting and discussion of medical mistakes and near misses instead of driving that discussion underground by a fear of lawsuits.”176 Bovbjerg and Raymond concur, and also point to greater reliance by ACEs on medical expertise: “An ACE system could well be less threatening to caregivers than courtroom liability and should be more congruent with patient safety approaches because ACEs are grounded in medical expertise, applied prospectively and implemented dispassionately.”177 Additionally, more information would be available because patients would file more claims. The Common Good Draft Proposal states, for example, that “[d]ue to patient incentives to file claims, the health court administrative staff may be able to more readily gather rates of nosocomial infections with significant patient adverse outcomes.”178 The Progressive Policy Institute also recommends “holding hospitals accountable for mistakes that happen in their facilities” as “an important way to improve safety,” since this “would help catch recurring safety issues in hospital settings ....”179 PPI also does not want to seal “settlements in health court cases ... from public view.”180

Health court proponents envision an elaborate system for collecting and analyzing adverse event data. The Common Good Draft Proposal wants to create a single state or federal agency, which it calls the “Administrative Compensation Agency,” which would be given the responsibility for fostering safety improvement activities.181 Common Good also expects the health court itself to maintain “a database of all claims filed and all claims paid,” which “could serve as a repository for information of all medical injury for covered providers” and which would be “searchable (many fields would be predetermined), permitting epidemiological research and periodic reports on medical injury.”182 The Common Good proposal explains:

We would recommend that the state fund a claims database with standard reporting and data fields which would facilitate epidemiological analysis of the claims by approved researchers. Either a local staff, or experts identified through grants, would analyze the data for new prevention strategies. We recommend that the state fund at least a modest health court administrative staff to maintain the database, liaise with researchers around data requests, and disseminate analytical findings to hospitals and other health care providers.183

Information from claims patterns that revealed “early warning on the dangers of medications and devices” would be provided to the Federal Food and Drug Administration.184 De-identified information185—i.e., information that did not reveal the identity of the health care provider—would be subject to “root cause analyses”;186 shared with “other patient safety bodies, including state offices of patient safety and the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations, and research organizations”;187 fed back to hospital “patient safety offices” or “patient safety teams” so that they could “undertake root-cause analyses at the same time that patients were being informed”;188 and made available to “the public,
researchers, ... and/or payors."189 (The proposals are silent on whether patient identities would be revealed or also “de-identified.”) In addition, “[a]t the request of a health care organization, the health court administrative staff may provide detailed claim and compensation information of that organization compared with that of all other claims [sic].”190

The Common Good Draft Proposal also provides that, in cases of “egregious provider misconduct” in which the health court determines “that a risk of significant harm continues to exist for other patients or that [the] event was clearly outside of the bounds of professional behavior,” the court may “notify the appropriate regulatory, disciplinary, or licensing agency.”191 “Where a more immediate benefit to patient safety and welfare may be gained,” the health court also could require “remediation or improvement in an underlying contributing factor”192 or “further training,”193 which may come with “deadlines for implementation,”194 and the court may report “a failure to comply with a health court request”195 to external authorities.

Finally, the Progressive Policy Institute states that “[p]ublic reporting of health court cases would be an essential part of a new national patient safety strategy,” presumably through the use of this information in future health court proceedings.196

**O. How Would Health Courts Set Precedent?**

A final objective of health court proponents is for health court decisions to serve as precedent for the resolution of future cases. The Common Good Draft Proposal states that “[c]ompensation decisions will be recorded in a searchable database that health court judges can refer to in future cases.”198 The Model Act states that “Medical Injury Court judges shall refer to precedent from past Medical Injury Court proceedings in [determining that an injury constitutes an accelerated compensation event such that compensation can be awarded without a hearing].”199 Some health court advocates believe that this body of precedent would aid physicians in ascertaining how they should act in specific situations. The Heritage Foundation explains, for example, that “[t]he written determination then becomes part of a consistently applied body of law to which physicians can look with more certainty.”200

* * *

The foregoing describes how health court proponents envision their system would work. Before analyzing whether their expectations are realistic, it is necessary to consider whether the functioning of the current system makes a health court system necessary.
V. THE TORT SYSTEM PERFORMS BETTER THAN HEALTH COURT PROONENTS CONTENT

Health court advocates excoriate the traditional malpractice system. Philip K. Howard asserts that it “tolerates, indeed encourages, wildly inconsistent verdicts,” that “80 percent of claims are made against doctors who made no medical error at all,” and that “[t]he legal process is not only unpredictable and emotionally wrenching, but also staggeringly inefficient ....” Elsewhere he states:

— “There’s a universal distrust of justice among health care providers because it’s an ad hoc system. It provides no legal guidelines to improve or to follow, it provides no consistency of results because it’s an ad hoc system.”

— “Patients who have been severely injured—but it’s not worth the big bucks—basically go without a remedy.”

— “Justice in healthcare today is almost random.”

Jeffery Pariser, former executive director of Common Good, goes one better; in his opinion, “[m]edical justice today, studies show, is worse than random.” Pariser adds that “[l]awsuits go on for years, with the truth obscured by technical jargon and experts-for-hire,” and that “[a]t present, juries are making the major decisions in medical liability cases. But juries can’t set precedent; they can only make judgments in individual cases.” While Pariser laments a lack of precedent in tort law, the Heritage Foundation criticizes tort law’s excessive rigidity: “Tort law’s rigidity makes it an ineffective compensation system for injured parties or watchdog for the medical profession.”

The Common Good Draft Proposal claims that it “starts from the point that America’s medical liability system works poorly for both providers and patients,” and adds:

Substantial and growing malpractice insurance premiums strain physicians and hospitals, threatening access to health services in some areas. The system compensates few injured patients, and has very high administrative costs. As the Institute of Medicine has noted, it also adversely impacts health care quality by discouraging reporting of information about errors and near misses in treatment.

As explained in Sections VI and VII, below, health courts are unlikely to function substantially better than the tort system, and in a number of significant respects they can be expected to perform far worse. But before turning to that discussion, it is important to consider how well the traditional medical malpractice system actually performs. Critics of the tort system should base their arguments on valid data, not on folklore. Fortunately, there is considerable evidence about the workings of
the current system, much of which has been carefully analyzed by distinguished experts. Overwhelmingly, this evidence contradicts health court proponents’ key assumptions.

A. The Tort System Does a Good Job of Sorting Medical Malpractice Claims.

Contrary to the assertions of health court advocates, who use terms like “litigation lottery” and describe the results of litigation as “almost random” or “worse than random,” the tort system effectively differentiates between viable and non-viable claims. Data from nine studies were analyzed by Tom Baker, Connecticut Mutual Professor of Law and Director, Insurance Law Center, University of Connecticut School of Law, and re-analyzed, along with a tenth study, by David Hyman, a physician who is also Professor of Law and Galowich-Huizenga Faculty Scholar at the University of Illinois College of Law, and Charles Silver, Co-Director, Center on Lawyers, Civil Justice, and the Media, and McDonald Endowed Chair in Civil Procedure at the University of Texas School of Law. Hyman and Silver conclude their analysis as follows: “The bottom line is that a strong correlation exists between the likelihood of receiving payment and the merits of malpractice claims. ... [W]hen patients do sue, the malpractice system sorts their claims relatively well.” The same authors made the same assessment in a slightly earlier piece: “After patients file malpractice cases, the system does a reasonably good job of sorting the wheat from the chaff—a much better job than many proponents of tort reform suggest. Many studies report high frequencies of settlement and payment in cases where experts agree that defendants violated the standard of care and low frequencies when experts agree otherwise.”

The most recent study is illustrative of the sorting efficiency of the tort system. Published in May of 2006 and conducted by some of the same researchers at the Harvard School of Public Health who call for health courts, that study used trained physicians to review a random sample of 1452 closed malpractice claims from five liability insurers in four regions of the United States collectively covering about 33,000 physicians, 61 acute care hospitals, and 428 out-patient facilities. The sorting function of the system is nicely displayed in Figure 1 (see page 31), taken from the Harvard study report.

Putting aside the nine cases involving only dignitary harm, and noting that in two cases where injury occurred the reviewers did not make a judgment about whether error had occurred, one can use this figure to follow the researchers’ conclusions:

Overall, 73 percent (1054 of 1441) of all claims for which determinations of merit were made [by research reviewers] had outcomes concordant with their merit. Discordant outcomes in the remaining 27 percent of claims consisted of three types: payment in the absence of documented injury (6 of 1441 [0.4 percent of all claims]), payment in the absence of error (10 percent), and no payment in the presence of error (16 percent). Thus, nonpayment of claims with merit occurred more frequently than did payment of claims that were not associated with errors or injuries.
While not noted by these researchers, the 73 percent agreement rate probably underestimates the accuracy of the common-law system. The reason is simple: in at least some of the cases of disagreement, the common-law system will have generated a better result than the reviewing experts, whereas it is much less likely that in cases of agreement both the system and the reviewers got it wrong. In any event, using the results of the reviewers’ rated degrees of confidence in their ascriptions of error (not shown in the figure above), the researchers also reported that “[t]he probability of payment increased monotonically with reviewers’ confidence that an error had occurred.”216 Although noting that their findings showed that many victims of medical error did not assert claims, and that the tort system was administratively expensive, these researchers nonetheless concluded that “the malpractice system performs reasonably well in its function of separating claims without merit from those with merit and compensating the latter.”217 Hyman and Silver had access to preliminary data from this study and agree that they “confirm that the medical malpractice system does a surprisingly good job of differentiating between plaintiffs who should and should not receive compensation.”218

Against all this accumulation of empirical research, health court proponents can point to very little to support their claims. A study published in 1996,219 based on the data from the original Harvard Medical Practice Study published in 1991,220 is perhaps the only source that seems to support the inference that negligent injury and payment are uncorrelated. Professor Baker, however, demonstrates clearly why this inference is unsound.221 He points especially to the many problems resulting from the very conservative system employed by reviewers in the original Harvard
study to determine whether negligent injury had occurred, the small sample size of
the follow-up study (a mere 46 cases arising from hospitalizations in New York),
and the resulting statistical aberrations. Taking into account the large body of con-
trary research results, Baker concludes that “[n]egligence matters a great deal to the
outcome of a medical malpractice claim” and that “[t]he legal system does a
remarkably good job at weeding out weaker claims.”

Equally revealing is the manner in which health court proponents handle the
empirical evidence that does not support their position, when they mention it at all.
A recent “oped” written by Philip Howard, of Common Good, and appearing in The
Wall Street Journal, cites a “recent Harvard study” (presumably, the 2006 Harvard
School of Public Health study detailed above) in support of the creation of health
courts. Howard argues:

It is not that most juries are unwise: Overall, according to a recent
Harvard study, the error rate in this system is about 25%. But play-
ing Russian roulette with one bullet in four chambers is not a
source of comfort to most doctors.

With the benefit of the summary of that Harvard study given above, the “spin”
involved in Howard’s argument is palpable. Remember that, in that Harvard study,
any compensation paid (no matter how small, and whether as a settlement or as a
result of a jury verdict) was counted as a determination by the legal system that the
defendant was liable. Consequently, Howard’s statement involves the following con-
fusions and distortions. First, the roughly 25% “error rate” reported in the study
refers to the results of cases settled as well as tried, with the former vastly outnum-
bering the latter; most of these cases never reached trial, so the results do not speak
directly to the wisdom of juries, as Howard suggests. Second, just because the
physician reviewers disagreed with the result of the legal system in about 25 per-
cent of the cases does not mean that the error rate of the system is about 25 per-
cent. As noted above, in some cases the legal system will have been right and the
reviewers will have been wrong. Third, even if we assume that the reviewers were
always right and the legal system’s error rate is about 25 percent, the majority of
these “errors” favored physicians, and the chance that the insurance company of a
physician who is sued will be erroneously required to compensate a claimant is only
about 10 percent. In other words, instead of a one in four chance of the physician
dying a gruesome death, there is less than a one in ten chance that the insurance
company of a physician who is sued will be required erroneously to pay some com-
pensation (however small). That is quite a difference.

B. Frivolous Lawsuits Are Not A Serious Problem.

Some frivolous lawsuits probably occur in all areas of law, but are they a serious
problem in the medical malpractice context? Health court advocates attribute at least
some of the perceived problems of the malpractice system to the filing of unmeritori-
ous claims, referring to “greedy lawyers” who are “egging injured patients to sue.”
These contentions fail to appreciate that the contingent fee system invests plaintiffs’ attorneys heavily in the outcome of their cases and creates powerful incentives for the attorneys to screen out weak cases. An attorney who takes on a weak malpractice case and invests substantial resources in pressing it is making a very bad investment, especially when insurers maintain that they rarely pay settlements for frivolous cases. Research by Herbert Kritzer, Professor of Political Science and Law at the University of Wisconsin, confirms that the economic reality of contingent fees drives lawyers, including medical malpractice lawyers, to reject about 90 percent of cases after the first appointment with the client. Kritzer reports:

Lawyers are extremely cautious in accepting medical malpractice cases, and the lawyers I observed spent a lot of time explaining to these potential clients why their negative medical outcome did not constitute malpractice, or the difficulty in establishing that it did arise from malpractice, or that even if it was malpractice, the ultimate medical outcome was probably not affected by the error (and the interim consequences did not give rise to sufficient damages to make pursuing the matter financially attractive).

Health court proponents are fond of making statements like “80 percent of claims are made against doctors who made no medical error at all.” The sole support for this assertion is a portion of the 1991 Harvard Malpractice Study and the follow-up analysis of the same claims in 1996, both of which have been thoroughly discredited in this respect. In his lengthy and careful analysis, Baker points out that the Harvard study “was not designed or powered to reach strong conclusions about the validity of medical malpractice claims.” Indeed, he adds, “the [Harvard] data are as likely to support a very different finding, namely that most malpractice claims are reasonably related to medical management injury and provider negligence.” Baker notes that many of his findings “can be found in caveats and qualifications contained in the [Harvard] report to the State of New York and in publications by [the Harvard] researchers, as well as by early critics of the malpractice claiming aspects of the [Harvard study]. But these caveats and qualifications have not received adequate attention in the public debate.” Like Baker, Hyman and Silver comment that “[a]lthough [Harvard] researchers noted many of these shortcomings in early publications, they did not emphasize them in later works and the study’s weaknesses gradually dropped out of the policy debate.” Baker concludes: “What the public heard was that medical malpractice claims are frivolous and that the wrong people get paid. The [Harvard report] and the follow up study prove no such thing and the rest of the literature suggests exactly the opposite conclusion.”

Confirming this more sanguine view of the tort system is the recent study, discussed in the previous subsection, conducted by researchers at the Harvard School of Public Health, the same institution that produced the earlier research. As compared to the earlier quoted assertion that 80 percent of claims are made against doctors who made no medical error, this later research produced a figure between 35 and 37 percent. This, and the other results noted above, led these researchers to
conclude that “portraits of a malpractice system that is stricken with frivolous litigation are overblown. Although one third of the claims we examined did not involve errors, most of these went unpaid.”

It might be asked, however, whether the fact that as many as 37 percent of the claims filed were rated by reviewers to be without merit indicates that such claims were frivolous. Is this not confirmed by the fact that 39 percent of claims resolved without trial were dropped or dismissed without any compensation paid? To the contrary, careful observers understand that the discovery process can reveal weaknesses in a case originally thought to have potential. As Hyman and Silver observe:

The frequency with which plaintiffs’ attorneys drop medical malpractice cases after taking them might be thought to indicate that these dropped cases were actually frivolous. Empirical studies do not support the inference that plaintiffs’ attorneys file lawsuits they know are weak. The studies find that “drops” occur when cases thought to be strong initially turn out to be weak once discovery is performed. The pattern of filing cases that look good and withdrawing them when doubts arise indicates that the malpractice system itself weeds out weak cases. This is, of course, the intended result of the pretrial process.

In their observation that discovery does its job of weeding out weak cases, Hyman and Silver are joined by the Harvard School of Public Health researchers themselves:

The profile of non-error claims we observed does not square with the notion of opportunistic trial lawyers pursuing questionable lawsuits in which their chances of winning are reasonable and prospective returns in the event of a win are high. Rather, our findings underscore how difficult it may be for plaintiffs and their attorneys to discern what has happened before the initiation of a claim and the acquisition of knowledge that comes from the investigations, consultation with experts, and sharing of information that litigation triggers.

Again, that is not to deny that there may be occasional frivolous claims. But little would be gained by their elimination. Because of the discovery issues noted above and legitimate differences of opinion, few if any lawsuits in which a medical error did not occur can be called frivolous. But even if they could be, elimination of these cases would not save the system much in terms of administrative and compensation costs. The Harvard researchers conclude, for example:

[Eliminating the claims that did not involve errors [according to reviewers employed for the study] would have decreased the direct system costs by no more than 13 percent (excluding close calls) to 16 percent (including close calls). In other words, disputing and paying for errors account for the lion’s share of malpractice costs.}
C. Plaintiffs Attorneys Do Not Refuse to Settle Cases.

Another oft-heard criticism of the tort system, although not expressly made thus far by health court proponents, is that defendants are forced to litigate cases because plaintiffs’ attorneys resist settling them in order to collect a larger contingent fee.247 This criticism is belied by the fact that an overwhelming majority of medical malpractice lawsuits, over 85 percent, are settled without trial.248 Furthermore, because a strategy of forcing trial would only make sense in cases that plaintiffs’ attorneys believe to be relatively strong, it is relevant to consider that the percentage of paid claims that go all the way to trial is variously estimated at between only 2 and 6 percent.249 This hardly presents a picture of plaintiffs (or their attorneys) unwilling to settle.

Focusing on those cases that do go to trial, Hyman and Silver further debunk this claim:

A government report argues that lawyers paid on contingency “have incentives to pursue selected cases to the end in the hope of winning the lottery, even when their client would be satisfied by a settlement that would make them whole economically.” The unstated assumption is that in the cases that are tried, insurance companies routinely offer malpractice victims settlements that fully cover their economic losses. This assumption is untrue. Professors Gross and Syverud found that in most medical malpractice cases where trials occurred, defendants (or their insurers) made no settlement offers at all.250

Hyman and Silver call the refusal to make settlement offers in certain contexts “settlement hardball,” and explain how it accounts for what may appear to be unmeritorious verdicts:

The account just offered [“settlement hardball”] also explains why juries sometimes find malpractice in cases where providers honestly believe patients received proper care and can offer convincing evidence for this assessment. Long-shot cases are ones in which the evidence weighs in favor of the defendant, but is not conclusive. If enough of these cases are tried, the malpractice system will eventually produce a body of verdicts favoring plaintiffs in cases defendants think they should have won. Some frequency of jury verdicts in favor of plaintiffs with long-shot claims is predictable in a world where providers play “settlement hardball.”251

Rather than encouraging unreasonable refusals to settle, contingent fees serve a critically important function: By spreading the costs of litigation among a group of plaintiffs with plausible claims, some of whom recover money and some of whom recover little or nothing, they finance claims by plaintiffs too poor to be able to pay their attorneys in the event that their cases fail.252 This function is unnecessary for insurance defense attorneys because their clients are wealthy repeat players in the litigation system.
D. Juries Are Competent to Decide Medical Malpractice Cases.

Tort reform generally and medical malpractice reform in particular have repeatedly targeted the lay jury for criticism. In the health court context, this is a prelude to suggesting that decision-making should be transferred to health courts staffed by specialists. Among health court proponents, although there is some ambivalence about their confidence in juries,253 one can discern several related claims: (1) that jurors are befuddled by complex scientific and medical questions, and, as a consequence, (2) that jury verdicts are erratic and unpredictable, but (3) that juries tend to give verdicts based on sympathy for the severely injured patient.254 What is most striking about these claims is that they are supported only by appeals to intuition or, at best, anecdote; one searches in vain for citations to systematic social science about jury behavior, despite the fact that extensive pertinent research has been conducted and reported. Virtually all of the jury research available, briefly summarized below, fails to confirm, indeed contradicts, health court proponents’ apparent beliefs.

In one of the few instances where an empirical study of jury behavior is cited by health court supporters, the citation is embarrassingly inapt. Specifically, both the PPI Report and an article from the Heritage Foundation claim that juries let inappropriate factors, such as sympathy for the severely injured patient, affect their verdicts.255 They both cite the same empirical study in support of this claim.256 A careful examination of that article, however, reveals that it considered only 46 malpractice cases of which one (yes, that’s right, one) was tried to a jury.257 How this study could possibly be the basis for an inference about jury behavior in general is left unexplained by those citing it. The authors of the empirical study cited certainly made no such claim. (And by the way, the one jury verdict was for the defendant.)258

So what do we really know about juries in malpractice cases? In the first place, as already noted, medical malpractice cases go as far as a jury verdict in only a small proportion of cases.259 Consequently, the impact of the jury is probably less than what is commonly assumed by tort reformers’ focus on jury verdicts.260 Of course, dismissals and negotiated settlements occur in the shadow of potential jury verdicts, so counsel try to be keenly attuned to the likely results of a jury verdict in their case. In this regard, anecdotal references to aberrant jury verdicts are misleading, because these few verdicts are often corrected by trial judges or appellate courts, and the jury must be seen in the context of a procedural system that provides avenues for correcting clear mistakes.261 Negotiators must also take into account the substantial reductions of jury verdicts that routinely occur as a result of statutory damage caps and insurance policy limits.262 The high incidence of settlement before trial suggests that counsel do well enough in making such predictions. In any event, one must assess the jury as a component of an overall system which, as explained above (in Section VA), does a remarkably good job in sorting good claims from bad claims.

It is also reasonable to believe, and research confirms, that the few cases that actually do go to a jury tend to be those that involve clearly strong cases for liability in which the amount of damages is the main controversy as well as relatively close cases.
on the issue of liability; clearly weak cases tend to be dismissed before trial and clearly strong cases tend to settle before trial. The question then is how jurors deal with what are predominantly close cases, plus some clearly strong liability cases in which damages are still contested. What we know about that is the product of extensive research on jury verdict records, claims files of insurance companies, systematic interviews with jurors, and experiments with mock juries. Each of these sources has its advantages and disadvantages in terms of what may be inferred from them, but fortunately the results of these investigations tend to converge.

The first specific claim recurring in the health court proposal context, that juries do not understand the complex issues presented in many medical malpractice cases, is not supported by the empirical research. In a thorough review of the available research on jurors’ understanding of expert testimony in civil and criminal trials, two of the most respected researchers in the field of jury behavior, Neil Vidmar (Russell M. Robinson II Professor of Law and Professor of Psychology at Duke University) and Shari Diamond (Professor of Law and Psychology at Northwestern University and Senior Research Fellow at the American Bar Foundation), conclude:

There is a consistent convergence in juror interview studies and experimental studies involving both civil and criminal juries. Jurors appear motivated to critically assess the content of the expert’s testimony and weigh it in the context of the other trial evidence, as they are instructed to do. They appear to understand the nature of the adversary process, at least in the context of their specific trial. Even though many jurors may not have had prior exposure to the trial process, it appears that they develop an understanding from the give and take of examination and cross-examination and exposure to opposing experts. Indeed, rather than simply deferring automatically to experts, as critics have claimed, the trial process appears to make them aware of the fallibility of expert testimony. This is not to say that every juror is motivated and grasps the expert testimony, because the data seldom shed light on the thought processes of individual jurors, but the deliberation process appears to result in closer examination of diverging views and understandings—just as the legal system assumes it does....

Insofar as it can be assessed, there is no evidence that juries are incompetent to evaluate expert testimony.

Focusing specifically on medical malpractice cases, Vidmar emphasizes several important facts in regard to the jury competency question, including: (1) many malpractice cases are not particularly complex, and many that do involve complex scientific questions also involve crucial questions of credibility that are the kind routinely entrusted to juries in other kinds of cases; (2) there is not always a clear answer to debates about technical medical issues, in which case the prospect of scientific and objectively correct decisions is often an illusion; and (3) the empirical research shows that jurors are not naive about experts or easily misled.
The second specific claim made by health court proponents is that jury verdicts are erratic and unpredictable. To some extent this is not really a criticism of juries, but rather a complaint about the need for greater specificity in the substantive standard of liability and, as a result, the jury instructions that express that standard, a complaint that we later show to be without merit (see Section VI). Moreover, to the extent that jury verdicts applying the standards of liability are stable and predictable, the concern about the lack of specificity in the substantive standard is muted. In fact, this disparagement of the jury system ignores the results of several research projects that have found jury verdicts on liability to be clearly and positively correlated with the judgment of neutral physicians asked to assess the same cases, as well as the results of several studies that have found that damage awards by juries are positively correlated with the severity of injury. Two important experiments, comparing mock jurors and experienced lawyer-arbitrators or lawyer-mediators in their evaluations of malpractice damages, and using statistical methods for simulating the effects of group deliberation for juries, found that the damage awards of the experienced arbitrators were more variable (i.e., less predictable) than those of twelve-person and even six-person juries.

The study recently produced by researchers at the Harvard School of Public Health, previously discussed, sheds additional light on these issues. Although the authors do not discuss the point, their data show the jury verdict in agreement with expert reviewers in about 70 percent of cases. That is slightly lower than the agreement figure for all cases, whether tried, settled, or dismissed (73 percent), but that difference—even if it is statistically significant—is unsurprising because, as noted above, the closer cases, the cases about which reasonable minds could reach different conclusions, tend to be the ones that go to trial. Again, jury disagreement with reviewers does not necessarily mean the jury was wrong. Tried cases generally involve live (or at least tape-recorded) testimony and issues of credibility as to which the juries may well be better judges than expert reviewers working from a paper case file. In any event, it should also be noted that, of the 30 percent of cases with discordant outcomes between juries and research reviewers, jury verdicts favored the defendants five times more often (25 percent) than they favored the plaintiffs (a mere 5 percent). Even if one assumes that in cases of conflict the reviewers were always right, this would mean that jury error in favor of defendants was five times more common than jury error in favor of plaintiffs. This point brings us to the third specific claim made by health court proponents.

The third claim is that juries commonly let sympathy for the injured victim resolve their confusions. This, and the related idea that jurors will side with the injured victim against a “deep pocket” defendant, have been mainstays of tort reform rhetoric for some time, but they are not supported by the existing empirical research into jury behavior. Medical malpractice cases that are tried result in a verdict for the plaintiff in only about 25 percent of cases, hardly indicative of a pro-plaintiff bias. As compared to the roughly 50 percent win rate for plaintiffs in all tort cases carried to verdict, “[t]he remarkably high defense win rate in medical mal-
practice cases ranks as one of the most robust findings of empirical studies of the civil justice system.” At the same time, jury interviews consistently reveal a skeptical attitude toward malpractice plaintiffs and a forgiving attitude toward doctors, a predisposition confirmed by the data reported above. Moreover, contrary to what the “deep pocket” hypothesis would suggest, research on trial results has found that the likelihood of a malpractice plaintiff winning at trial is not correlated with the severity of the plaintiff’s injury. Finally, controlled experiments with mock jurors have found no support for a “deep pockets” effect in medical malpractice settings.

Health court proponents seem to find support for claims of a pro-plaintiff bias (more precisely, an increasingly pro-plaintiff bias) in data showing increasing jury verdict amounts. Common Good, for example, cites a variety of curious statistics, such as, “[b]etween 1996 and 1999, the average jury award in medical malpractice liability cases rose 76%,” and, “[b]etween 1999 and 2000, the median jury award increased 43%.” Even if accurate, such statistics can be misleading in a number of respects: changes over time need to be adjusted for inflation; median verdicts are probably more representative than average verdicts, because means can be affected by atypically large or small verdicts, and aberrantly large verdicts are subject to post-verdict correction by trial or appellate courts; and longer time periods are more meaningful than shorter ones, because short term jumps can be offset by short term drops.

To correct for these kinds of problems, a good picture emerges by looking at median verdicts (or better, median payments based on verdicts), adjusted for inflation, over a long period of time. Several analyses that correct for one or more of these factors are available in the literature. One study by Public Citizen, a consumer rights organization, published in April of 2005, addresses all three, using nationwide data from the National Practitioner Data Bank: “The median size of payments from judgments appears to have soared, from $125,000 in 1991 to $265,000 in 2004. But adjusted for inflation, the median payment grew from $125,000 in 1991 to $146,100 in 2004—an average annual increase of only 1.2 percent.” Furthermore, year-to-year variations are rarely huge, as shown in Figure 4 (see page 44), taken from the Public Citizen report.

Notice that if one were to focus only on the change from 1995 to 1996, for example, one might well think the sky was falling. But the long term trends are anything but alarming. In fact, the upward trend in median verdicts is remarkably conservative, when one takes into account the following fact: “Because the cost of medical care for injured patients is a large component of malpractice awards, we should expect awards to rise along with increases in health care spending. Indeed, both average paid claims and per-capita health spending grew 52 percent in real [i.e., inflation adjusted] terms from 1991 [to] 2003.” These data illustrate that inflation in the health care industry, which is higher than general inflation, has understandably pushed up settlements as well as verdicts. Another factor contributing to rising jury awards appears to be an increasing average severity of injuries, even as assessed by agents of the insurance companies.
Reviewing a variety of jury verdict studies, Professor Baker aptly concludes:

A consistent picture does emerge from the research on juries and medical malpractice. We see conscientious jurors who take their responsibilities seriously, pay attention to their instructions [from the trial judge], and, if anything, give doctors the benefit of the doubt. . . .

Jury verdicts do seem to be getting larger over time, but the increase is not out of line with the underlying costs. Because of advances in medical technology, the costs of injuries are increasing. . . . Also, juries are deciding more and more severe cases. These developments help explain the increase in jury verdicts.286

The leading proponent of health courts even appears to acknowledge this body of work. Philip Howard recently testified before a Senate committee that, “[s]tudies over the years on the effectiveness of justice tend to vary in their results, but they tend to show that, if the case goes to a jury trial, most juries come to a reasonable result.”287

It would be a mistake, moreover, to think of jury competence only in terms of the narrow question of whether juries make the right factual assessments. There is more to the jury institution than that, although you would hardly know it to read the disparaging views of health court proponents.288 These myopic views ignore the lessons of history, well known since at least the time of Tocqueville, that astute nineteenth-century observer of the new American nation, who realized that the jury, in

both criminal and civil cases, is fundamentally a “political institution” that places power over concrete cases in the hands of the governed and that serves as a “public school” that teaches citizens about the difficulties of governance. By many accounts, the jury—including the civil jury—has been a crucial instrument in the evolution of a middle class educated and accustomed to addressing legal problems and thus prepared to accept the responsibilities of democracy. Any proposal to eliminate the jury or to reduce the scope of its operation must recognize the potential loss in these terms.

E. The Tort System is Not Causing Serious Problems of “Defensive Medicine” or Lack of Patient Access to Care.

Claims about undesirable “defensive medicine” are common in the calls for health courts. Yet rarely is an attempt made to be clear even about what “defensive medicine” means. One definition commonly used is “practices undertaken primarily for the purpose of reducing legal risk.” However, tort liability is supposed to have a deterrent effect on unreasonable conduct, so the fact that the risk of liability might cause a physician to do what he or she otherwise would not cannot be the hallmark of defensive medicine in any pejorative sense of that term. In short, one must recognize that some liability-conscious decisions by physicians are a good thing. But the term “defensive medicine” is typically used in a purely pejorative fashion, focusing on “unnecessary” or “unjustified” tests and procedures, without explaining exactly in what sense they are unnecessary. In reality, they entail cost/benefit tradeoffs and policy considerations over which the medical profession has no monopoly of insight.

Consider, for example, a diagnostic test that has a small chance of detecting a serious health condition. If a doctor orders the test to avoid liability in case the patient turns out to suffer from the condition and would be harmed if the condition were not detected, critics of the tort system would call this defensive medicine. But another way of looking at this is to compare the cost of the test with its potential benefit—its ability, albeit in a small number of cases, to avoid patient harm. To call this defensive medicine, meaning that doctors should never order the test, is to make an implicit determination that the cost of the test will never be outweighed by its potential benefit. This ignores the fact that it may be appropriate to order the test in some circumstances—for example, when a highly risk-averse patient opts for it. A determination that the test should never be ordered is a determination that it should never be offered, an illustration of bedside rationing that many deem an inappropriate decision for the doctor to make.

Even if one takes a purely pejorative view of defensive medicine, it is still not clear how much of it occurs. Hyman and Silver review the claim by health court proponents that defensive medicine is a serious problem: “Doctors, medical societies, insurers, and tort reform advocates argue that defensive medicine is widespread. Philip Howard—a member of Common Good, an organization that oppos-
es use of courts to regulate physicians—contends that defensive medicine costs more than $100 billion per year.” The reality, they point out, is quite different, however: “The empirical evidence supporting claims of defensive medicine is far from conclusive, and it appears that Howard’s claims are grossly exaggerated.” Hyman and Silver proceed to quote from an article by Troyen Brennan and Michelle Mello, health court proponents at the Harvard School of Public Health: “Most defensive-medicine studies have failed to demonstrate any real impacts on medical practice arising from higher malpractice premiums.” Hyman and Silver explain:

The difficulty in proving the causal link between malpractice exposure and higher levels of defensive medicine arises from the multitude of motives providers may have for performing “unnecessary” tests and procedures, including greater risk-aversion, a difference of opinion as to comparative utility, and the desire to generate income.

And Brennan and Mello conclude:

It is likely that defensive medicine, to the extent that it ever took place, may have diminished over time in response to the growing presence of managed care. In a fee-for-service system, the economic incentive structure encourages defensive medicine, but physicians in capitated practices lose money with each additional service ordered. Even if physicians ignore such economic incentives, their ability to order tests and procedures of questionable medical necessity is increasingly circumscribed by the oversight of cost-conscious managed care payers.

Baker’s recent book contains an extensive discussion of the problem of “defensive” medicine. He explains why even the commonly encountered figure of $50 billion is both “fanciful and misleading.” It is fanciful because it rests on unwarranted extrapolation from limited studies (concerning the treatment of heart disease among the elderly); it is misleading because it fails to account for the positive health effects of liability-conscious decision-making. After systematically reviewing the available empirical research on the issue, Baker concludes:

In combination, the defensive medicine research tells us that malpractice lawsuits probably do affect how doctors practice medicine, and some of what they do may not help patients. But the overall impact of this defensive medicine on health-care costs is not very large.

In another chapter, Baker rejects the claim that malpractice problems are leaving patients without access to providers:

Despite the periodic complaints, no one has ever documented in systematic research that malpractice lawsuits prevent people from getting the medical care that they need. In fact, even the complaints
often do not stand up to serious fact-checking. The Government Accounting Office [now the Government Accountability Office] recently checked stories from five states that the American Medical Association said were having a malpractice crisis and concluded: “Although some reports have received extensive media coverage, in each of the five states we found that the actual number of physician departures were sometimes inaccurate or involved relatively few physicians.”

Baker points out that in some specialties, such as obstetrics, where one can observe a decrease in the number of practicing physicians in some locales, the real phenomenon may be greater specialization, as doctors who infrequently deliver babies refocus their practices by declining such work and specializing obstetricians consequently take over more of that practice, thus quite possibly benefiting patients by providing more specialized care. Similarly, using data on cardiac surgery in New York hospitals, Hyman and Silver illustrate that “some health care providers should curtail services or close because they are serving patients worse than others.” Just as in other industries, “the public expects the market to force inferior producers to close their doors. The resulting loss of capacity is only a temporary setback, because superior producers will expand to better serve consumers.” Consequently, it is not surprising that “[w]hen the GAO investigated alleged access problems in so-called ‘crisis states,’ it often found that other providers picked up the slack left by those that departed.”

Baker adds that “the real health problem stems from the demographic trends and public policy decisions that created the physician shortage.” Reviewing the history of the regulation of the medical profession, he concludes:

[S]hortages of doctors do exist, but they come from rapid population growth in some parts of the country, a lack of health insurance and other problems that disproportionately affect rural areas and the poor, and from long-standing efforts [by medical leaders, acting through government] to restrict the supply of doctors.


The perception of Common Good and others that malpractice concerns discourage the disclosure and reporting of medical errors, thereby hampering efforts to improve the quality of care, is false. In contrast, declares Baker, “there is no research testing the conventional wisdom that medical malpractice lawsuits drive medical mistakes underground.” Hyman and Silver agree: “No statistical study shows an inverse correlation between malpractice exposure and the frequency of error reporting, or indicates that malpractice liability discourages providers from reporting mistakes.” Moreover, they cite the observation in the New England Journal of Medicine by Lucien Leape of the Harvard School of Public Health, one of the authors of the Harvard malpractice study and “a strong proponent of error reporting and a
leading advocate for patient safety,” that “[f]ear of litigation may ... be overblown. No link between [error] reporting and litigation has ever been demonstrated.”313

As Baker observes, “to prove that lawsuits drive medical mistakes underground, you first have to prove that mistakes would be out in the open if there were no medical malpractice lawsuits. That is clearly not the case.”314 Hyman and Silver make the same point. In the first place, they point out, there is no evidence that physicians were more forthcoming about disclosing errors prior to the era of liability concerns: “Exhaustive chronicles of malpractice litigation’s impact on physicians never once assert that physicians freely and candidly disclosed errors to patients once upon a time, but stopped doing so when fear of malpractice liability increased. Instead, the historical evidence indicates that there was never much ex post communication with patients, even when liability risk was low.”315 Nor is there evidence that there is more disclosure in legal regimes with a lower risk of liability:

Error reporting is no more frequent in the United Kingdom than the United States, even though malpractice suits are far more common in the latter. If anything, systems for gathering information about errors and health care quality are more developed in the United States, suggesting that liability and provider interest in errors are positively correlated. Reports of near misses and no-harm events are rare even though these errors cannot result in liability. Underreporting and a punitive practice culture were serious problems at VHA [Veterans Health Administration] hospitals, even though the FTCA [Federal Tort Claims Act] protected doctors and nurses who work there from malpractice suits.316

A recent report for the Canadian government by Canadian law professor Joan Gilmour also found no substantially greater incidence of error disclosure in New Zealand despite its history of no-fault and quasi-no-fault compensation for medical injuries:

In the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom and Australia, health care providers’ reluctance to disclose errors to patients, or to colleagues so their experience can be used to develop safer systems is often blamed on fear that the information will be used to fuel lawsuits. In New Zealand, there is no such threat. One would have hoped that practitioners would be more willing to share this type of information, and that quality assurance and quality improvement would be much advanced. That does not seem to be the case. Recent inquiries into substandard care reveal many of the same kinds of deficiencies in incident reporting, complaints handling, clinical governance and management as in other countries. Many patients are not told that a mistake was made in their care, or even that they suffered an adverse event.”317
Why, then, are providers so reluctant to disclose errors? Hyman and Silver explain that this stems from many factors:

These causes include a culture of perfectionism within the medical profession that shames, blames, and even humiliates doctors and nurses who make mistakes; fragmented delivery systems requiring the coordination of multiple independent providers; the prevalence of third-party payment systems and administered prices; overwork, stress, and burnout; information overload; doctors’ status as independent contractors and their desire for professional independence; the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA); a shortage of nurses; and underinvestment in technology that can reduce errors.318

Hyman and Silver also quote Northwestern University law professor Steven Lubet, who explains that “doctors, being human are simply reluctant to admit mistakes to their patients, and instead seize upon any available rationalization. Today, the excuse is malpractice liability. In the old days, it was the patients’ own welfare—they would not heal as rapidly, it was said, if they lost confidence in their physicians.”319 “Given the significance of these factors,” Hyman and Silver conclude, “it is naive to think that error reporting and health care quality would improve automatically by removing the threat of liability.”320

G. Weakening the Tort System Risks Reducing, Rather than Improving, the Quality of Care.

The history of the U.S. health care system shows that tort liability increases patient safety. As Hyman and Silver observe, “No study has shown that liability exposure causes health care quality to decline overall. Instead, the best available evidence shows that liability makes a modest positive contribution to patient safety despite the definitive and unqualified claims to the contrary ....”321

Some of the best evidence comes from the field of surgical anesthesia. Ironically, health court proponents cite the manner in which anesthesiologists reduced their malpractice liability by adopting practice guidelines as an example of how health courts could improve the quality of care.322 But as Hyman and Silver explain, the anesthesia story in fact demonstrates the critical role that tort liability plays in promoting patient safety:

Why did the [American Society of Anesthesiologists] act when it did? According to Ellison C. Pierce, Jr., the leader of the patient safety campaign, two major factors forced the ASA’s hand: malpractice claims and negative publicity. “Anesthesiology [malpractice] premiums were ... among the very highest—in many areas, two to three times the average cost for all physicians. By the early 1980s, anesthesiologists recognized that something drastic had to be done if they were going to be able to continue to be insured.”323
In short, Hyman and Silver conclude, “[a]nesthesiologists worked hard to protect patients because of malpractice exposure, not in spite of it.”

Evidence for the protective impact of malpractice liability also can be found in the Harvard Malpractice Study. “[T]he [Harvard study] found an inverse relationship between the magnitude of the malpractice risk and the rate of negligent injuries, meaning as the size of the malpractice risk increased, both the frequency of mistakes and the frequency of negligence declined.” The authors of the Harvard study acknowledged this themselves: “[T]he litigation system seems to protect many patients from being injured in the first place. And since prevention before the fact is generally preferable to compensation after the fact, the apparent injury prevention effect must be an important factor in the debate about the future of the malpractice litigation system.”

Hyman and Silver continue:

The [Harvard study] also demonstrated that patients who are least likely to sue, the aged and the poor, were the most likely to be negligently injured—precisely the result a standard model of deterrence predicts. Finally, the [Harvard study] found that the experience of being sued “made [doctors] twice as likely to take more time in explaining the risks of treatment to their patients,” which is the opposite of the effect that patient safety advocates, who argue that malpractice liability discourages candor, predicted. Not surprisingly, the [Harvard study] report recommends that policymakers accept and act on the “indication ... that malpractice litigation does have an injury prevention effect.”

As Hyman and Silver explain, the reason why tort liability promotes patient safety is obvious. As the title of their most recent article says, “it’s the incentives, stupid”:

Providers are rational. When injuring patients becomes more expensive than not injuring them, providers will stop injuring patients. Stated more delicately, when insurance rates go up, they create a highly salient incentive for providers to improve the quality of the services they are offering.

In short, the notion that errors would decline if tort liability diminished is ridiculous:

Many providers have failed to adopt patient safety measures of proven effectiveness, and they have similarly failed to use information already in their possession to protect patients from harm. Given that providers subject to liability for negligence behave in this fashion, it is absurd to think they would voluntarily spend hundreds of millions or billions of dollars implementing patient safety initiatives if the threat of liability were removed.

If anything, say Hyman and Silver, the deterrent effect of the tort system ought to be increased: “The main problem with the legal system is that it exerts too little pressure on health care providers to improve the quality of services they deliver. ...
Safe health care is expensive, and the tort system forces providers to pay only pennies on the dollar for the injuries they inflict. Rather than spend money improving their systems, providers find it cheaper to tolerate the status quo.330

Baker adds a broader perspective, observing that “[w]ith few exceptions, all the research documenting the medical malpractice epidemic came in response to medical malpractice lawsuits.”331 In a passage that relates clearly to health court proposals, Baker articulates the irony in modern tort reform efforts aimed at medical malpractice. He observes that, in the wake of recent empirical studies of malpractice, the nature of opposition to malpractice litigation has shifted:

[N]o serious researcher would ever claim that medical malpractice lawsuits are a bigger problem than medical injuries. Nevertheless lawsuits remain one of the driving forces behind the research on medical injuries. What has changed is simply the nature of the concern. It used to be that too many patients were bringing lawsuits, leading doctors to engage in too much unproductive, defensive medicine. Now the concern is that too few patients get compensated and lawsuits get in the way of patient safety.

Patient compensation and patient safety are legitimate concerns. But those are the goals of malpractice lawsuits, not a reason to make them harder to bring or less effective. Certainly there is room for improvement on both fronts. But there is also a certain irony in the complaint that medical malpractice lawsuits do not do enough.

The medical establishment used to say that injured patients and their lawyers were making up the medical malpractice problem. Now they say that patients and their lawyers are not doing enough to fix that problem: “Get out of the way and let the medical professionals do the job.”332

A 2002 study in the New England Journal of Medicine found that, in general, physicians did not accept the IOM’s 98,000 figure as the number of hospital deaths caused by medical errors and did not think that medical errors were one of the most important problems in health care.333 One may fairly ask: Why should we turn over the problem of under-compensation of deserving plaintiffs even more to a profession that has long denied, and for the most part continues to deny, that this is the important problem to be solved?334

H. The Administrative Costs of the Malpractice System Are Not Easily Avoidable.

Health court proponents claim that the legal process of malpractice claims is “staggeringly inefficient.”335 Much of their case for a different bureaucracy is based on the idea that it will handle malpractice claims more expeditiously and inexpensively. We have previously discussed how the malpractice system sorts claims remarkably well. (Section VA.) Here we add that, under the circumstances, it does so at a reasonable, if unfortunately high, overhead cost.
Finding meaningful measures of the efficiency of the tort system is not as difficult as assuring consistency in their use. A plausible measure is the ratio of the total net compensation received by claimants to the total system costs. The problem is that the “total system costs” can be defined in various ways. When defined in terms of the total premium dollars paid by insureds, one gets a ratio for medical malpractice cases of about 40 percent, in accordance with Howard’s previously quoted statement:

More than 60 percent of the total cost of the malpractice system is consumed by lawyers’ fees and administrative costs. The lawyers portray themselves as a kind of Robin Hood for injured patients, but the modern twist is that they keep most of the money. 

This statement, however, is misleading in two ways. First, it suggests that, putting aside some minor “administrative costs,” nearly 60 percent of the total cost is consumed by lawyers, whereas in fact the administrative costs to which Howard refers include the insurer underwriting and overhead costs as well as insurer profits, which collectively constitute about a third of the 60 percent. Second, Howard’s statement suggests that the remainder of the 60 percent goes to the only category of lawyers discussed in the rest of the passage—plaintiffs’ lawyers—whereas in fact the remaining 40 percent is divided roughly equally between plaintiffs’ and defendants’ lawyers. Contrary to the implicit message of the quoted passage, insurers and defense attorneys collectively consume roughly two-thirds of the 60 percent.

In any event, this is an expansive concept of total system costs, one that measures the efficiency of the insurance system as well as the litigation system itself. Without changing any of the underlying reality, total system costs could be made even larger, and the efficiency measure thus even smaller, by including public (taxpayer paid) costs of running the court system as well as time lost from work by plaintiffs and defendants to handle claims, which are not paid out of insurance premiums. Other researchers have defined total system costs to include these latter expenses but to exclude the non-litigation costs of insurers, such as insurers’ underwriting costs and profits. There is, perhaps, no uniquely correct frame of reference here, and the point is to be clear about what is being discussed and, in making comparisons, to compare “apples to apples.”

Selecting a consistent convention for total system costs, the efficiency of medical malpractice litigation may be compared to that of other tort litigation. For example, several studies take “total system costs” to mean the sum of three items: (1) net compensation to plaintiffs; (2) plaintiffs’ out-of-pocket litigation expenses (attorneys’ fees, expert fees, and court costs); and (3) defense out-of-pocket litigation expenses (attorneys’ fees, expert fees, and court costs). (This excludes lost work time for plaintiffs and defendants, insurer underwriting costs and profits, and public court expenses.) One such national estimate for the year 2001 puts the sum of the first two items (which constitutes payments on claims) at $4.4 billion and the third item at $1.4 billion. Using 35 percent as an average fee for plaintiffs’ attorneys, this would mean $1.54 billion for item (2). In that case, item (1), plaintiffs’ net recov-
eries ($2.86 billion) constitute 49 percent of total system costs; the remaining 51 percent is divided between plaintiffs’ litigation expenses (27 percent) and defense litigation expenses (24 percent). Using the same (or a very similar) convention for total system costs and the same assumption for measuring plaintiffs’ attorneys share of the indemnity payments, the data from a recent study by researchers at the Harvard School of Public Health show that plaintiffs’ net recoveries constitute about 54 percent of total system costs.342

How does this 49-54 percent efficiency range compare with other tort litigation? A thorough study of tort claims in 1985, though somewhat dated, provides useful comparisons. (Dollar amounts will have changed substantially since 1985, but percentages probably have remained fairly stable.) For all torts, the comparable ratio (net compensation as percentage of total system costs as defined above) was 57 percent.343 For automotive torts, the figure was somewhat better, 58 percent.344 For all other torts (which include medical malpractice, products liability, aviation accident cases, premises liability, etc., and collectively accounted for about half of all filings and payments), the comparable figure was 53 percent.345 It is fair to infer that litigation expenses are only modestly higher (as a percentage of total system costs) in medical malpractice cases than in automobile torts, and they are comparable to percentages found in other non-auto torts, which, as the authors of that study observe, tend to be more complex than automobile cases.347

Again, these measures of efficiency would all be somewhat lower if other system costs, such as work time lost by plaintiffs and defendants to litigate cases, were added to the definition of “total system costs,” but this would not greatly affect the comparison between malpractice and other torts.348 Moreover, it is important to note that all these measures of efficiency would be higher if successful claimants were not under-compensated.349 In particular, these measures would be significantly higher for all categories of tort cases if successful plaintiffs were entitled to recover their litigation expenses in addition to the other costs that are imposed on them by the tortious conduct of providers. For example, using the data from the recent Harvard School of Public Health study, if total system costs are increased by the amount of the plaintiffs’ litigation expenses, and plaintiffs’ net recoveries are increased by the same amount, the efficiency ratio rises from 54 percent to 65 percent.350 Consequently, if what one wants is a system that maximizes efficiency, understood as the ratio of net plaintiff recoveries to total system costs (however plausibly defined), one of the simplest and most dramatic positive reforms would be to allow successful plaintiffs to recover reasonable attorneys’ fees as a separate component of their economic losses.351

In any event, the transaction costs of the current medical malpractice system are relatively high for a number of reasons, but as suggested above, a primary reason is the lack of certainty about what constitutes proper medical care. This point bears amplification. As Hyman and Silver observe: “A great deal of uncertainty exists about the ‘best’ treatment for particular clinical conditions, and about the ‘best’ way to perform these treatments. The efficacy of most medical treatments has never been
proven, and many treatments have some upside potential. Many treatments can also be administered in a variety of ways.” This was recently underscored by a cover article in *Business Week*, which quoted physician and health care quality expert David Eddy as admitting: “The problem is that we don’t know what we’re doing.” The article continues:

And while there has been progress in recent years, most of these physicians [who endorse Eddy’s critique] say the portion of medicine that has been proven effective is still outrageously low—in the range of 20% to 25%. “We don’t have the evidence [that treatments work], and we are not investing very much in getting the evidence,” says Dr. Stephen C. Schoenbaum, executive vice-president of the Commonwealth Fund and former president of Harvard Pilgrim Health Care Inc. [Eddy states:] “I’ve spent 25 years proving that what we lovingly call clinical judgment is woefully outmatched by the complexities of medicine.” Think about the implications for helping patients make decisions, Eddy adds. “Go to one doctor, and get one answer. Go to another, and get a different one.” Or think about expert testimony. “You don’t have to hire an expert to lie. You can just find one who truly believes the number you want.”

Hyman and Silver concur:

A final problem affecting healthcare quality is the lack of information regarding the absolute efficacy (let alone cost-effectiveness) of many diagnostic tests and medical treatments. Manufacturers must provide evidence of effectiveness to gain regulatory approval for new pharmaceuticals, but no such requirement applies to medical procedures. Consequently, doctors can administer unproven treatments, and those treatments can rapidly become the standard of care. For example, about 300,000 Americans receive arthroscopic knee surgery for osteoarthritis annually, at an estimated cost of $1.5 billion per year. Yet, a study published in the New England Journal of Medicine in 2002 found that patients who received the surgery handled tasks like walking and climbing stairs less ably than patients who did not. Other common procedures, such as coronary artery bypass surgery and spinal fusion surgery, also fail to help many patients. In one recent high-profile example (bone marrow transplant for advanced breast cancer), the treatment provided no benefits and killed an appreciable number of the women who received it.

Hyman and Silver go on to describe how uncertainty affects medical training:

Medical schools and other training programs for health care professionals do not teach modern quality assessment and improvement techniques. Instead, they teach students to make independent judgments and treasure clinical autonomy. This training may often
benefit patients by supplying them with confident agents. But professional independence can have a significant downside for patients as well. A great deal of uncertainty exists about the “best” treatment for particular clinical conditions, and about the “best” way to perform those treatments. . . . Given these uncertainties, independent medical agents have significant discretion to recommend procedures that are sub-par and to implement procedures in sub-optimal ways.356

Given the uncertainty within the field of medicine itself, it is not surprising that the malpractice system has to expend considerable resources to determine when a patient has suffered a compensable injury. As Professor Frank Sloan of Duke University explains: “To the extent there is highly incomplete knowledge about the effect of particular interventions by health care providers on outcomes, it is unrealistic to expect courts to be omniscient in this regard.”357 While it is important to be alert to possible ways of reducing malpractice litigation costs, we should not misunderstand the nature of the problem. Health court proponents point the finger at the legal system's failure to provide more specific standards to juries,358 but the legal system takes its cues largely from the medical community, and (justifiably or not) the latter has been unable to provide the desired specificity.

I. The Cost of the Tort System for Medical Malpractice Has Little Impact on the Overall Cost of Health Care, Physician Income, and Even the Fluctuations in Malpractice Premiums.

It is important to recognize several facts about the economics of malpractice and health care, facts that tend to get lost in the tort reform rhetoric that accompanies health court proposals. First, the malpractice system has little impact on the overall cost of health care. Direct medical malpractice system costs, however defined, are a very small portion of the cost of health care itself. For example, “[t]he cost of defending U.S. [medical] malpractice claims, including awards, legal costs, and underwriting costs, was an estimated $6.5 billion in 2001—0.46 percent of total health care spending.”359 Referring to the myth that increasing malpractice premiums are what drive increasing health care costs, and using comparable figures available for the year 2003, Baker comments: “Something [total malpractice premiums] that amounts to less than 1 percent of health-care costs simply cannot have the impact on health care costs that the medical malpractice myth would have us believe.”360 Bovbjerg and Berenson observe that even if malpractice insurance premiums decreased nationally by 25-30 percent, the reduction in overall health care spending would be in the neighborhood of only .05 percent.361 In the same vein, researchers comparing data from the United States and other industrialized nations have concluded that this country’s malpractice litigation system explains little of the fact that per capita spending on health care is so much higher in this country; rather, “[t]he two most important reasons for higher U.S. spending appear to be higher incomes and higher medical care prices.”362
Of course, including indirect costs might change this picture. If defensive medicine costs were as high (and as undesirable) as health court proponents believe, then a real (and undesirable) impact on health care costs would be possible. As discussed above (Section V.E), however, claims about defensive medicine are both confused and exaggerated. Moreover, if one takes indirect costs into account, then one must also account for indirect savings, that is, the malpractice that is deterred by the risk of liability and by the consequent public exposure of the flaws in the medical system (Section V.G). Unfortunately, the literature contains no reliable estimates of the net impact of these forces.

Nor is there evidence that malpractice costs have a substantial impact on physician incomes. Nationwide surveys of self-employed physicians from 1970 to 2000, conducted by the American Medical Association, were recently analyzed to determine the validity of repeated public claims during this period that increasing malpractice premiums were stressing the practice of medicine. Several important results emerged. First, between 1970 and 2000, mean physician net income (adjusted for inflation) went up substantially, despite steeply increasing total expenses. Second, “premiums have consistently been a small percentage of total practice expenses except within anesthesiology, which is a result of its having much lower than average nonpremium expenses.” The non-premium expenses include “office rent or mortgage payments, medical equipment and medical supplies, nonphysicians’ salaries, office expenses, utilities, and so on.” In the category of “a picture is worth a thousand words,” Exhibit 1 (below) from that article displays the relationships clearly.

Exhibit 1
Self-Employed Physicians: Changes in Mean Medical Malpractice Premiums, Total Expenses, And Net Income, Selected Years 1970-2000

The authors of this study note that “[w]hen premium increases occurred between 1970 and 1986, and from 1996 to 2000, they had only a small effect on net income.”368 While it is true that premiums increased some 200 percent over this thirty-year period (after adjusting for inflation), the increase in premiums was less than 9 percent of the increase in total expenses; the average annual premium increase over the period was $416, while the average annual increase in total expenses was $4,625.369 Similar patterns are observed when focusing on practice specialties and regional data.370 The authors of the study added the following comment:

What accounts for the common perception that premiums have steadily increased and caused large decreases in practice income? . . . Frustrations with contemporary medical practice might focus on malpractice as a source of problems caused by other factors. . . .

. . . It was revenue decline and increases in nonpremium expenses, not premium increases, that account for the overwhelming share of falling income [between 1996 and 2000].371

It is not surprising, therefore, that “[t]he strongest studies have found that the malpractice environment,” as measured by premium levels, “has had only small or no effects on the supply of physician services overall . . . .”372

The figure displayed above tells us something else: if the increases in the nonpremium expenses are being driven to a large extent by “defensive medicine,” then the concern that drives these defensive activities is wholly out of line with the underlying litigation risk reflected in the premium levels.

Of course, even if total health care costs and physician incomes are largely unaffected by the relatively small costs of the malpractice system, one might at least think—and tort reform rhetoric encourages one to think—that the annoyance of premium hikes is attributable to sudden surges in the costs of liability. To be sure, malpractice system costs (compensation and overhead) do drive malpractice premiums in the long run, but “long run” is an important qualification. Claims that variability in malpractice verdicts drives short-term fluctuations in premium rates are unsupported. There is abundant evidence that the surges in malpractice premiums that occasionally occur are not directly related to the supposed “lottery” of malpractice payouts, but rather to the result of periodic swings in the optimism or pessimism of insurers with regard to expected average payouts and necessary reserves, a fact discussed further in Section VI.H.

J. Summary.

No system is perfect. But the medical malpractice system works substantially better than health court advocates contend. As Bovbjerg and Tancredi, the experts on ACEs, admit, “[t]he system resolves individual disputes better than often appreciated.”373 Its performance is best summed up by Hyman and Silver:
Patients rarely sue, and those who sit on their rights rarely receive compensation. Virtually all patients who do sue suffered adverse outcomes involving serious physical injuries, and most have plausible or valid claims. Truly frivolous complaints are rare. Far more common are claims that seem strong initially but that turn out to lack merit. The malpractice system weeds out these claims fairly well. Patients with meritorious complaints are more likely to receive payments and tend to receive larger amounts. Over the past fifteen years, the system also appears to be stable in important respects. Claim frequency, payment frequency, payment amount, and jury verdicts have all fallen slightly, held roughly constant, or risen slightly. There are no dramatic changes in any of these measures, and the trends that have been noted appear to reflect rising health care costs or the progressive removal of smaller cases from the system.374

In short, conclude Hyman and Silver, “[t]he conclusion that the malpractice system is generally stable and predictable seems surprising only because health care providers and tort reform advocates complain so loudly and so often that it is ‘broken’ and ‘spinning out of control.’”375
VI. HEALTH COURTS WOULD NOT PERFORM AS WELL AS PROPONENTS CONTEST.

Health court proponents not only claim that the tort system is broken, but that health courts would do a better job at handling medical malpractice claims. First, they maintain that more patients would receive compensation. The Republican Policy Committee states that “the administrative nature of the claim-filing process would allow easier access to compensation for a greater number of injured patients.”376 The Heritage Foundation asserts that combining aspects of the workers’ compensation, Social Security, and Medicare administrative law systems into the health court process is aimed at “expanding the number of claimants who can receive compensation for their injuries.”377 The Progressive Policy Institute also wants patients to have “easy access to compensation,”378 and Philip Howard contemplates “a liberalized standard of recovery” under which “liability is automatic where there is a clear mistake.”379

Health court advocates also claim that their system would facilitate the disclosure of medical errors to patients, enabling more of them to seek compensation. One of the main reasons for adopting an ACE approach, according to Bovbjerg and Tancredi, is “enhanced disclosure,” which they believe “is far more workable with ACE lists and changed rules than under tort.”380

Health court proponents contend that, by abandoning the focus on negligence, health courts would eliminate the shame-and-blame approach of the tort system. The Common Good draft proposal states, for instance, that “[t]he avoidability standard is desirable because it moves away from the notion of individual fault and the negative connotations that the medical profession associates with negligence. It comports with the notion of preventability, which is critical to the patient safety movement’s insistence on lack of blame.”381 According to health court advocates, the “avoidability” standard not only would avoid shame-and-blame, but it would be based on sound science, as the third of the “core principles” listed in the Common Good Draft Proposal makes clear:

Compensation criteria are ‘evidence-based,’ in the sense that they are grounded in experts’ interpretations of the leading scientific literature. To the maximum extent feasible, compensation decisions are guided by ex ante determinations about the preventability of common medical adverse events made through a process of deliberations and review of scientific evidence involving clinical experts and other key stakeholders.382

In addition, health courts, supporters assert, would provide compensation rationally and consistently. This would result from the use of “guidelines for compensating both economic and noneconomic losses,” with the “valuations of noneconomic damages … made using methods that are explicit, rational, and consistent.”383 Furthermore, health courts would employ practice guidelines and create
a body of precedent to help guide providers about appropriate care, thereby reducing both medical errors and defensive medicine. The Progressive Policy Institute expects the system to provide “consistent, rational rulings that send clear signals to health care providers about what constitutes good medical practice,”\textsuperscript{384} while the Harvard School of Public Health press release asserts that “[t]he judges' rulings would help set clear and consistent standards for healthcare delivery.”\textsuperscript{385} According to the Public Policy Institute, this would “help eliminate the uncertainty that encourages doctors to practice defensive medicine and contributes to medical errors.”\textsuperscript{386}

Supporters also maintain that health courts would promote patient safety and improve the quality of health care. This would follow from the “public reporting of health court cases,” which “would replace ad-hoc decisionmaking based on testimony of dueling experts,”\textsuperscript{387} as well as from the fact that the system would “encourage the reporting and discussion of medical mistakes and near misses instead of driving that discussion underground by a fear of lawsuits.”\textsuperscript{388} Furthermore, “[d]e-identified information from the adjudication process [would be] made immediately available to caregivers for root cause analysis and development of preventive practices,” and “[i]nformation is also extracted from standardized event reporting for epidemiological analysis to understand new prevention strategies.”\textsuperscript{389}

At the same time, the proponents of health courts expect this new system to be “affordable.”\textsuperscript{390} This will result, it is said, from savings in administrative expenses and claimants’ legal fees.\textsuperscript{391}

The foregoing are worthy objectives. It certainly would be desirable to have greater disclosure of errors so that more patients would be compensated and the quality of care improved; to reduce the administrative costs of compensating victims; and to give practitioners clearer and more scientifically-validated signals about what constitutes proper care. But there are good reasons to doubt that a health court system would achieve these goals.

A. “Avoidability” Holds Little Promise of Being a Better Standard Than “Negligence.”

Health court supporters want to replace the negligence standard of the tort system with an avoidability standard, which they believe would be broader, easier to apply, and less stigmatizing for health care providers. In practice, however, “avoidability” may not differ significantly from “negligence.” Both imply fault. In a 1992 paper, for example, Tancredi and Bovbjerg acknowledge that “ACEs could be termed ‘quasi-fault’ because of their emphasis on preventability.”\textsuperscript{392} Earlier, Tancredi and Havighurst cautioned that, in adopting an avoidability standard, “[w]e would not require compensation to be confined to highly avoidable events, since that would be to reintroduce fault through the back door.”\textsuperscript{393} Yet Bovbjerg and Tancredi propose exactly such a threshold of high avoidability for health court ACEs: “Avoidability: Events are medically caused and moderately or highly preventable as a class (e.g., 70% or more, relative to not good care).”\textsuperscript{394}
Numerous formulations of the standard for liability in a health court system, moreover, effectively adopt a negligence approach. As noted earlier in Section IV, the Progressive Policy Institute wants patients to be compensated when they are injured as the result of a medical mistake “that should have been prevented,” and expects judges to resolve cases “in light of expert testimony about whether the provider’s actions were within the range of reasonable actions given the circumstances.”

Havighurst and Tancredi state that “[a] decision to make an event compensable must also reflect a judgment of unexpectedness and of preventability through correct application of medical knowledge.” In a 1974 article entitled “Identifying Avoidable Adverse Events in Medicine,” Tancredi observes that “[t]he difficulty lies in the necessary task of distinguishing between injuries that could have been avoided by virtue of timely and appropriate diagnosis and treatment and those that are merely incidents of the disease or dysfunction that brings the patient to the physician in the first place.” Finally, the Model Act defines an “avoidable medical injury” as “a medical adverse event that would not have resulted if care had been delivered in a manner consistent with that of an experienced practitioner or specialist in the relevant clinical area.” Saying that an action “should have been prevented,” that it did not reflect “correct” application of medical judgment, that it would have been avoided by “timely and appropriate diagnosis and treatment,” or that it was not care that was delivered in a manner “consistent with that of an experienced practitioner,” not to mention depicting it as not within the range of “reasonable,” are all ways of describing an action as negligent.

Indeed, the Republican Policy Committee’s version of health courts explicitly adopts a negligence standard for identifying compensable events, including ACEs:

Injured patients would obtain claim forms from their health care providers and would submit them to the local health court review board. These boards would be responsible for investigating the claims to determine whether the alleged malpractice does, in fact, constitute negligent behavior on the part of the provider. If the board determines that the case for negligence is clear, the board will order the patient’s provider to pay damages to the patient according to a standing schedule of benefits .... This schedule of benefits would compensate any number of negligence [sic] events compiled by medical experts. These “avoidable classes of events” or “accelerated compensation events” (ACEs) would be immediately compensable because their occurrence would be a “clear indication” of wrongdoing by the provider.

Another argument asserted in favor of an avoidability standard is that it is easier to apply because, unlike a negligence standard, it focuses on the outcome of an episode of care rather than on the appropriateness of the process of care that was employed. Tancredi and Bovbjerg state, for example, that “[i]n contrast to the current system, which relies on retrospective, highly idiosyncratic testimony about allegedly faulty processes of care in particular cases, the creation of ACEs relies on generalized expert judgments about statistical outcomes of medical care, applied in
advance.” Supposedly, this focus on avoidable outcomes eliminates the need for the health court system to trouble itself with whether what the provider did was inappropriate; instead, the system only needs to reach the simpler deduction that the result was inappropriate.

Regardless of whether it is easier to identify inappropriate outcomes as opposed to inappropriate processes of care, however, this goal is illusory. Bovbjerg and Tancredi admit that the ACE approach is “closely tied to clinical processes.” As they point out, “ACES often contain specifications of medical processes or standards deemed to be linked to avoidable outcomes.” A table of eleven sample ACE listings that they provide includes, for example, “complications from failure to diagnose and treat hypoglycemia in a newborn,” “complications from foreign body unintentionally left in the operative site after any general surgical operation or procedure,” and “complications from falls from table during surgical operation or procedure or delivery.” All of these describe both processes and outcomes. Moreover, as noted earlier, the definition of avoidability hinges on whether a patient injury could have been avoided by “best” or “good” medical care. Clearly, therefore, creating lists of avoidable events entails considering what processes of care would be “best” or “good.”

The imprecision about whether an avoidable outcome is one that would be prevented by “best” practices or “good” practices highlights the general imprecision of the avoidability standard. Common Good admits this vagueness—“We recognize that delineating avoidable from unavoidable events will not be straightforward in all situations”—but seeks to downplay it by observing that “the negligence distinction itself is not clearcut.” Yet this ignores the fact that classic medical malpractice doctrine distinguishes between “reasonable” and “optimal” medical care, and only makes providers liable when they fail to deliver the former. A compensation system that was unclear about which standard it should apply not only would be more difficult to operate, but would send more ambiguous signals to providers about how they should behave.

B. The Use of ACEs Offers a False Hope of Scientific Objectivity.

Health court supporters claim that ACEs will replace the “capricious” malpractice system with compensation based on science and statistics. Tancredi and Bovbjerg describe ACEs as “strongly grounded in scientific understanding of the development of adverse outcomes.” ACEs, they explain, combine statistics with epidemiology: “The standard for being listed as an ACE is statistical avoidability, as in epidemiology. It is not individual error or ‘smoking gun’ noncompliance with some standard, generally articulated after the fact, as in peer review or liability law.” The same scientific foundation, they maintain, characterizes the standard of “avoidability”: “The determination of ‘avoidability’ ... relies on a probabilistic association between a type of medical intervention and a class of adverse outcomes, not on a detailed examination of a specified incident. The view of causation, therefore, is scientific rather than legal ...."
The scientific basis for ACEs is an illusion, however. ACE lists, Tancredi and Bovbjerg admit, are nothing more than the opinions of a handful of physicians: “ACEs are created by medical experts who review case scenarios of medical injuries from which they generalize to sets or classes of events.”412 Judgments based on the opinions of a group of experts are known as “consensus statements.”413 They are not themselves science. They may not even be based on scientific evidence. As Lars Noah, Professor of Law at the University of Florida, observes in connection with the use of consensus statements as guidelines for appropriate practice: “Some researchers have attempted to model the consensus-building process that underlies the development of clinical practice guidelines, which may employ special procedures for polling expert panels for an assessment of the appropriateness of using particular procedures in a series of hypothetical scenarios, but this still does not convert it into a scientific endeavor.”414 Noah then quotes David Eddy, the father of truly scientific, “evidence-based” medicine, who cautions that “a consensus may do no more than identify the point at which all the errors, oversimplifications, and biases converge; it does not necessarily identify what is best.”415 Noah also quotes Charles E. Phelps, who points out that “[m]ethods based on reaching a consensus among experts do not create new scientific data, they only codify old beliefs.”416 Even the standard for determining whether a patient’s injury was “unavoidable”—“moderately (70%+) preventable”—which Tancredi and Bovbjerg describe as a “scientific, rather than legal” view of causation,418 turns out to be not only non-scientific but entirely arbitrary: “70 percent avoidable,” they disclose, was merely “a level the expert consultants deemed appropriate.”419

Ultimately, Tancredi and Bovbjerg back off their claim that ACEs are based on empirical data. “[E]pidemiological research on injuries remains almost as rare today as in the past. Hence, the ACE definition necessarily relies on expert clinical judgment ....”420 The science behind ACEs, in short, is nothing more than the expert’s opinions “informed by knowledge of the clinical literature and using an epidemiological perspective.”421 In the end, Tancredi himself acknowledges that ACEs were “to a great extent, subjective since there are limited data of an epidemiological nature to establish an association between certain medical interventions and adverse medical outcomes ....”422

This is not to say that standards of liability should not be informed, to the extent possible, by epidemiological and other empirical science. But that is already possible using the negligence standard. Reliance on ACEs presents the potential for the medical profession to control the standard of liability to be applied to it by making value judgments and policy choices in the guise of objective science. Medical expertise deserves no monopoly on such decisions.

C. Practice Guidelines Are of Limited Feasibility and Usefulness.

According to its backers, health courts would rely extensively on practice guidelines to determine whether an adverse event was compensable. The Progressive
Policy Institute, for example, proposes that “[i]n cases involving medical circumstances not covered by the ACE index ... health courts’ neutral experts would rely on scientific literature and consider evidence-based guidelines listed in the National Guidelines Clearinghouse operated by the U.S. Agency for HealthCare Research and Quality (AHRQ).”

Practice guidelines are one of the holy grails of medicine. In an early overview, Professor Arnold Rosoff observed in 1995 that “the use of clinical practice guidelines will bring substantial benefits to our health care system. While there will always be a need and a place for professional medical judgment, it is wise to make maximum use of available empirical evidence of what works and does not work, synthesizing those data into carefully analyzed, widely disseminated guidelines to assist physicians in the application of their judgment. Benefits to the legal system will flow from this as well, making possible more accurate, efficient, timely, and affordable resolution of disputes about the quality and appropriateness of health care provided.”

Although heralded with much promise, practice guidelines in large part have been a disappointment. Lars Noah, Professor of Law at the University of Florida, explains why. First, as described above in regard to ACEs, practice guidelines may be based on opinion and habit rather than on sound science. As John D. Ayres observes in an understatement quoted by Noah, guidelines “are constructed on a somewhat fragile data base.” Second, Noah points out, “[t]he process of developing guidelines, which some commentators have described as ‘haphazard,’ may itself introduce serious distortions.” There may be conflicts of interest on the part of the entity issuing the guidelines, such as when specialty societies seek to preserve their turf against inroads by non-specialists, or when guidelines are issued by health insurers or drug companies. Third, a guideline may become out of date, and the issuing entity may not employ an adequate method for updating it. Fourth, there is a proliferation of guidelines and no clear way to identify which guidelines are better than others, and which are definitive.

Another key issue that health court advocates have not addressed is the fact that physicians do not necessarily follow practice guidelines. Studies reviewing compliance with clinical practice guidelines consistently show a low compliance rate. Compliance rates decrease further when hospitals, insurers, or medical societies issue the clinical practice guidelines but do not take steps to ensure that the guidelines are followed.

As mentioned above, the Progressive Policy Institute proposes that health court experts rely on guidelines listed by the National Guidelines Clearinghouse operated by the U.S. Agency for HealthCare Research and Quality. But as its name indicates, this clearinghouse is no more than a collection of guidelines from different sources. AHRQ expressly states that it makes “no warranties concerning the content or clinical efficacy of the clinical practice guidelines and related materials,” that “inclusion of any guideline in NGC does not constitute or imply an endorsement by
AHRQ,” and that the guidelines “are the products of named organizations that are solely responsible for their content.” The Progressive Policy Institute acknowledges this problem itself, stating that in 1994 there were more than 1600 guidelines, and that they “vary greatly in quality and scope.” Moreover, the proliferation of guidelines ensures that there will be conflicts. As Noah observes, “[o]ne need only point to situations where practice guidelines deviate from one another in making recommendations for treating the same condition ....” Finally, guidelines may be too general to provide significant direction in specific cases, or too narrow to have widespread applicability. “Overly prescriptive guidelines,” points out Noah, “may incorrectly suggest definitive scientific support for a particular intervention and also fail to account for the inevitable need for flexibility in dealing with patient variability.” The Progressive Policy Institute admits that “[i]n order to avoid what is sometimes called ‘cookbook medicine,’ health courts would consider practice guidelines in the context of each case, according to the individual needs and characteristics of patients.” But this would substantially eliminate the ability of guidelines to provide clear-cut standards of care.

The Progressive Policy Institute ultimately recognizes many of these limitations: “Establishing standards of medical care is remarkably complex. There may often be several courses of treatment that fall within a range of reasonableness, rather than one acceptable course, depending on variables such as a patient’s health, age, or other circumstances. Sometimes a widely used practice does not always constitute good care.” It is difficult to understand, therefore, how the Institute can place such great store in the ability of practice guidelines to aid health court experts.

Michelle Mello, a member of the Harvard School of Public Health team that the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation has funded to develop a health court prototype, also recognizes the shortcomings of clinical practice guidelines (“CPGs”) at this stage in their development when she states succinctly:

We have yet to resolve basic issues such as which set of guidelines is the authoritative prescription for a particular medical problem, what procedures should be used to create guidelines, what institutions, goals, and values should drive their development, and how we can ensure that guidelines are disseminated and adopted by physicians. It would be foolhardy to make CPGs the centerpiece of malpractice litigation before the science of creating and implementing them on a wide scale has fully evolved.

D. It Is Unlikely That Many More Patients Would Discover That They Had Suffered a Compensable Injury.

A key goal of health court proponents is to alert more patients that they had been injured so that they could assert claims for compensation. Supporters routinely cite findings showing that few victims of medical error actually file a claim. The health court concept is intended to remedy this by encouraging hospitals to disclose mis-
takes to patients and make early offers of compensation. But health court proponents are quite vague about what mechanisms actually would lead to such disclosures and offers.

The Common Good Draft Proposal would impose a monetary penalty on a hospital or health care provider that failed to disclose to a patient a known error, or known information about an error. But penalties like those envisioned by Common Good for failure to disclose errors would only be effective if patients subsequently found out that errors had occurred and brought this to the attention of a health court. It is well-accepted that patients cannot easily determine whether they have been victims of medical error. As Hyman and Silver state: “[M]edical errors are often hard to spot. The popular literature on health care quality is replete with stories of patients who either never discovered their harms or never identified medical errors as the cause. Even physicians asked to review patients’ charts often miss departures from the standard of care.” Nothing suggests that patients would be any more likely to discover undisclosed errors under a health court system than under the tort system.

Even if patients eventually found out that they had not been informed about an error, it may be too late for penalties to be imposed. None of the health court proposals addresses what the statute of limitations should be for filing claims, much less for imposing penalties for non-disclosure. Conceivably the statute of limitations would be the same under a health court system as under the tort system. Yet as part of recent changes in malpractice laws, many legislatures have cut back the time in which malpractice suits can be filed.

Incentives do not change just because of wishful thinking. And the specifics of health court proposals actually cut the opposite way. For example, both the Common Good and Progressive Policy Institute proposals call for the health court system to be financed by experience-rated malpractice insurance premiums. Since hospitals with larger numbers of paid claims would pay higher premiums than hospitals with fewer paid claims, experience-rating would discourage disclosing errors to patients, because that would increase the hospital’s claims.

Additionally, health care providers may be required to disclose only those injuries that fall within pre-established lists of ACE’s. That certainly seems to be the expectation of Bovbjerg and Tancredi, the main architects of the ACE concept. They state, for example:

Medical providers should disclose injuries and routinely compensate patients injured with an ACE. Voluntary acceptance of patient eligibility and compensation should be the normal rule under ACEs, not the exception as under tort. Enhanced disclosure is desirable for all the reasons already discussed (first reform above), and it is far more workable with ACE lists and changed rules than under tort.
It is desirable to promise prospective patients that covered providers will make early offers of compensation for all listed ACEs and will arbitrate any disputes over ACEs and over all other medical injuries.

... ACEs would address a key weakness in workers comp-style reform—relying on patients to bring claims, as does the tort system now. Not only would the public availability of listings help potential claimants recognize legitimate claims, but the administrative agency and private risk bearers could also use the lists to make prompt settlements for all ACEs. Case-by-case adjudication would not be needed, which would speed resolutions and reduce administrative expense.447

Similarly, Bovbjerg states in an article he wrote with Raymond for the Kaiser Permanente organization that “ACE listings could be used to ‘trigger’ responsibility for providers to make an early offer of limited compensation ....”448 The Common Good Draft Proposal picks up this theme as well:

When an adverse event occurs, the hospital makes an initial determination whether the event falls within the class of adverse events covered by the system. ... The decision-making process is guided by pre-established decision aids, including a definition of avoidability and a compendium of accelerated compensation events that carry a presumption of avoidability.449

The problem here is that, even according to the designers of the ACE approach, ACEs cover only a portion of compensable medical injuries.450 The Milbank article notes, for example, that only “up to half of all obstetrical claims could be resolved, for example, through the application of an ACE list.”451 Moreover, even for cases falling within ACEs, Bovbjerg and Randall admit that “[i]t is unknown to what extent using ACEs in place of most tort suits would make caregivers more willing to discuss errors and other problem cases openly.”452

In the end, it is not clear what in the health court proposals would be sufficient to induce a substantial amount of additional disclosure. Given the costs of disclosing error, health care professionals and hospitals might find it “cost-effective” to identify those potential claimants most likely to file a claim without disclosure and then make disclosure only to those individuals. They might even find it in their self-interest to withhold information altogether and pay an occasional penalty if they get caught.

E. Physicians Who Committed Errors Would Still Have Abundant Reasons to Fear that Stigma and Punishment Would Follow Voluntary Disclosure.

Health court backers are adamant that switching to a standard of “avoidability” would reduce the fear of liability and stigma attached to the tort process.453 The Common Good Draft Proposal states that “[t]he avoidability standard is desirable because it moves away from the notion of individual fault and the negative conno-
tations that the medical profession associates with negligence. It comports with the
notion of preventability, which is critical to the patient safety movement's insistence
on lack of blame.454 Yet as shown in the preceding discussion, as a practical matter,
avoidability is a fault-based standard that differs little, if at all, from negligence.455

Even if health courts employed an avoidability standard that was clearly distinct
from negligence, it is not clear, despite health court proponents' contentions,456 that
physicians or other health care professionals would view injuring patients by com-
mitting avoidable errors as any less stigmatizing than injuring patients through neg-
ligence. In either case, the quality of the professional's care and his or her compe-
tence is being called into question. What physician would not experience shame
upon being accused of avoidable error? If the physician made repeated avoidable
errors, what patients would want to go to them for care? What colleague would
want to refer patients to them? The belief on the part of health court proponents
that providers will be blasé about causing avoidable injury assumes an intolerable
degree of professional callousness.

Moreover, the health court approach does not significantly reduce the threat that
health care professionals will suffer adverse consequences for committing mistakes.
The Milbank article acknowledges that “physicians are concerned that reporting
adverse events to ... peer-review mechanisms may trigger concerns about their com-
petence ...,”457 and that “[p]hysicians will hesitate to disclose information if they
believe that avoidable injuries reported to patients could result in a disciplinary pro-
ceeding.”458 Yet it is important to realize that disciplinary proceedings—which tech-
nically comprise actions by state medical boards and other public entities-are not the
only peer-review mechanisms that can punish physicians. As the Common Good
Draft Proposal points out, “[i]nformation [about claims] would also be fed back to
patients [sic] safety teams at each place of original occurrence,...”459 and the Milbank
article confirms that “[h]ospitals, wielding their credentialing authority, would be the
key avenue of redress for recurrent injuries associated with 'bad apple' doctors or
dangerous conditions.”460 If a hospital discovered that staff members had injured
patients, it would have an incentive to sanction the parties responsible in order to
prevent errors in the future, limit its risk of liability, and reduce the premiums that it
would have to pay under an experience-rated health court financing system. As the
Milbank article states: “The hospital's or care unit's premiums would be indexed to
the frequency of its avoidable injuries. Hence there would be strong economic incen-
tives ... for hospitals to understand the causes of avoidable injury and try to prevent
recurrences.”461 The hospitals' predictable responses include loss or restriction of hos-
pital privileges and “de-selection” from managed care provider networks.462

F. There is No Reason to Believe that Health Courts Would Improve Patient
Safety.

Health court advocates claim that their approach would improve patient safety,
but they do not explain how. Bovbjerg and Tancredi state, for example:
As for safety, ACEs’ emphasis on preventability and using ACE data to improve makes them an early forerunner of today’s patient-safety thinking. Payment based on ACEs would be much more consistent with patient safety reporting and analysis than are today’s fault-based determinations. ACE experience would also likely provide relatively objective and consistent indicators of problems for safety analysis within and even across institutions.463

Bovbjerg and Tancredi apparently believe that a health court approach would improve patient safety because it would employ a “preventability” standard rather than a negligence standard. This is nothing more than saying that a health court system would prevent patient injury because it would describe itself as “preventive.” This same sort of wishful thinking is reflected in Bovbjerg and Tancredi’s statement elsewhere that “[i]n the long run, the greatest benefit of ACEs may be as a quality measure” because “[a]fter all, the best response to medical injury is to prevent it, not to compensate it after it occurs.”464 As for their assertion that ACE experience would identify problems for safety analysis, the same would be true for any method of categorizing adverse events, and given the idiosyncrasies likely to characterize individual cases, as discussed in a previous section (see Section VI.B), there is no reason to believe that the ACE method would be superior.

Another way in which Bovbjerg and Tancredi believe that health courts would improve patient safety is that the ACE approach would enable health courts to give credentialing and licensing bodies “better data on a doctor’s practice record than do the tort claims that state boards are increasingly taking into account.”465 But this contention is belied by the fact that health court advocates would not permit disclosure of the identity of the providers whose practice data was forwarded. The Progressive Policy Institute states, for example, that “[r]eporting [information to improve the quality of care] should be kept separate from the specifics about the proceedings of individual cases,”466 while the Common Good Draft Proposal envisions that only “[d]e-identified information from the adjudication process is shared with patient safety regulatory bodies ....”467

To be sure, patient safety might be advanced by a health court system if it really were the case that such a system would lead to an increase in the number of victims compensated and the total amount of money paid for compensation, thus causing the health care industry to more completely internalize the costs of malpractice. But there are reasons, expressed elsewhere in this report, to doubt that this will occur and to believe that, if the political will is present to do such a thing, it could be done better under the present tort system. It is, moreover, conspicuous that health court proponents do not make this incentives-based, deterrence argument in support of their proposals. Presumably, they are quite aware that no such increases in compensation would be forthcoming from health courts as they would in fact operate.

Health court advocates bemoan the cost of defensive medicine and view their proposal as an antidote. Bovbjerg and Tancredi, for example, assert that “ACE reforms should cut defensive medicine practices,”[468] arguing as follows:

Defensive medicine is essentially a response to the ambiguity of current standards of care, as applied in a legal process that providers find unpleasant and unpredictable. Where ACEs supplant legal process to govern payment, doctors need not fear liability, and unproductive defensiveness has no reward .... ACEs have many of the virtues of guidelines in terms of reassuring practitioners that they will not be held liable arbitrarily for bad outcomes.[469]

Proponents contend that health courts’ use of ACEs and guidelines would give practitioners direction on how to practice medicine correctly, and that the practitioner-friendly process would alleviate their liability fears.

We have already explained why there is less than meets the eye in the claims about defensive medicine (Section V.E). But there is still value in predictability. All other things being equal, it would be desirable for providers to have a clear sense of what the law expects of them. Nonetheless, as discussed above (Sections VI.B and VI.C), there are many difficulties in constructing and applying ACEs or practice guidelines, and there is no reason to expect that better ACEs or practice guidelines would be available under a health court system than under the tort system.

With regard to ACEs in particular, proponents stress that one of their prime virtues is that they focus on outcomes rather than on processes of care.[470] Even if this were so, a list of avoidable outcomes would not tell practitioners what practices they should follow to avoid the adverse results. Tancredi and Bovbjerg contend that a focus on outcomes would prevent defensive medicine: “ACEs should not promote unnecessary defensive procedures because they are defined largely by the occurrence of listed outcomes, rather than by whether a provider actually performed certain tests or procedures, and documented doing so.”[471] It is true that a system based purely on bad outcomes would not award compensation based on the fact that bad processes of care had been used. But practitioners would still fear that poor procedures might lead to compensable outcomes and therefore would have incentives to identify the proper procedures. Moreover, unlike the tort system, where an adverse outcome is deemed reasonable if the proper process was employed, an outcome-based system would not protect practitioners from liability on the basis that they had employed a correct process. As Bovbjerg and Tancredi make clear, “[l]isting an event as an ACE [should] not distort medical decision making, for example by making a bad outcome for condition X compensable if it occurs after treatment alternative A but not after alternative B.”[472] This leaves the door wide open—or at least no less open than it already is—to defensive medicine, as practitioners struggle to figure out how to prevent a bad result.
Health court proponents also maintain that ACEs would avoid defensive medicine because “it is a criterion in the process of creating ACE listings that they have no undesirable incentive effects ....” The only actual example they give of how this criterion would be applied is the following:

> Most wound infections following operations, including cesarean sections, were included as an ACE. Hence, the incentive might be to use a less invasive mode, such as vaginal delivery with forceps, to avoid risking the ACE. Forceps might result in more serious damage, such as a skull contusion or fracture or injury to the brachial plexus; however, these outcomes are also ACEs, so no distorting incentive is introduced. The key is to maintain balanced incentives for clinical alternatives.

It is true that under an ACE scheme, practitioners would have no incentive to employ vaginal delivery with forceps in order to avoid liability for a wound infection following a cesarean section, but the same would be true under the tort system, where a doctor would be liable for either negligently causing wound infection or negligently using forceps causing a skull contusion or fracture or injury to the brachial plexus.

Another important benefit of health courts, according to their supporters, is that they would create a body of legal decisions to which providers could refer in order to determine how they should care for their patients. Health court proposals thus call for judges to issue written rulings that would be placed on a searchable electronic database. The Progressive Policy Institute states:

> The rulings of health court judges would begin to establish new standards of practice to cover medical circumstances where common standards have not previously been agreed upon. The health court system would thus provide an essential benefit where our current system of medical justice fails: it would provide consistent, rational rulings that send clear signals to health care providers about what constitutes good medical practice. In doing so, it would help eliminate the uncertainty that encourages doctors to practice defensive medicine and contributes to medical errors.

It is unrealistic, however, to expect that such a database would be of any significant use to practitioners in guiding their practice. Judicial practice standards would suffer from the same drawbacks that plague practice guidelines generally. As Catherine Struve, a law professor at the University of Pennsylvania, observed in a report she prepared for the Pew Charitable Trust as part of the Project on Medical Liability in Pennsylvania, medicine is just too uncertain: “[T]he nature of medical practice raises questions about the feasibility of developing a body of legal precedent concerning the appropriate standard of care.” Struve explains: “In many medical contexts, there exist multiple treatment approaches rather than a single standard of care. Further, the specific circumstances of each case render it difficult
to draw general conclusions concerning the appropriate standard of care, and as medical knowledge and technology rapidly advance, a ‘precedent’ concerning the standard of care could quickly become obsolete.”

Proponents of health courts are forced to acknowledge these points. The Progressive Policy Institute report, for example, after declaring the importance of precedents that create consistent rulings and send clear signals, admits that “in order to avoid what is sometimes called ‘cookbook medicine,’ health courts would consider medical practice guidelines in the context of each case, according to the individual needs and characteristics of patients.” But health court advocates cannot have it both ways: fixed rules, despite their many virtues, sacrifice the accuracy that follows from individualized tailoring of the general standard to handle specific cases. To the extent that flexibility is considered important—and it seems to be a widely shared value in this context—fixed rules will remain elusive in the fast changing world of medical practice.

Finally, as noted earlier in Section V.E, what some regard as “defensive medicine” is in reality taking greater care to avoid injurious mistakes. Quite aside from the potential benefits of more predictable standards, therefore, health courts’ expectation that practitioners would feel less pressure to practice defensive medicine under a more practitioner-friendly dispute resolution process would be bad public policy. As discussed earlier, the problem with the current system is not too much deterrence but too little. Recall Hyman and Silver’s caution: “The main problem with the legal system is that it exerts too little pressure on health care providers to improve the quality of services they deliver.”


The health court proposals come on the heels of the latest so-called malpractice crisis, in which, according to health court proponents, “many states faced shortages of liability insurance coverage and even more saw very high premium increases....” Proponents of health courts argue that the spike in premiums was due to the flaws in the malpractice system. An article in The Economist describing health courts as “a more sensible idea” asks “Can legal costs be curbed?” The Progressive Policy Institute claims that “[r]ationalizing [non-economic damages] will be one of the most important innovations in a health court system, and the key means of eliminating the runaway inflation in malpractice insurance costs that has caused doctors either to abandon their fields or practice defensive medicine.”

Scholars who have studied the malpractice system more carefully, however, conclude that malpractice litigation is not the cause of spikes in insurance premiums. Hyman and Silver state, for example: “[T]hree longitudinal studies were published in 2005—and all three come to broadly similar conclusions. ... [T]he frequency of paid claims was stable [over the years]. ... These three studies indicate that factors outside the medical malpractice system were responsible for the premium spikes that commenced in 1999.”
Baker describes these factors in a passage that bears quoting in full:

Liability insurance goes through a boom-and-bust cycle. In the early years of the cycle, insurance companies take a pessimistic view of future losses and set aside more reserves than they need. Toward the end of the cycle, they take an increasingly optimistic view of future losses and do not set aside enough reserves. As a result, they begin charging prices that are too low in relation to the risk. Because medical malpractice claims take so long to resolve and contain such a high percentage of high-value claims, the shortfalls in the reserves to pay medical malpractice claims accumulate over a number of years. When the insurance climate shifts back toward a pessimistic view of future losses, insurance companies need to increase their reserves, sometimes quite dramatically, to make up for the underreserving of the past, and prices rise accordingly. This means that the swings of the insurance cycle are more dramatic for medical malpractice insurance than for most other kinds of insurance.

The public policy problem here is not the overall size of malpractice premiums. Premiums are low in relation to the total social cost of medical malpractice. Because the vast majority of injured patients do not bring claims, they and their families and health insurers bear most of those costs. ... The average premium for doctors in the United States is about $12,000. While $12,000 is not an insignificant amount of money, it is not an unaffordable business expense for doctors who generally earn good six-figure incomes, after they pay for medical malpractice insurance. Even if that number were doubled to take into account the fact that some doctors are not practicing and that many doctors are covered by hospitals or other large organizations that do not purchase traditional medical malpractice insurance, the cost per doctor is not as high as most people think.

The real public policy problem stems from the way that insurance companies divide up the premiums among doctors. Most doctors pay relatively affordable premiums. But some specialists, such as obstetricians, pay very high premiums, and they are not equipped to deal all by themselves with the ups and downs of the insurance cycle.

In short, states Baker: “[T]he insurance industry goes through a boom-and-bust cycle that creates medical malpractice insurance crises like this past one. Lawyers, judges, and juries have little or nothing to do with it.”

Like the malpractice litigation system, health courts would be unlikely to have any great effect on the recurring malpractice crises. Malpractice insurance would still be necessary under a health court system, and investment and reserve cycles would continue to be experienced. Of course, if health courts were successful in
routinizing claims and suppressing variance in recoveries, the results might be somewhat more predictable from the insurance industry’s point of view. But variance in the damages suffered by malpractice victims is a fact, even if the insurance industry would like to ignore it. Moreover, as noted earlier, proponents expect to finance the new health court bureaucracy by increasing malpractice insurance premiums, which would surely cause instability, at least during any transition to the new system.

I. A Health Court System Would Not Be Affordable Without Substantial Increases in Malpractice Premiums or Some Mix of Undesirable Consequences.

Obviously, a health court system as proposed would entail some huge potential increases in total system costs. There are several sources of such increased costs:

(1) **Additional Claims Involving Negligence.** Health court proponents contemplate a claimant-friendly process that would increase the number of injured individuals who would find it practicable to seek redress. Studies, including those upon which health care proponents rely, indicate that only about 2 or 3 percent of injuries resulting from malpractice generate claims. We have explained elsewhere why there are strong reasons to doubt that all these victims would even become aware of their potential claims (see Sections VI.D and VI.E.) If, however, we take health care proponents at their word, their goal is to bring these currently non-claiming people into the process, certainly a laudable goal in itself. This, however, would multiply the number of claims involving negligence by a factor between 33 and 50. As we have seen, claims involving error account for at least 84 percent of total system costs (as earlier defined), so that, even if we assume that only claims involving error are brought into the system, the system costs should increase by a factor of at least 28, all other things (like system efficiency) being equal. Because, however, the most serious injuries now tend to be the ones most likely to result in claims, this figure might overstate this otherwise conservative measure of the increase. Reliable data on the potential claims pyramid (the number of potential claims generally being inversely related to the size of the claims) are not available, but even if we assume that the average per patient damages under a new system embracing all potential claimants (including those who claim under the existing system) would be only 30 percent of the average damages for claims now paid, that still leaves total direct system costs multiplied by a factor of about 8.5, again as a low end estimate.

(2) **Additional Claims Involving Avoidable Harms.** Health court proposals contemplate an “avoidability” standard that is more generous than the negligence standard. Again, we question whether this distinction in fact can be maintained (see Section VI.A.) But taking the proponents at their word, one must assume that this shift will increase the number of claimants, all other things being equal. Based on an Australian study that used the related concept of “preventability,” Professor Baker has concluded that preventable injuries occur about twice as frequently as negligent
injuries. Health care proponents agree. If so, this would double total system costs, all other things being equal.

3. New Bureaucracy Costs. Health court proposals involve the creation of a new judicial bureaucracy, including specially-trained judges, a cadre of experts to advise them, and what are effectively investigating magistrates located within hospitals or otherwise working with providers. Health courts also would require enormous staff expenditures to articulate and revise practice guidelines and ACEs, to the extent those are part of the system, and to analyze and disseminate data. We have no estimate of what these tasks and the necessary bureaucracy to carry them out would cost, but it would certainly be substantial, vastly more than the public (taxpayer borne) judicial costs currently associated with the adjudication of malpractice claims. Of course, health court advocates claim that, when one aggregates these costs with a planned reduction in attorneys’ fees and other litigation expenses, there would actually be a net savings. We take this factor into account below.

4. New Jurisdictional Conflict Costs. Health court proposals involve jurisdictional separation of some kinds of torts now considered malpractice, such as intentional batteries, that would remain within the common-law courts, and any such split jurisdiction will necessitate litigation over the jurisdictional boundaries, litigation that does not presently occur because all malpractice cases are handled within the tort system. The Florida Birth-Related Neurological Injury Compensation Plan (NICA) illustrates this problem, as Harvard School of Public Health researchers have acknowledged:

The definition of birth-related neurological injury set forth in the statute is quite narrow in scope. It limits NICA’s applicability to the most severe obstetrical injuries. Even for that limited group of injuries, however, there is ample empirical evidence of forum shopping and duplicative claiming over the past decade. Malpractice claims persist for precisely the kind of injuries NICA was introduced to preempt. In an effort to maximize their chances of gaining remedies, participating families appear to lodge claims in both no-fault and tort venues. In the latter case, courts have proven reluctant to yield jurisdiction to NICA. This stance reached a high watermark in 1996 with a decision by the Florida Supreme Court essentially reserving for the courts a right of first refusal over claims ostensibly covered by NICA, although the legislature quickly intervened in an attempt to reverse the impact of this decision and preserve NICA’s role.

Health court proponents have given us little by which to assess the magnitude of these impacts, but collectively, the features described above would increase the costs of handling malpractice claims dramatically. Using conservative figures, the first two alone suggest multiplication of costs by a factor of 17 (that is, 8.5 x 2). Nevertheless, health court proponents expect the system to be “affordable.” The Milbank article states that “the system could compensate a much broader group of patients (at a more modest award level) than can the tort system at about the same
cost, due in part to savings on administrative overhead costs.” Other health court advocates concede that, if the system actually compensated substantially more patients, it might not be cheaper than the tort system. The Republican Policy Committee states, for example: “The health court proposal is not about reducing costs overall (since many more people may be compensated at smaller amounts).” Either way, it is important to grasp the measures that proponents contemplate taking in order to prevent the total costs of the system from exploding.

Aside from dubious and unquantifiable claims about reducing the incidence of medical error (see Section VI.F), health court proponents point to three main sources of potential savings in direct system costs: reduced administrative costs, offsets for compensation from collateral sources, and application of a “deductible.” Rhetorically, they place primary emphasis on reducing administrative expenses, particularly attorneys’ fees, by moving away from the common-law adversarial system to something that works more like a benefits system. According to proponents, the percentage of administrative overhead (attorneys’ fees and other litigation expenses) for malpractice claims is nearly twice that of workers’ compensation systems. To be sure, it is unlikely that health courts could achieve the level of efficiency of workers’ compensation tribunals, because the nature of the claims in health courts would be more complex, on average, and because health courts would require a better (i.e., more expensively) trained corps of bureaucrats to administer the system. But even if we assume—quite optimistically—that the same level of efficiency could be attained in health courts, such a reduction in administrative overhead would reduce total system costs (all other things being equal) only by a factor of about one-third, given that administrative costs are now about 50 percent of total system costs. Combining this savings with the putative increases described above, total direct system costs still would be multiplied by a factor of \( 17 \times 0.67 = 11.39 \), as a conservative estimate.

As noted earlier, health court advocates propose to pay for this by increasing malpractice insurance premiums. If physicians already feel overburdened by high premiums, it is hard to understand why they would support a system that could raise premiums by over a thousand percent. But a close reading of the health court proposals indicates that its proponents have no such consequence in mind. Despite their reliance on the idea of reducing administrative costs, this is likely not to be the major source of “savings.”

As part of their proposal making health courts secondary or tertiary payers, health court proponents also suggest “paying the balance of damages after contributions by collateral sources.” Although this proposal has already found some support in the states, it is a decidedly bad idea. Why should the patient’s choice to pay for extra protection in the form of first-party insurance, either directly or as part of a contract of employment, adversely affect his or her right to recover from a negligent provider? Furthermore, among the main collateral sources that Common Good has in mind, it turns out, are public benefits such as Medicare and Medicaid, which, as Common Good notes, “enforce second payer rules of their own.” But this means that, under a health court system, taxpayer funded programs for the aged and the poor, rather
than providers and malpractice insurers, would be required to pick up part of the tab for the providers’ medical mistakes. In any event, this offset for collateral sources would be inadequate to address the huge potential cost increases described above. For one thing, thirty states already have adopted some form of collateral source offsets, so a significant portion of the potential cost shifting has already been incorporated into the system.\textsuperscript{508} Moreover, studies of collateral source offsets have rarely found significant effect on claims payouts or malpractice premiums.\textsuperscript{509}

The third conspicuous means of controlling costs endorsed by health court proponents is the allowance of a “deductible.” Common Good, for example, recommends “that eligibility begin when patients reach 4-6 weeks lost work time or $3,000 - $4,000 in medical expenses.”\textsuperscript{510} Presumably these would be out-of-pocket expenses not covered by collateral sources. As explained more fully later (Section VII.D), to call this a “deductible” is a misnomer; in truth, it would be a statutory tort immunity, albeit a limited one. If health courts were enacted, we could expect to see a steady pressure from the medical establishment and its insurers to increase the “deductible” in order to reduce the total payments made to injured patients and thereby avoid the enormous potential increases in malpractice premiums.

But other pressures can be expected as well. As will be described more fully below, a number of processes can be expected to be implemented, processes that suppress the levels of patient recoveries below any fair measure of actual losses sustained. For example, in discussing measures of damages, especially non-economic damages, health care proponents emphasize the problem of unpredictability (variance), rather than the average amounts of recovery. Thus, one might think that, as to claimants who would recover under the tort system, proponents would be content with less variance in the recoveries but the same mean (and thus total) recoveries as now occur. But once one examines some of the precedents and theories upon which the proponents rely for calculating awards, it becomes clear that they expect and intend to reduce recoveries dramatically. (See Section VII.)

To get a sense of the magnitudes of these effects, consider that at least one study, of dubious reliability, estimated non-economic damages (sometimes called “pain and suffering” awards) under the current system to be as high as 75 percent of total recoveries.\textsuperscript{511} Even assuming this figure is approximately correct, and assuming further that health courts suppress non-economic damages to a \textit{de minimis} level—generous assumptions for this purpose—this would reduce our multiplicative factor from 11.39 to 2.85, meaning that the total direct system costs would still be increased nearly three-fold. (Using more realistic assumptions, the same result is obtained if, by some combination of restrictions on non-economic or economic damages, collateral source offsets, and “deductible” offsets, health courts were to suppress average compensation per paid claimant by 75 percent of what they would recover under the tort system.) In order to keep total system costs constant and avoid premium increases, the “deductible,” which would eliminate relatively small claims entirely, would have to eliminate well more than two-thirds of all potential claims. Under more plausible assumptions, that figure would have to be much higher.
These rough calculations give results comparable to the projections made by health court proponents themselves. In the only published study attempting to estimate quantitatively the impact of health courts on total system costs, researchers applied the “avoidability” standard used in Sweden to data compiled on malpractice events and claims in Utah and Colorado in 1992. The report of this study is difficult to follow, but it appears that, in order to prevent costs from increasing dramatically under the contemplated system, recoveries would have to be limited by rigorous collateral source offsets, the elimination of all non-economic damage components, and the use of an eight-week disability “deductible” that would bar 79 percent of all injured patients from seeking legal redress.

There is also the possibility that, once the health court system were implemented and its high costs begun to be felt, its supporters would try to shift significant portions of the costs of the system, particularly the administrative costs, to the taxpayer. They can be expected to argue that running courts is the government’s business and should not be paid for by private insurers. But such an argument loses much of its appeal when it is recognized that the courts in question would have abnormally high budgets and would be largely designed by, and serve the interests of, the medical and insurance industries.

Of course, assuming that the system could be operated to provide compensation more efficiently to injured individuals, it is simple mathematics to conclude that more injured persons could be compensated at the same total cost, assuming they would come forward to make claims (see Sections VI.D, VI.E, and VII.B). But in the absence of much more detailed and transparently justified projections than have so far been forthcoming from health court proponents, it is fair to infer that what we would get from health courts is mainly the following: very modest recoveries, well below full compensation, for those who were compensated, including a substantial reduction in the compensation of those who would recover under the existing tort system (see Sections VII.A, VII.B, and VII.C); a statutory ban on claims by the vast majority of victims of malpractice (see Section VII.D); and the shifting of a greater portion of the burden of malpractice onto taxpayers and private health care providers (i.e., employers and employees). If, as health care proponents promise, there were a substantial increase in the number of patients who received more than nominal compensation, then additional effects would be likely, specifically increases in malpractice premiums and further pressure to shift the burden of malpractice onto taxpayers, employers, and employees.


Health court supporters cite a number of other compensation systems, some in the United States and some abroad, that, in their view, provide evidence that a health court system would work successfully. These include workers’ compensation, the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986, birth-related injury
compensation programs in Virginia and Florida, and the compensation programs in countries such as Denmark, Sweden, and New Zealand.

This argument is difficult to assess because none of these systems combines the basic features of the health court approach. None of them, for example, employs an “avoidability” standard, uses practice guidelines to guide decision-makers, or attempts to construct a body of precedent to guide practitioners. Still, there are several important observations that cut against health courts.

First, the systems held up as examples do not work as well as health court proponents would like. While it may be true, as health court proponents maintain, that the malpractice system operates with nearly twice the “overhead” (administrative expense) rate of the typical workers’ compensation system, the issues that must be decided in malpractice cases render this analogy less than persuasive. As one prominent health economist, Patricia Danzon, explains in the related context of no-fault proposals:

The argument that no-fault would reduce litigation costs rests on the assumption that it would be simpler, less litigious and less costly to define a compensable event as a medical injury rather than a negligent injury. However, evidence from workers’ compensation is not necessarily persuasive because of the difference in context: workers are generally in good health, hence the occurrence of a work-related injury is easy to define. This demarcation is less clear and litigation costs are correspondingly higher for occupational diseases and cumulative trauma than for acute injuries.

The same point applies even more strongly to health court proposals that eschew genuine “no-fault” in favor of an avoidability standard.

Moreover, the workers’ compensation system has been widely criticized as costly, unfair, and inefficient. In their book True Security: Rethinking American Social Insurance, Yale Law Professors Michael Graetz and Jerry Mashaw criticize the workers’ compensation system as “a bad deal that has delivered inadequate benefits at exorbitant administrative cost with dubious effects on occupational health and safety.” Professor Joan Gabel makes a similar observation in a 1999 article in the Wake Forest Law Review:

Workers’ compensation is now costly and inefficient. In 1984, employers paid an estimated $30 billion in annual workers’ compensation costs. Between 1988 and 1991, costs rose 29%, resulting in an annual employer payout of approximately $60 billion. In 1993, employers paid $70 billion and finally demanded reform. The frantic efforts of reformers began to show results, and, in 1994, there were slight decreases in the average rates of cost growth. Despite reformers’ success in some states, the system’s goals of uniformity, efficiency, predictability, and fairness have been diluted. Today, the overall condition of workers’ compensation in America remains dismal.
And Professor Martha McCluskey observes:

Workers generally have not been covered for a major portion of work-related injuries and illnesses for most of the century, if we assume that a broad range of injuries and illnesses beyond the traumatic industrial-machine accident can be work-related. In addition, workers have neither been compensated for major portions of their economic losses for work-related injuries nor have they been protected from many cheaply avoidable injuries.522

In terms of inefficiency, Professor McCluskey cites studies showing that workers’ compensation programs paid more for medical care than the costs of the same care for the general public:

For instance, the NCCI reports that workers’ compensation costs in the late 1980s grew one and one-half times faster than general medical costs.... In a Minnesota study, medical care for back injuries treated through workers’ compensation cost an average of two and one-half times the medical costs charged to health insurers; in a California study, the average workers’ compensation charges were four times the average nonwork medical costs.523

In regard to another system health court proponents point to, Bovbjerg and Tancredi admit that fewer than expected claims have been filed for the Virginia and Florida birth-related injury programs, and that “this prevented the unaffordable cost overruns predicted by some opponents of reform, but kept the programs too small to conduct patient safety analysis or to implement any loss-prevention mechanisms.”524 If what saves the system from disaster is that the very benefit it is supposed to achieve does not materialize, then what reason is there to adopt the system?

The compensation program established by National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act is not an apt analogy to health courts for the simple reason that, unlike under health courts, claimants who are dissatisfied with the award from the former program may pursue a civil action for damages.525

New Zealand, another system pointed to by health court proponents as a model, has shifted its compensability standard from no-fault to fault and back again, as it has struggled with the costs of its compensation system. Furthermore, it fails to compensate many deserving victims, and has achieved no better hospital error rates than hospitals in countries with tort systems.526 Finally, the experience from countries such as Denmark and Sweden is an inapt basis for comparison since the compensation system in those countries operates on top of a substantial social safety net that is absent in the United States. As a result, injured patients in those countries do not have to be as reliant on a medical injury compensation system for the resources to overcome a medical error. At a forum hosted by the Progressive Policy Institute and Common Good on October 31, 2005, for example, representatives from the Danish and Swedish compensation funds noted that “Sweden has an extremely
comprehensive social welfare structure so that even before any compensation is given for an injury claim, the Swedish welfare system, would cover about 80 percent of a sick or injured worker’s salary,” and that “Denmark has public health and extensive welfare systems, so patient injury compensation is considered ‘on top’ compensation.”

*   *   *

In conclusion, as far as it can be discerned, based on the extant proposals, there is little likelihood that a health court system would provide the benefits and advantages its proponents claim.
VII. HEALTH COURTS WOULD BE UNFAIR TO PATIENTS.

Contrary to the views of its proponents, not only is a health court system unlikely to accomplish its objectives, but it would operate in a manner that is likely to be unfair to patients. Ironically, despite all the complaining by providers, the current tort system itself favors defendants. Hyman and Silver point out that “[d]espite the conventional wisdom to the contrary, the medical malpractice system does not seem to favor the interests of plaintiffs, as demonstrated by the frequency of under-compensation and its magnitude, the exceptional win rates defendants enjoy at trial, the willingness of plaintiffs to discount jury verdicts when settling, and the amounts these patients give up.” It hardly seems fair to replace the current system with one that is even more biased against patients, but that is exactly what adopting health courts would bring about.

A. Liability and Compensation Decisions Would Be Made by Decision-Makers Biased Against Patients.

The essence of the health court approach is to replace traditional neutral decision-makers—lay judges and jurors—with decision-makers dominated by medical interests. Struve notes that specialized courts in general are prone to “capture” by private interests: “Commentators have long pointed out that the more specialized a court is, the greater the incentives and opportunities for interest groups to seek to influence the court’s decisions, both by lobbying to select judges who will favor the desired position and by exerting pressure on the court in connection with particular cases.” Health court proponents are fond of drawing an analogy between health courts and other specialized courts, such as patent courts. Yet as Struve observes, patent courts are not prone to capture by one set of interests:

[1]n contrast to a field such as patent law, where a repeat litigant will likely be on different sides in different disputes ..., a repeat player in the medical malpractice field will be habitually on one side or the other—thereby increasing the player’s incentive to seek selection of judges favorable to the player’s expected position.

It is clear that proponents intend for health court judges to be controlled by medical interests. The proposals call for judges “with health care expertise”; if they are not physicians themselves, the judges must “have the background and training in science or medicine to enable them to define and interpret standards of care.” The Model Medical Injury Act would have judges selected by a Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications; one third of those on the Board would be physicians. It is true that another one-third must be attorneys licensed to practice in the state, but the act does not specify what type of attorney; they all could represent providers or malpractice insurers. Moreover, all the judges would be trained in medical issues that were likely to arise (see Section IV.F), and inevitably this training would come predominantly from the medical establishment.
Not only would health court decision-makers be part of the medical establishment, but medical interests would create the decision-making aids that they would employ. An editorial in *Contemporary OB/GYN* calls for experts selected by medical groups to use guidelines devised by those groups: “Chosen with the help of such organizations as the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, the experts would render opinions based on solid peer-review evidence and guidelines published by medical societies.” The list of compensable events would be created by medical experts: “ACEs are created by medical experts who review case scenarios of medical injuries from which they generalize to sets or classes of events.” Furthermore, court-appointed experts who rely on expert fees for a significant portion of their income can be expected to make recommendations consistent with the interests of the court, including limiting compensation to keep health court expenditures as low as possible. As described above (Section IV.G.), the Common Good proposal would codify the view that giving expert medical testimony constitutes the practice of medicine, so that medical boards would be able to sanction experts for testimony that does not meet the standards set by those boards. Experience with the AMA’s policy in this regard strongly suggests that this power would be used selectively to suppress testimony favoring plaintiffs in medical malpractice cases.

Then, too, as noted earlier (Section VC), the contingent fee system that has evolved in the market for legal services provides crucial support for indigent individuals to be able to seek compensation for the injuries inflicted by medical negligence, individuals who do not have the insurance companies’ advantage of being repeat players in the system of litigation. Strikingly, under health court proposals, while the fees for claimants’ attorneys would be strictly limited, there would be no restrictions on what attorneys for providers could receive.

In short, the entire thrust of the health court concept is to create a system that is friendly to providers. According to Tancredi and Bovbjerg, a benefit of ACEs is that “expert determination in advance of avoidable types of injury will enhance credibility among providers”—not among patients. “Fully non-judicial processes are needed,” they assert, “to make case resolutions more expert and provider cooperation more likely”—not patient cooperation. In an early iteration of the ACE model, Havighurst and Tancredi state: “There would be no windfalls to patients or large legal fees included in the payments, and no doctor would have reason to feel victimized, as physicians often do now, by an ad hoc judgment against him and his professional reputation by a seemingly hostile agency of the state.”

The traditional malpractice system already favors defendants. There is no justification for favoring them even more.

**B. Providers and Insurers Would Take Advantage of Patients to Settle Cases for Too Little.**

The initial phase of the health court process envisioned by Common Good and other health court proponents would place patients in a position in which they
could be taken advantage of by providers and their insurers. As described earlier, this phase contemplates that hospitals or medical malpractice insurers would determine whether a patient had been injured by an avoidable medical mistake and, if so, orchestrate an apology to the patient and make an offer of compensation. While this could enable more patients to discover that they had been injured by medical error and to receive rapid payment, it instead could be a way of manipulating patients so that they would accept unfairly small settlements.

In the first place, patients may mistakenly believe that hospital personnel who disclosed errors and offered compensation were looking out for the patients’ interests rather than their own. The role of these “apologists” would resemble that of infamous “patient advocates,” a misleading name for hospital employees whose job is not to advocate for patients so much as to deflect them from pursuing legitimate grievances.

On the surface, the notion of providers disclosing mistakes and apologizing to the victims is appealing, but the practice is prone to misuse. Erin Ann O’Hara has examined the social role of apology and notes that its purpose can be to deprive victims of their rights: “[A]pology can be used as a tool for organizations to strategically take advantage of individual victims’ instincts to forgive in the face of apology.” O’Hara observes that “apologies are used to reinforce the fact of hierarchy. While the subordinate uses apology to reestablish the dominant’s favor, the dominant uses apology in lieu of other compensation.” In a chilling analogy between the use of apologies by physicians and spousal abusers, she states that “the negligent doctor context is similar to spouse abuse in that there is some evidence that victims too easily accept apology ....” O’Hara also notes that organizations seeking strategically to use apologies to extract settlements from victims may employ special personnel to give a false sense of remorse: “An institution that wishes to exploit victims’ cognitive and emotional structures will send its most empathic employee or member to apologize to the victim. Although the organization may be using the apology strategically, the individual who is sent credibly may convey a sense of heartfelt remorse for harming the victim. Some, though perhaps not all, victims will respond to the individual rather than the organization and agree to settle their claims.”

Health court proponents cite the practices of a malpractice insurance company named COPIC as a model for how the apology and offer process should take place. The Common Good Draft Proposal states that “[c]ounseling for patients would proceed along the lines developed by the insurer COPIC (the “3-R’s” program) ....” COPIC is a physician-owned malpractice insurer that is a member of the Physician Insurers Association of America. As of March 31, 2006, it had paid only 588 “reimbursements” out of 2,456 “qualifying incidents,” at an average payment of only $5,567 per incident. Furthermore, COPIC makes no payment for non-economic damages.

In addition, COPIC seems to be well aware of the strategic use of apologies and compensation offers to convince patients to accept an inadequate amount of com-
pensation: It emphasizes the need for providers to be “coached” by 3Rs program administrators in preparation for “disclosure encounters,” and the authors have been informed that COPIC uses trained actors to interact with patients. A description of coaching persons on how to apologize to patients, although not necessarily the process employed by COPIC, is provided in a 2006 article by Gail Weiss in Medical Economics:

If you determine that you have indeed erred, Hatlie and other experts in physician/patient communication recommend a prompt, straightforward apology that steers clear of medical jargon and finger-pointing and focuses on the facts. This should be done in person, says Hatlie, not via e-mail or telephone.

“It’s important to review what you’ll say and to have answers to questions you can predict,” says FP Sarah P. Towne, assistant dean of clinical education at Touro College of Osteopathic Medicine in Vallejo, CA. “Charging in without doing your homework is ill-advised and might leave everyone feeling worse.” Additionally, as with most sensitive conversations, the “how you say it” factor is crucial. Experts recommend the following:

Set the scene. “Choose a private area where no one will interrupt,” says Brenda Sumrall Smith, a clinical social worker and family therapist in Brandon, MS, who teaches medical students communication skills. “Sit next to the patient rather than across from her, to convey that you’re in fact on her side,” Smith continues. “Having a desk between you and the patient creates a gulf and makes you seem distant and separate.”

Reach out and touch. You can say you’re sorry and that you regret what happened, but nothing conveys caring as much as gently touching the patient’s hand, says Smith. “Don’t pat someone on the back, head, or shoulder; that’s sometimes seen as condescending. Stay between the elbow and the fingertips.”

Watch your body language. Assume an open body posture, Smith advises. Don’t cross your legs. Let your arms rest at your side. Keep your hands open. That telegraphs to patients that you’re being honest with them.

Give the patient some control. Allowing people to make choices, even small ones, reduces their hostility. If you’re going to tell a patient you’ve made an error, Smith suggests the following language: “I’d like to talk about some things that have happened with your care. When can you come in?”

Resist the urge to make excuses. “An apology should never include the word but,” says Gerald Hickson, who teaches a course in disclosure at Vanderbilt. “You dilute the value of an apology if, for example, you say, ‘I’m so sorry I prescribed the wrong medication for
you, but I'd been seeing patients for 10 hours without a break and I was exhausted when I wrote that prescription.”

Don’t deflect the apology. A patient who has been harmed wants to know that you care about what happened to him, not that you’re looking for ways to absolve yourself of responsibility by pointing a finger at your nurse or another healthcare professional.

Smith recommends having others in the room. “Not a lawyer; but perhaps a family member of the patient and a nurse. The latter can help the patient, while at the same time serving as a witness to what was said.”

Not only does this type of coaching prevent genuineness and spontaneity, but instructions like “sit next to the patient rather than across from her, to convey that you’re in fact on her side” and “nothing conveys caring as much as gently touching the patient’s hand” seem less intended to communicate sincere remorse than to manipulate patients emotionally.

The manipulative intent of the COPIC approach is most clearly evidenced by its refusal to permit a patient to involve an attorney in the settlement process: “The patient retains the right to pursue legal action if desired; no waiver is sought or required as a condition of receiving program benefits. However, if a patient submits a written demand for compensation or pursues legal recourse [i.e., involves an attorney], he/she becomes ineligible for further program benefits.” The refusal to allow patients to consult attorneys is all the more unfair since hospitals, physicians and COPIC are all permitted to consult their attorneys. Patients thus are left unprotected in the face of COPIC-coached “apologists” pressuring them to settle their claims.

COPIC touts the fact that patients are not required to sign a waiver of their legal rights in order to obtain compensation. But as COPIC points out, by not requiring patients to sign waivers, patient injuries are not reportable to the Colorado State Medical Board or to the National Practitioner Data Bank, where they could be detrimental to the interests of providers. In any event, COPIC’s non-waiver policy clearly is not designed to enable patients to assert their legal rights later if they feel that they have been cheated, but to discourage them from becoming suspicious and consulting an attorney in the first place. The success of this tactic is demonstrated by the fact that, according to COPIC, no case in its 3Rs program has “gone to litigation.”

In stark contrast to Common Good’s endorsement of the COPIC program, another organization lobbying for greater disclosure and apology, Sorry Works!, recommends that participants urge patients and their families to retain legal counsel to ensure that their rights are protected. The basic Sorry Works! approach calls for all deaths and unanticipated outcomes to be reviewed internally. “If a mistake or error was found, the patient and/or family would be quickly contacted, encouraged to retain an attorney, and a meeting was scheduled.” Bovbjerg and Tancredi also
admit that “[r]eceiving ACE payment should not typically require making an adjudicatory claim or hiring an attorney. Access to lawyers, however, does provide protection against unfairness if disputes arise about payment eligibility or amounts, particularly for permanent and severe injury.”

The VA also has adopted a disclosure policy:

VHA [Veterans Health Administration] facilities and individual VHA providers have an obligation to disclose adverse events to patients who have been harmed in the course of their care, including cases where the harm may not be obvious or severe, or where the harm may only be evident in the future.

As the following implementation instructions demonstrate, the VA approach reflects a much greater degree of candor and good faith than the COPIC program, and it strongly endorses the use of an attorney by claimants:

Notifying a Patient of Negligence

When the risk management committee identifies an instance of accident, possible negligence, or malpractice, it investigates the facts. This investigation includes an interview with the involved physicians, the chief of the relevant clinical service, and other personnel, as appropriate. If the committee finds that malpractice or substantial error resulted in loss of a patient’s function, earning capacity, or life, plans are made to notify the patient or next of kin. The patient, surrogate, or next of kin is called (usually by the chief of staff), is told that there was a problem with the care in question, and is asked to come to the medical center at his or her convenience for an explanation. The telephone conversation provides only enough details to indicate the seriousness of the matter (including, if necessary, a statement that a medical mistake was made and that an attorney may accompany the patient or family if desired).

Face-to-Face Meeting

The subsequent meeting is with the chief of staff, the facility attorney, the quality manager, the quality management nurse, and sometimes the facility director. At the meeting, all of the details are provided as sensitively as possible, including the identities of persons involved in the incident (who are notified before the meeting). Emphasis is placed on the regret of the institution and the personnel involved and on any corrective action that was taken to prevent similar events. The committee offers to answer questions and may make an offer of restitution, which can involve subsequent corrective medical or surgical treatment, assistance with filing for service connection under 38 United States Code, section 1151 (a law that confers service connection on the basis of disability resulting from medical care), or monetary compensation.
Claims Assistance

After the meeting, the patient, surrogate, or next of kin is assisted in filing any necessary forms and is given the names and numbers of contact persons who can answer any additional questions. If the patient or next of kin has not already retained counsel, they are advised to do so. The committee is then equally forthcoming with the plaintiff’s attorney so that the attorney’s review of the medical record will confirm the information that was volunteered. The facility’s attorney and the patient’s attorney work to reach an equitable settlement on the basis of reasonable calculation of loss.\textsuperscript{559}

It is telling that the health court proposal rejects the much fairer approaches that both Sorry Works! and the VA have adopted.

C. Successful Health Court Claimants Would Be Seriously Under-Compensated.

The compensation for successful claimants delivered by the health court system would be severely restricted as compared to what such claimants receive under the current tort system. The Milbank article states: “[A] health court system presents greater possibilities for cost control than the tort system. Although more claims would be filed, the average award would likely be considerably lower.”\textsuperscript{560} This is not just because smaller claims would be brought into the system, which alone would reduce average awards, but also—and crucially—because claimants would be paid much less than they would be paid if they recovered under the present tort system.

The most obvious evidence of this is health court proponents’ stated intent to use a “deductible” to prevent the total costs of the system from exploding. While a “deductible” would eliminate many smaller claims entirely, it presumably also would reduce the awards that would be recovered by those whose damages exceeded the deductible amount.\textsuperscript{561} The effect of these deductibles is discussed more fully in the following section. The same point applies to health court proposals to eliminate the collateral source rule, the unfairness of which we have already noted (Section VII.I): this would eliminate some claims, the damages for which had been entirely or largely paid by third party sources, but it also would reduce the damages paid to many successful claimants under the health court framework.

But there are several other, less obvious but potentially more dramatic, sources of reduced compensation. Compensation for economic loss would be based on a schedule of damages, similar to workers’ compensation. While under the tort system, successful plaintiffs receive their actual lost wages, under the health court system, as under workers’ compensation, recovery of lost wages may well be limited to some average or arbitrary amount or subject to a pre-established maximum. For example, COPIC, a malpractice insurance program touted by health court supporters, only settles cases for up to $100 per day for lost earnings, up to a maximum of $5,000. Moreover, COPIC only pays medical expenses up to $25,000.\textsuperscript{562}
There is also reason to believe that health courts would not compensate for lost household production, reflecting the value of unpaid household work that the patient can no longer perform. Such losses have been a significant portion of malpractice awards, particularly for patients who are not employed outside the home. Yet, as a cost saving device, health court proponents contemplate eliminating any recovery for lost household production, on the quite curious theory that such a limitation is consistent with practice under some workers’ compensation laws. It is hardly surprising, however, that a system for compensating employees would not include lost household production, as the latter applies mostly to non-employed spouses and retired persons. In any event, there is no morally coherent argument for not compensating a person for the kind of work that the person has been doing but can no longer do.

Health courts also would pay little in the way of damages for pain and suffering. As Bovbjerg and colleagues state, the system will make “[o]nly small allowances for pain and suffering … because the system is much more like a compensation system than a liability system,” adding: “Nor will an ACE system encourage dubious claims by paying large amounts for pain and suffering.” The Common Good Draft Proposal rejects basing non-economic damage awards on data about jury verdicts, and instead recommends that they be based on “public deliberations about (1) reasonable compensation for the various levels of noneconomic loss; and (2) what the maximum total costs of the compensation system should be.” Common Good adds that “[v]alues should be based on decision science research about utility losses and public deliberation about reasonable compensation. Academic research into utility valuations can be used to inform public deliberation.”

With regard to the determination of “reasonable compensation” by reference to “academic research into utility valuations,” this may sound like a positive endorsement of scientific method and democratic deliberation. But it can also be a sleight-of-hand for valuing a malpractice victim as an abstract individual rather than as the real person who has been injured—as a “statistical” rather than an “identifiable” life. It is well known that abstract lives are valued much lower than identifiable lives; people are willing to spend much more to save an actual person, such as someone drowning or in need of emergency medical care, than an abstract person such as a hypothetical pedestrian or automobile passenger.

The more important problem raised by the Common Good language, however, is the second factor delineated, the reference to “public deliberations about … (2) what the maximum total costs of the compensation system should be.” That is a striking bit of placing the cart before the horse: the maximum amount of damages injured individuals as a class may recover would be determined not by their actual losses, however determined, but by some separate political determination about what the “maximum total costs of the compensation system should be.” The goal of health court proponents, then, is to reduce substantially the amount of non-economic damages for malpractice victims. Given the financial stress of increasing the number of paid claimants (see Section VI.I), one can predict that the determination of what the “maximum total costs of the compensation system should be” would be
heavily influenced by the desire to avoid increases, or even to produce reductions, in malpractice premiums, so that desired premium levels drive recoveries, rather than justifiable recoveries driving premium levels.

This point bears amplification, and the Milbank article provides a context in which to do so. Its authors write:

> Whether malpractice litigation costs currently exceed the socially optimal level is controversial, but the desirability of being able to control the system’s costs should not be. Only when we have such leverage can we ensure that the amount we spend on medical injury compensation matches social judgments about how much we should be spending. Controlling compensation costs is fairly difficult in the tort system, which is decentralized and in which compensation decisions are made without reference to guidelines or precedent.

The authors are talking here not just about providing public guidelines as to how to compute the actual losses suffered by malpractice victims, for this alone would not control total system costs, which would still depend on how many errors were made by providers and how many claims were asserted as a result. Rather, they are talking about separately controlling total system costs. This remarkable statement betrays a striking commitment to economic central planning. Imagine suggesting that the total consumption of food should be determined by a political judgment, rather than by the decentralized decisions of producers and consumers, and that the need to control total food costs in some such way should not even be controversial.

Of course, food is generally an economic good, while malpractice is an economic bad. Still, the claim that it should not even be controversial that total system costs should be set politically at a level lower than the aggregate costs imposed on society by the malpractice of providers is breathtaking in its willingness to eliminate market mechanisms for controlling tortious conduct. What producer of public harms would not embrace such an idea? Certainly it should be facially suspect to any economist, who should start with the principle that “externalities” should be “internalized” by their producers if efficient deterrence is to occur. It is one thing to suggest that there should be guidelines to assist judges and juries in deciding how much an injury is truly worth; it is quite another to say that, even if it is truly worth $100,000, a political judgment that the medical/insurance industry should not be required to pay that much (in this and similar cases) requires that the award be reduced to, say, $10,000, in order to keep total payouts at an acceptable figure. This idea is all the more troubling in light of the fact that the entire decision-making system would be biased in favor of the interests of providers and their insurers. What political judgment about the level of payouts that are “acceptable” can we expect such a system to make?

As noted earlier, health court proponents are not clear or consistent about where the money for claimants’ legal fees will come from. One possibility, suggested by
their analogizing health courts to the workers’ compensation system, is that attorneys’ fees would be paid out of the proceeds of the award. This rule, apparently endorsed in the Milbank article, would reduce the amount of net compensation received by successful claimants. The other possibility, at least suggested by the PPI Report, is that legal fees would be a separate item of recoverable economic damages. In that case, the effect for those plaintiffs who did recover damages would be to avoid this particular reduction, but the reduction in their other recoveries for economic and noneconomic losses might well outweigh the savings.

Clearly, then, certain patients would be worse off under a health court system than under the tort system. Among these are the patients with highly meritorious claims and severe injuries, whose entitlement to damages is so clear-cut that their cases are likely to be settled under either system, and who receive substantial awards under the current system, but who would be entitled to substantially lower awards from health courts. Health court proponents argue that this is fair because other claimants would be better off under a health court system: “Such changes in rules of damages are not unfair; in exchange for having more cases covered, more predictably, and faster, claimants as a class will receive some reduction in allowance per case.” But it is not fair to sacrifice the welfare of severely-injured patients with the strongest cases for the benefit of less severely injured patients, especially those with less compelling cases. Moreover, since those who would be worse off are those whose cases are likely to settle quickly under the tort system, they would stand to gain little from health courts in the way of greater speed of recovery.

Almost surely, even those who would obtain compensation faster under a health court system would lose out, since the reduction in the amount of damages they would receive would far exceed the discount in the value of a larger recovery later on. Median and mean duration of paid claims processing (from injury to closing of the insurance file by payment) is just over three years. Even under the health court system, it would take some time to process claims. Using a generous discount rate of six percent per year, the 3-year discounted value of a net award of, say, $500,000, is still about $420,000. Receiving compensation substantially less than $420,000, even if three years earlier, would leave the claimant much worse off than under the current system, unless the patient had a subjective discount rate that was substantially higher than six percent. As explained earlier (Section VI.I), without substantial increases in malpractice premiums, compensation levels would have to be decreased dramatically, probably much more than the kind of the time-discount involved in most litigated claims.

D. Statutory Tort Immunity (in the Guise of a “Deductible”) Would Unfairly Limit Victims’ Opportunities for Redress of Wrongdoing.

As explained above (Section VI.I), health court proponents are driven to rely upon the idea of a “deductible” to avoid massive inflation in the direct costs of the system they propose. This use of the term “deductible” is a misnomer. It is not the kind of
deductible with which consumers are familiar, for the latter is established between the insured and his or her insurance company; when a consumer pays less for insurance with a higher deductible, the consumer knows that he or she is responsible for the deductible amount. Similarly, in the malpractice context, if a physician has a deductible, then he or she is responsible for covering the cost of the deductible in payments to a malpractice victim. The “deductible” at issue in the health court context would be quite different. It would specify, without the consent of the patient, how much the patient, not the physician, would have to bear before gaining access to legal recovery from an insurance company or from the provider. This “deductible” would not be based on contract. In other words, it would be a statutory tort immunity, plain and simple. Calling it a “deductible” may be a rhetorical ploy, attempting to play on the public’s familiarity with—and acceptance of—true deductibles. However that may be, barring claims in the common-law courts while simultaneously creating tort immunity in the only tribunals authorized to hear malpractice claims is a gross violation of injured patients’ rights of redress. Tort immunities have been disfavored and eroded in modern law. Although they have been defended in the past on the ground that they serve some overarching public necessity, as explained in Section V there is no reason to think that tort immunity for medical malpractice would be in the public interest, let alone a public necessity.

Health court proponents may respond that the persons barred by their “deductibles” are mostly people who would not pursue claims at all under the existing system, generally because their claims are not large enough in amount that a lawyer would be able to afford to take their cases, and that some of the barred individuals would be those whose injuries were the consequence of non-negligent but avoidable injuries, persons who would have no legitimate claim even under the existing system. These points may be correct, but they do not fully address the problem.

First, there will likely be some individuals who would be able to obtain redress under the current system but unable to do so under the proposed health courts on account of the tort immunity created by the deductible. Depending of course on how high the deductibles would be set, patients with very clear cases of liability but only modest medical costs and lost earnings could find themselves in such a situation. Second, even as to those barred individuals who would not have practical redress under the current system, there is a fundamental difference between, on the one hand, being told that your claim is too small to warrant the costs of pursuing a legal remedy and, on the other, being told that the law does not allow you to pursue a remedy, even if you can find a lawyer who will take your case and even if you are willing to take the chance of losing money in the process. Especially is this so when the reason for the inability to pursue a legal remedy is not that the claim lacks merit, but rather that barring meritorious claims is necessary to make the system of civil redress sufficiently friendly to the interests of the medical establishment and its insurers. Finally, the “deductible” would apply as well to those who did recover something. It would block recovery for a portion of their actual losses, a portion as
E. Health Courts Would Not Adequately Address Serious Wrongdoing.

As noted earlier, health court proponents eschew a “shame-and-blame” approach, which they associate with the tort system, in favor of a systems-failure approach to medical errors. This is illustrated by the plan to “de-identify” the information reported out by health courts. The idea seems to be that medical mistakes are “honest” errors, and that the best approach to reducing patient injuries is to identify and correct the features of the medical system that allow such mistakes to occur. Yet there are some forms of inappropriate provider behavior that cannot be considered honest mistakes. These include intentional wrongdoing, such as having sexual relations with an anesthetized patient; repeated failure to correct mistakes; and breaches of fiduciary duty, that is, sacrificing the patient’s welfare for the provider’s self-interest.

Examples of patient harm caused by breaches of fiduciary duty include Strauss v. Biggs, in which a podiatrist named Strauss, who operated what the trial court called a “podiatric mill,” was held liable for pretending to perform a certain surgical procedure and instead severely injuring the plaintiff’s heel. The defendant had not performed the correct procedure because it would have had to take place in a hospital, and he did not have hospital privileges to perform hospital surgical procedures. The doctor’s mistake consisted of performing the wrong procedure and doing it badly; his breach of fiduciary duty consisted of allowing his financial interest in conducting a lucrative, high-volume office practice to interfere with his patient’s well-being. This inference was strengthened by evidence that he had billed the plaintiff’s insurer for the surgery and other procedures that were either unnecessary or not performed at all.

Another example is Davis v. Superior Court, in which a plaintiff who injured his hand in a workplace accident alleged that physicians retained by the employer’s workers’ compensation insurer had treated him negligently by leaving a 2-inch stick embedded in his hand, and then concealed the negligence, for example by referring to the stick as “a splinter.” The plaintiff demonstrated that the doctors were motivated by the desire to stay in the insurance company’s good graces so that they could continue to receive its referrals.

Similarly, in Sweed v. Cigna Health Plan, a patient complained that her primary care provider had failed to make a timely surgical referral after finding a lump in her breast because of her health plan’s financial incentives to withhold care. By the time she did have a biopsy, her cancer was inoperable. In another case, an
optometrist was successfully sued for allowing his unlicensed, untrained son to examine a patient’s eyes, sell her contact lenses, and incorrectly advise her how to care for them, as a result of which she developed an infection that left her with a permanent corneal scar.586 Recently, a doctor was accused of diluting the AIDS drugs he prescribed his patients in order to pocket the difference.587

The impetus for a breach of fiduciary duty need not be financial. It can involve other personal interests of the provider. In Medvecz v. Choi, for example, a patient undergoing an elective renal arteriography alleged that she was paralyzed from the waist down when the anesthesiologist abandoned her in order to have lunch.588

Health court supporters acknowledge that the amount of compensation received by successful claimants in a health court system might vary according to the severity of their injury,589 but they do not mention the need for compensation to change depending on the degree of provider wrongdoing. In one of the first explorations of ACEs for use in a no-fault malpractice system, Havighurst and Tancredi expressed the need for the more egregious types of cases to be handled on a “fault” basis:

A third category of events was also identified [in the course of attempting to identify ACEs]. Entitled ‘Consequences of Conduct Appropriate for Specific Sanctions,’ this group included the adverse consequences of failure to obtain informed consent, abandonment of the patient, gross negligence, intentional misconduct, and illegal behavior. Because these behavioral lapses relate to special societal expectations regarding professional conduct, they seemed inappropriate for treatment in a no-fault system. Traditional legal doctrines and forums seem adequately to express and effectuate societal norms with regard to these matters. We recognize, of course, that the letter of the law on informed consent and other matters is apt to be confusing, but we regard the jury’s role as substantially more important than stated legal doctrine in enforcing society’s paramount expectation that the physician will accord his patients their full due as sovereign human beings. Damages in cases where such duties are violated need not be strictly compensatory.590

But over the intervening years, this insight has been lost.

Health court advocates propose to exclude intentional wrongdoing from their system, presumably so that victims could pursue their traditional common law remedies. The Common Good Draft Proposal states, for example, that a health court demonstration project should only cover “medical malpractice claims,” and that “[i]ntentional tort claims, medical product liability claims, and mixed coverage/treatment claims against managed care organizations would remain within jurisdiction of the tort system.”591 This jurisdictional division inevitably would produce litigation, as health courts or the regular courts struggled to sort cases between the two systems. More importantly, carving out an exception for intentional wrongdoing by providers would not provide an adequate remedy for patient injuries caused by breaches of fiduciary duty, but instead would treat them the same
as “innocent” mistakes. This stems from the fact that intentionality focuses on the likelihood of injury created by provider behavior, rather than on the motivation for provider error—in the case of breaches of fiduciary duty, placing their own self—interest above the welfare of their patients.592

To be sure, Bovbjerg and Tancredi propose “a narrowly defined alternative remedy” to address “egregious misconduct that borders on criminal behavior or repeated acts of simple negligence showing reckless disregard for safety.”593 But the alternative remedy they have in mind is not the right to bring an action for breach of fiduciary duty, in which the patient may be entitled to punitive as well as compensatory damages, but a mechanism that would determine what conduct is egregious “administratively” or through “private dispute resolution,”594 whatever that means.

Health courts as envisioned would not routinely report to external disciplinary bodies the identity of providers whom the courts had found liable for patient injuries.595 Common Good would make an exception and report identities in cases of “egregious provider misconduct” where a health court determined “that a risk of significant harm continues to exist for other patients or that [the] event was clearly outside of the bounds of professional behavior.”596 The Milbank article would allow disclosure “only in those circumstances in which the danger to patient safety is clear, ongoing, and significant.”597 But except for those who suffered intentional torts, patients who were injured by “dishonest” provider wrongdoing would not be able to sue under the traditional system. As a consequence, claims would no longer be adjudicated by juries and judges who can take the degree of provider wrongdoing into account in determining the amount of damages. For example, Tancredi and Bovbjerg state that one ACE is for “complications from abandonment of the patient—failure to treat labor.”598 Thus, in a health court system, a patient such as Mrs. Medvecz mentioned above,599 who was paralyzed from the waist down when her anesthesiologist abandoned her in order to have lunch, would have no greater remedy than a patient whose physician honestly but incorrectly believed that treatment in the patient’s case was inappropriate.

F. Patients Would Be Forced Into A Health Court System Without Being Given a Meaningful Choice.

Health courts, whether established as a “demonstration” project or as a permanent fixture, would not give patients a meaningful choice about whether or not to participate. Bovbjerg, Tancredi, and Gaylin state, for example: “We do not envisage a system that would allow individual injured patients to elect ACE compensation in lieu of suing, although it is theoretically possible.”600 When the Common Good Draft Proposal states that “[a] voluntary demonstration project is probably most feasible as a starting point,”601 it is referring to provider participation being voluntary, not patient participation: “States likely will be more comfortable with an approach in which insurers/provider organizations elect to participate, rather than one in which participation is mandatory statewide.”602 The only sense in which patient
involvement in a health court system would be “voluntary” is that patients would be informed if a provider or health plan had elected to participate, in which case in theory the patient could switch to another provider or plan. The Model Act states, for example:

At the time of the patient’s first medical consultation with a covered health care provider after the provider elects to participate in the program, the covered provider shall furnish the patient with a written notice of the provider’s participation in this program and an explanation of the patient’s rights under the program, including the right to receive care from health care providers not participating in the program. The patient shall by signature acknowledge receipt of such notice, and the covered health care provider shall maintain a record of such signed patient acknowledgements.603

But in practice, many patients do not have the luxury of switching plans or providers.604 These patients would be forced to waive their common law rights in order obtain health care.

An illustration of the unfairness of this approach comes from the Virginia and Florida birth-related injury programs, mentioned earlier.605 There too, providers are free to decide whether or not to participate in the program or to have claims against them adjudicated by the traditional tort system. Providers must inform patients whether or not the provider is participating in the program, on the theory that patients who do not want to be included can change providers. If providers choose to participate, however, then all of their patients are automatically included, and virtually all eligible providers in Virginia and Florida have chosen to participate.606 Voluntary patient choice thus is a fiction.

It also is worth noting that under the Swedish system, whose “avoidability” standard is an important model for health court proponents, patients are given a choice. They “are not precluded from bringing a malpractice action in court against their provider at any stage during or after the claims process.”607

Conducting a health court “demonstration project” would not cure the problem. In fact, a demonstration that was “conducted, supported or otherwise subject to regulation by any federal department or agency”608 would be required to comply with regulations promulgated by the Department of Health and Human Services for the protection of human subjects.609 In addition to requiring that the research project be reviewed and approved by an appropriate institutional review board, the regulations prohibit the involvement of human subjects “unless the investigator has obtained the legally effective informed consent of the subject or the subject’s legally authorized representative.”610 Moreover, the regulations mandate that “[a]n investigator shall seek such consent only under circumstances that provide the prospective subject or the representative sufficient opportunity to consider whether or not to participate and that minimize the possibility of coercion or undue influence.”611 The regulations specify that the basic elements of informed consent must include,
among other things, “a statement that participation is voluntary, refusal to participate will involve no penalty or loss of benefits to which the subject is otherwise entitled, and the subject may discontinue participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits to which the subject is otherwise entitled.”

Even if health court demonstrations were not subject to these regulatory requirements, they would violate well-established ethical principles if they did not obtain the patients’ informed consent. Alexander Morgan Capron states, for example, that “social experiments in which the government is involved ought to be conducted under the same regulations as have been developed for other human research.” Furthermore, Edward Gramlich and Larry Orr point out that a social experiment is not the same as “normal policymaking”:

In its normal policymaking operations, the government is deemed free to carry out activities that harm individuals or groups of individuals as long as, in the process of doing this, it is trying to maximize some concept of collective social welfare and it does not violate certain fundamental rights of individual citizens. Thus the government would be free to impose a tariff that would harm certain groups (consumers) as long as it felt that aggregate national welfare would be improved in the process. ... Experiments raise somewhat different issues because they are designed not as statutory policies but as devices to gain information.

Accordingly, they state, “it has become customary to insist that government social policy experiments satisfy a more stringent ethical standard. This standard, similar to that used in medical experiments, maintains that experiments are ethical if subjects voluntarily give their consent to participate ....”

G. Conclusion.

The American Bar Association has called attention to the unfairness of the health court approach. On February 13, 2006, the House of Delegates adopted a resolution opposing “the creation of health care tribunals that would deny patients injured by medical negligence the right to request a trial by jury or the right to receive full compensation for their injuries.” The unfairness of the health court system to patients is so obvious that it raises the question of why a 2003 Harris Poll reported that 62 percent of the public favored health courts. The answer is plain from the way the poll was conducted. The poll asked 5 questions: (1) “Would you favor or oppose new legislation to limit the costs of medical liability and reduce the costs of medical malpractice insurance?”; (2) “Overall, do you think that malpractice suits against doctors and their fear of being sued improves or harms the quality of care [a lot or a little]?”; (3) “How often do you think that medical malpractice claims are brought against doctors and hospitals where there has been no malpractice?”; (4) “Would you favor or oppose a limit of $250,000 for punitive damages and pain and suffering, with no limit on awards for medical costs or lost earnings?”; and (5)
“Would you favor or oppose having medical malpractice cases tried in special courts presided over by medical professionals and other experts to review and decide injury cases?” None of these questions gives respondents any idea of the details of how health courts would operate. The question about health courts does not even make it clear that patients would no longer have a right to a jury trial. Question 4 gives the misleading impression that claimants would be fully compensated for the most substantial components of damage awards. The other questions are calculated to confuse respondents or make them hostile to the traditional malpractice system. Question 1 reminds them of the need to “limit” and “reduce” medical costs. Question 2 describes doctors as being in “fear.” Question 3 signals that malpractice claims are brought without merit. It is not surprising then that, when asked the question about health courts, respondents answered positively. Leading questions directed them to this result.
VIII. SOUND HEALTH COURT OBJECTIVES CAN BE ACHIEVED MORE FAIRLY AND LESS EXPENSIVELY UNDER THE CURRENT SYSTEM.

As noted earlier, some of the objectives of the health court concept are laudable. Even health court proponents now acknowledge that one of the most important problems we face is the huge number of medical errors that go unredressed. It would be desirable to have greater disclosure of errors so that more patients were compensated, thus requiring the health care system to internalize more of the costs of malpractice and providing greater incentives to improve the quality of care. It also would be desirable to reduce the administrative costs of compensating victims and to give practitioners clearer and more scientifically-validated signals about what constitutes proper care.

But in one of the most telling objections to the health court concept, Hyman and Silver point out that it is completely disingenuous for health court proponents to criticize the current system for failing to compensate more patients more quickly at lower cost when providers and insurers could do this under the tort system if they wanted to:

Providers, insurers, and tort reformers often criticize the malpractice system for delivering compensation to only a minority of patients who deserve it, and for taking too long to process valid claims. This argument strikes us as an example of the “chutzpah defense,” best exemplified by the individual who killed his parents, and then threw himself on the mercy of the court because he was an orphan. Nothing prevents providers or liability carriers from offering payments before patients sue or from paying valid claims expeditiously.... A few hospitals and insurers have implemented a pro-active approach on which they reach out to patients as soon as possible, and its widespread use would surely enable the malpractice system to operate more accurately, more quickly, and with smaller transaction costs.619

Similarly, greater predictability for health care providers is as feasible within the existing tort system as it would be in a health court system. In short, the objectives of a health court system can be fulfilled effectively and at a lower cost within the traditional malpractice system, without being unfair to patients.

A. Encouraging Disclosure of Errors

Health court advocates note that disclosing errors to patients and making apologies would enable patients to be compensated and the rate of errors to be reduced. But there is nothing to prevent this from being done within the current malpractice system. Groups like the American Medical Association and the Joint Commission for the Accreditation of Health Care Organizations already call for increased use of apolo-
gies. The JCAHO has made disclosure a standard for hospital accreditation. JCAHO standard RI.2.90 requires that “[p]atients and, when appropriate, their families [be] informed about the outcomes of care, treatment, and services that have been provided, including unanticipated outcomes.”620 AMA Ethics Opinion E-8.12 states:

It is a fundamental ethical requirement that a physician should at all times deal honestly and openly with patients. ... Situations occasionally occur in which a patient suffers significant medical complications that may have resulted from the physician’s mistake or judgment. In these situations, the physician is ethically required to inform the patient of all the facts necessary to ensure understanding of what has occurred. Only through full disclosure is a patient able to make informed decisions regarding future medical care. ... Concern regarding legal liability which might result following truthful disclosure should not affect the physician’s honesty with a patient.621

As noted earlier, the VA also has adopted a disclosure policy.622 A study of the impact of this policy at one VA facility found that it did not increase malpractice payouts:

Despite following a practice that seems to be designed to maximize malpractice claims, the Lexington facility’s liability payments have been moderate and are comparable to those of similar facilities. We believe this is due in part to the fact that the facility honestly notifies patients of substandard care and offers timely, comprehensive help in filing claims; this diminishes the anger and desire for revenge that often motivate patients’ litigation.623

Of course, there is always a risk that ethical demands will be overwhelmed by providers’ self-interested fear that they will be penalized for disclosing and apologizing for errors by patients who introduce such disclosures and apologies as evidence of wrongdoing in a malpractice suit. In recognition of this incentive problem, the law of evidence recognizes a quasi-privilege for a variety of such behaviors, including a rule preventing the admission of evidence of paying or offering to pay medical, hospital, or similar expenses occasioned by an injury,624 as well as a rule protecting the confidentiality of settlement negotiations.625 Beyond this, many states have added rules barring the admission of statements by way of apology and, in some cases, even unsworn statements explaining the events about which the apology is made.626

Greater willingness of providers and insurers to disclose errors, apologize sincerely, and make timely settlement offers of reasonable compensation would go far toward improving the relationship between malpractice victims and providers under the current system. The value of sincere apologies is well-known627 and non-controversial. In addition, early, reasonable settlement offers would decrease the need for subsequent adversarial proceedings. If efforts from the medical establish-
ment are not considered adequate to assure an adequate level of disclosure and legal reform is needed, that might just as well take the form of legally mandated disclosures, with appropriate penalties for noncompliance, in coordination with the current tort system. To the extent that ACEs or practice guidelines can be effectively devised, these could be the basis of such disclosure requirements. There is no need to create a new bureaucracy in order to induce disclosure.

B. Compensating More Malpractice Victims at Lower Cost

Again, under the current system there is nothing, other than the self-interest of providers and their insurers, to prevent greater disclosure of errors to patients coupled with early offers of fair amounts of damages so that more patients can be compensated at lower cost. This would avoid the costs from attorneys filing claims before they learned the facts of the case from discovery; reduce the costs of fact-finding; and lower attorneys’ fees by resolving cases without protracted litigation. Doing this within the current system rather than under a health court system would avoid the need to create and fund a new health court bureaucracy. As Hyman and Silver point out, health court supporters’ criticisms of the current system for failing to pay claims quickly and cheaply is thus another example of a “chutzpah defense”:

Providers, tort reformers, and insurers claim to be concerned about under-compensation of injured patients and litigation delays. They could mitigate these problems tomorrow, by abandoning the chutzpah defense, paying claims without forcing patients to sue and immediately offering full economic damages to patient-litigants with strong cases. Their choices (forcing patients to sue and aggressively fighting even meritorious claims) reveals [sic] that their true preference, consistent with their economic self-interest, is to force injured patients to bear the largest possible fraction of the cost of negligent treatment.

In addition, making disclosure and early settlement a more frequent feature of the tort system has the virtue of giving patients a meaningful choice in whether or not to accept what presumably would be a discounted settlement offer or pursue a traditional malpractice action, which would take longer to resolve. From a fairness standpoint, it is critical that patients be permitted to select between these alternatives after they have suffered an adverse event. Only then can they realistically weigh the pros and cons of their options. As the ABA stated in rejecting the health court concept:

The most recent evolution [of the health court concept] is the suggestion that patients could “opt in” to the systems and waive their right to a jury trial. This development would be particularly troubling should the “opt in” actually prove to be a mandatory part of health care agreements with HMO’s, insurers, hospitals and health care providers might require their patients to sign before allowing
treatment. It has long been ABA policy to endorse the use of alternatives to litigation, such as arbitration, for resolution of medical malpractice disputes under circumstances whereby the agreement to arbitrate is entered into only after a dispute has arisen and is entered into on a voluntary basis.630

Health court proponents also argue that an administrative system like workers’ compensation would enable patients with less severe injuries to recover some measure of damages.631 But if there is the political will to create a new bureaucracy to handle small claims, then there is nothing to stop the creation of an administrative system, voluntary for patients, alongside the traditional tort system. In 2005, for instance, the British government introduced a bill in Parliament to establish an administrative compensation system for smaller malpractice claims (i.e., less than £20,000). The program is intended to be an alternative rather than an exclusive remedy, with injured patients free to pursue their claims in the traditional tort system.632

C. Providing More Specific Guidance for Juries and Greater Predictability for Providers

Much of health court proponents’ frustration with the existing tort system stems from their belief that the substantive standard of liability is insufficiently definite. There are good reasons, grounded in the principle of the rule of law, to support the view that substantive norms of conduct should be as definite as is reasonably possible under the circumstances.633 But again, to the extent that greater definiteness is possible in the medical malpractice context, it can be achieved under the existing system.

Health court advocates criticize jury awards because jurors “return verdicts without having any ... precedent on which to rely in making their decisions.”634 It is questionable whether compensation guidelines could be constructed that adequately factored in all the important elements of specific cases, including the nature and severity of injury, the degree of wrongdoing, and individual victim characteristics. But if appropriate guidelines could be created, there is no reason why they could not be given to jurors to help them in their decision-making. Indeed, this is something that health court supporters previously have urged as an improvement in the current system.635

Health court proponents complain that providers’ efforts to discern how to satisfy the standard of reasonable care under the tort system are hampered by a lack of information, because for the most part only appellate court decisions are readily accessible. Their solution is to place written health court decisions on an electronic database. But there already is an electronic database that records malpractice outcomes—the National Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB). Moreover, in contrast to health courts, the NPDB includes reports of settlements as well as adjudications. If the information in the data bank is deemed incomplete or inaccurate, the solution
is to improve the reporting requirements, not to create a new bureaucracy with a
new database.

Similarly, medical groups could attempt to develop scientifically sound, unbi-
asied ACEs and practice guidelines to educate providers, insurers, and the courts
about what outcomes should be regarded as avoidable and compensable, so that
victims could be compensated quickly and cheaply, and about what processes of
care providers should employ to avoid liability and eliminate defensive medicine.
Practice guidelines then could be introduced as evidence in malpractice trials or
even made the basis for rules of “negligence per se” (in which violation of the prac-
tice guideline would be presumptively or ipso facto negligent),636 or of “safe-harbor”
provisions for physicians. These measures could provide guidance to physicians
and reduce the time and expense of controversy over whether a violation of the
guideline was negligent, in turn expediting the settlement of lawsuits.637 Similarly,
ACEs could be the basis of doctrines analogous to “res ipsa loquitur,” in which a
specified outcome becomes presumptively the result of negligence,638 thus again
providing guidance to physicians and streamlining the settlement of lawsuits.

If the stigma of negligence is considered a stumbling block to such ideas, then
health care providers could simply adopt a policy of compensating patients without
admitting fault in cases of ACEs or the violation of a practice guideline, a civil law
equivalent of the “nolo contendere” plea in criminal law.639 All would understand
that the physician was stipulating to liability for an avoidable injury rather than
admitting negligence. Malpractice insurance policies could easily be written to
cover such stipulated liability.

This is not to say that the task of establishing ACEs or practice guidelines would
be easy; as noted earlier, there is a dearth of scientific evidence supporting the des-
ignation of specific outcomes as avoidable and little evidence-based medicine.640 The
development of practice guidelines in particular is hampered, among other things,
by the need to adapt medical practice to the exigencies of the specific case and the
need to adjust to rapid changes in medical technology.641 Furthermore, care must be
taken so that medical groups do not design ACEs and guidelines to avoid liability—
for example, by deliberately crafting a guideline with a low standard of care so that
providers can use the guideline inappropriately as a defense. But if it were feasible to
create valid ACEs and practice guidelines, then these tools could perform the same
desirable functions in the current system as in a health court system.

D. Adopting Reasonable Regulations Relating to Recoverable Damages

Health court proposals include a variety of measures to avoid what they see as
unpredictable or inappropriate damage awards. (See Section IV.K.) Assuming for the
sake of argument that such proposals have merit, in many cases there is no reason
that they could not be implemented within the existing tort system.

For example, one proposal from health court proponents is paying future med-
ical and other economic damages periodically, rather than in a lump sum.642 To be
Sure, periodic review of deferred payments would be difficult to incorporate into a system that includes jury trials, but a system of deferred payments not subject to periodic readjustment would be compatible with trial by jury, presents less potential for abusive relitigation of damages by persistent insurance companies, and is favored by economists as working more efficiently in creating incentives for rehabilitation than ones that are subject to periodic review.643 Indeed, some states now permit periodic payments.644 The details, however, are many and important—for example, what kinds of payments, if any, would terminate upon the death of the plaintiff?645—and would need to be resolved legislatively in a way that complied with applicable state constitutional restrictions.646

Another proposal is reducing damage awards by the amount of “collateral” payments from third parties.647 As noted elsewhere (Sections VI.I), this idea is a bad one. That said, if the political judgment is that all or some specific kinds of collateral payments should be used in this fashion, this can be done under the existing tort system. In fact, eighteen states have modified the collateral source rule under the traditional system, allowing juries to factor in payments from collateral sources in determining the amount of damages.648 An additional twelve states allow courts to reduce awards by collateral source payments after the jury has issued its verdict.649 Again, there are numerous important details that would need to be addressed legislatively, including the question of whether the collateral source rule should be retained for first-party insurance purchased by the plaintiff (so as to protect the benefit of the plaintiff’s contractual bargain) but not for governmental benefits.650 Again, constitutional restrictions would need to be carefully assessed.651

To reiterate, our point here is not to endorse any particular proposal regarding damage computation or payment. There are many details in any such proposal that require careful attention in the legislative process. Our point, rather, is simply this: to the extent that health court proposals draw any rhetorical strength from ideas about rationalizing damage awards, these ideas—to the extent they have independent merit—can be incorporated into the existing tort system.

E. Improving the System’s Use of Expert Witnesses

There are ways to improve the existing system’s use of experts. To be sure, exaggerated—and undocumented—claims about the “battle of the experts” are commonplace in the tort reform literature. Representative is the statement by the Progressive Policy Institute that “the cost of dueling experts is a principal driver of the escalating cost of malpractice litigation,...”652 Undocumented in this report is the implicit claim that litigation costs for medical malpractice are “escalating” beyond what one would expect from inflation and increases in the number of claims based on the size of the population.653 Also undocumented is the assumption that expert witness fees are a large enough portion of the administrative costs that they could be a “principal driver” in the supposedly escalating litigation costs, and that these fees are themselves increasing in excess of what one would expect based on factors
such as inflation and population growth. On the contrary, available empirical evidence does not report excessive fee arrangements for expert witnesses.654

Equally important, critics of the current malpractice system take the view that “[a]ccess to impartial, unbiased expert testimony on the standards of care is essential for a reliable system.”655 The implication is that expert witnesses paid by, and thus “beholden to,” the parties do not provide such assistance. But this ignores the possibility that, in many or most battles of experts, each witness honestly believes his or her testimony to be correct. As the PPI Report admits, “often medicine is as much an art as science,”656 so it is hardly surprising that party-retained experts in good faith reach opposite conclusions.657 The concern typically underlying these claims about biased experts is that juries will be unable to sort the well-grounded opinions from the unsupported ones. We have already addressed this particular concern and shown it to be unsupported by the empirical evidence. (See Section V.D.)

Nonetheless, tribunals, including juries, can benefit from the opinions of court-appointed experts whose opinions are at least very likely to be free from the most obvious sources of bias, including not only raw venality but also the tendency of the party-retained expert to adapt, perhaps subconsciously, his or her opinions to the desires of the party who selects and pays for those opinions. In the presence of conflicting opinions from interested parties, it is not unreasonable to seek yet a third opinion, even though the third opinion comes with no guarantee of perfection.658 Unless the trial judge is doing something wrong—somehow signaling to the court-appointed expert which side the judge wants to win—the only desire to which the court-appointed expert can so adapt his or her opinions is the desire to have practically useful and maximally objective testimony.659 Accordingly, the common law has long recognized trial courts’ inherent authority to call court-appointed witnesses, an authority now codified in Federal Rule of Evidence 706 and similar state provisions. This authority has been employed in many medical malpractice cases.660 Coupled with the authority of the trial judge to limit the number of party-retained expert witnesses to be called,661 court-appointed experts can be used to limit the costs and partiality of the expertise considered at trial.

Of course, court-appointed experts are no panacea. Aside from the possibility that the occasional unethical judge might select the expert in order to get a predetermined opinion, many if not most experts come with commitments to particular theories or lines of analysis that address the frequently controversial subjects that are especially common at the cutting edge of a field of knowledge. As a consequence, it would be unwise to substitute court-appointed expertise for party-retained expertise. Specifically, if there is a legitimate difference of opinion about the standard of medical care appropriate in a particular context, the use of a single court-appointed expert, chosen without regard to his conclusion in the case, would only contribute to a sense of randomness in litigation. For example, if sixty percent of experts favor one standard, and forty percent favor another, there is a forty percent chance that an outcome-random selection will yield a court-appointed expert who endorses the minority view. There are ways to address such prob-
lems, but foremost among them is continuing to allow parties to call their own experts. Some current health court proposals, while criticizing the battle of experts, are thus forced to recognize the importance of allowing parties to use experts of their own choice.

It is generally agreed that the authority of the common-law trial judge to call experts is used sparingly, and many have called for increased use of such experts. The impediments to doing so are several, but foremost among them are probably (1) the inertia of a system that has traditionally relied upon witnesses called by the parties, and (2) the fact that there has traditionally been little by way of organized assistance to trial judges in the identification, selection, and payment of experts. There have been a number of efforts to overcome the indicated inertia, including encouragement from the Supreme Court, and one practical avenue of reform might be statutory measures to further encourage or even require court-appointment of experts in medical malpractice cases.

With regard to overcoming the institutional impediment, among recent developments is the pilot project run by the American Association for the Advancement of Science, known as Court Appointed Scientific Experts (CASE). The project is supposed to help judges find a suitably qualified expert who can address the particular issues in a case. CASE has an advisory committee to recruit potential witnesses, identify conflicts of interest, and educate potential witnesses about the legal process. To be sure, one must always be alert to the danger that those who control such projects might have biases of their own, and we should not be read as endorsing CASE without reservations, but this kind of effort may nonetheless be useful. There are also ways to encourage the attorneys in a case to identify potential court-appointed witnesses. This would take advantage of the bar’s developed knowledge of available expert resources.

In short, whatever rhetorical support health courts proponents derive from frustrations with “dueling experts” is ephemeral. What we know about juries suggests that they are reasonably capable of handling such conflicts in testimony. That does not mean, however, that juries, judges, and lawyers cannot benefit from court-appointed experts. Other procedural reforms in how experts are used, such as allowing pre-trial dialogue between opposing experts, also might be of value. In any event, such measures can ameliorate the problems of these battles of experts as well as anything that would be provided by the proposed health courts and would do so without introducing a system so severely prone to be biased in favor of providers.

F. Using Information Regarding Errors to Improve Patient Safety

Health court supporters want their system to create standardized information about medical errors and to distribute it in a provider-unidentifiable manner to patient safety regulatory bodies so that the root causes could be ascertained and systemic measures taken to prevent recurrences. There is no reason why the same stan-
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dardized reporting system could not be adopted under the current system. Several states already require providers to report adverse incidents. Congress could pass legislation requiring all states to create a system of standardized reporting, and the de-identified information could be distributed to the same entities that would receive it under a health court system. Health court advocates also propose that hospital provider malpractice premiums be experience-rated. If this is feasible, it too can be adopted under the present system, as health court proponents themselves have previously recommended.

Clearly a great deal can be done to improve patient safety based on identifiable risks. In December 2004, the Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) launched the 100,000 Lives Campaign. The goal of the campaign is to recruit hospitals to implement six changes, which the IHI believes will result in saving 100,000 lives in the first eighteen months and every year following. The six changes that hospitals are to implement, in part or in full, are:

- Deploy Rapid Response Teams...at the first sign of patient decline
- Deliver Reliable, Evidence-Based Care for Acute Myocardial Infarction...to prevent deaths from heart attack
- Prevent Adverse Drug Events (ADEs)...by implementing medication reconciliation
- Prevent Central Line Infections...by implementing a series of interdependent, scientifically grounded steps called the “Central Line Bundle”
- Prevent Surgical Site Infections...by reliably delivering the correct perioperative antibiotics at the proper time
- Prevent Ventilator-Associated Pneumonia...by implementing a series of interdependent, scientifically grounded steps including the “Ventilator Bundle.”

IHI combines data from all of the participating hospitals every month to determine the number of lives saved. By June 14, 2006, at the end of the first eighteen months, IHI had enrolled over 3,000 hospitals nationwide and saved approximately 122,300 lives. The campaign is continuing and will launch the next phase of the campaign in December 2006. It is IHI’s goal to have every participating hospital to implement all six changes in their entirety by the end of 2006.

The 100,000 Lives campaign has received praise and support throughout the medical community. Joint Commission President, Dennis O’Leary stated “Their [100,000 Lives] rapid adoption of critical best practices offers great hope for raising the standards of care in this country.” Mark McClellan, Administrator of the Center for Medicare and Medicaid stated, “CMS applauds the IHI for its leadership in the campaign that resulted in an estimated 122,300 lives being saved.” The Milbank article acknowledges that, “since the release of the Institute of Medicine’s report on medical errors, hospitals have demonstrated an unprecedented commitment to patient safety.”
G. Summary

The objectives of a health court system can be accomplished by making modest changes in the current malpractice system. This would avoid the costs and uncertainty of creating and operating a new dispute-resolution mechanism and its associated bureaucracy. Moreover, it would be fairer to both providers and patients. Unlike health courts, it would rely on more neutral decision-makers, protect the interests of all parties by giving them access to legal counsel, allow more severely injured patients and those with highly meritorious claims to receive full compensation for their losses, and give patients a meaningful choice of whether or not to accept settlement offers. If providers live up to their ethical obligations to disclose errors and to seek early settlements in regard to them, the present system can significantly extend its protection to those who would not otherwise know that they had legitimate claims and to those whose claims would otherwise not be large enough to justify litigation.
 IX. CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

The constitutionality of health courts is highly questionable. Although the success of constitutional challenges would depend on the precise details of a health court system, some likely features clearly raise serious constitutional objections.

A. The Right to a Jury Trial

In keeping with Philip Howard’s antipathy toward the jury system, a key feature of health courts would be to deny medical malpractice victims the right to have their malpractice cases decided by a jury. This conflicts with the guarantee of a right to a jury trial in civil cases, contained in the constitutions of 47 states.\(^682\) In *Sorrell v. Thevenir*, the Ohio Supreme Court declared that the right to a jury trial under the state constitution is a fundamental right that was violated by a statute abolishing the collateral source rule:

> “The right to a jury trial does not involve merely a question of procedure. The right to jury trial derives from Magna Charta. It is reasserted both in the Constitution of the United States and in the Constitution of the State of Ohio. For centuries it has been held that the right of trial by jury is a fundamental constitutional right, a substantial right, and not a procedural privilege.” It has also been held that “the right of trial by jury, being guaranteed to all our citizens by the constitution of the state, cannot be invaded or violated by either legislative act or judicial order or decree.”\(^683\)

An earlier decision by an Ohio appellate court struck down the state’s damage cap on this ground, stating that “[t]he legislature may not in any way attempt to limit or abolish the right to a trial by jury.”\(^684\) Similarly, court decisions upholding the constitutionality of previous legislative attempts to modify the medical malpractice system emphasized that these changes preserved the plaintiff’s right to a jury trial. In *Etheridge v. Medical Center Hospitals*, for example, the Supreme Court of Virginia, in upholding a cap on damages, noted that “[a] trial court applies the [cap] only after the jury has fulfilled its fact-finding function. Thus, [the cap] does not infringe upon the right to a jury trial because the [cap] does not apply until after a jury has completed its assigned function in the judicial process.”\(^685\) Likewise, in sustaining the constitutionality of a statute requiring that medical malpractice claims first be screened by a medical review panel, the Supreme Court of Indiana stated: “It is quite clear that the Malpractice Act does not take away the right to a jury trial.”\(^686\) Accordingly, in 47 states, legislation establishing health courts to decide medical malpractice cases without juries would be unconstitutional.

Congressional enactment of a bill such as S. 1337, which would provide grants to states to establish health court demonstration projects, would not circumvent these constitutional prohibitions. As the Oregon Supreme Court observed in *Salem College & Academy, Inc. v. Employment Div.*, “if federal law imposes a binding obliga-
tion on a state, its constitution cannot obstruct that obligation; but a legislature cannot violate the state’s constitution in order to qualify for a benefit that Congress leaves optional. Nor can a state invalidate, on state constitutional grounds, a particular provision in a federal aid program in order to participate in the program. It is even clearer that, if Congress enacted a federal law establishing health courts to hear medical malpractice cases, the law would violate the Seventh Amendment, which guarantees a right to trial by jury in suits at common law where the value in controversy exceeds twenty dollars. In *Granfinanciera, S. A. v. Nordberg*, for example, the Supreme Court stated:

> Congress may only deny trials by jury in actions at law, we said, in cases where “public rights” are litigated: “Our prior cases support administrative factfinding in only those situations involving ‘public rights,’ e.g., where the Government is involved in its sovereign capacity under an otherwise valid statute creating enforceable public rights. Wholly private tort, contract, and property cases, as well as a vast range of other cases, are not at all implicated.”

Medical malpractice cases, being wholly private torts, thus clearly are covered by the Seventh Amendment.

In *Granfinanciera*, the Court also made it clear that Congress could not thwart the Seventh Amendment by attempting to transform a common law action into an administrative claim:

> Congress may devise novel causes of action involving public rights free from the strictures of the Seventh Amendment if it assigns their adjudication to tribunals without statutory authority to employ juries as factfinders. But it lacks the power to strip parties contesting matters of private right of their constitutional right to a trial by jury. As we recognized in *Atlas Roofing*, to hold otherwise would be to permit Congress to eviscerate the Seventh Amendment’s guarantee by assigning to administrative agencies or courts of equity all causes of action not grounded in state law, whether they originate in a newly fashioned regulatory scheme or possess a long line of common-law forebears. [citation omitted] The Constitution nowhere grants Congress such puissant authority.

Finally, health court advocates analogize Congress’ power to establish health courts to the creation of certain Article I courts, namely tax, bankruptcy, and patent courts, and also point to admiralty cases under Article III as an example of disputes that are heard without the right to jury trial. But admiralty courts do not decide cases asserting common law causes of action, and all of the other court systems do afford plaintiffs a right to jury trials. In disputes with the Internal Revenue Service, taxpayers can elect to pay the tax deemed owed and sue for a refund. That suit can be tried by a jury. The same is true for patent infringement claims and bankruptcy proceedings.
B. Due Process and Equal Protection

Health courts also would be vulnerable to constitutional challenge on the basis that they deprived malpractice victims of due process and equal protection. Some jurisdictions regard the right to bring a common law malpractice action as a fundamental right requiring a high level of constitutional scrutiny. In striking down a malpractice reform scheme, the New Hampshire Supreme Court stated:

[T]he rights involved herein are sufficiently important to require that the restrictions imposed on those rights be subjected to a more rigorous judicial scrutiny than allowed under the rational basis test. Consequently, the classifications created by [the statutory scheme] “must be reasonable, not arbitrary, and must rest upon some ground of difference having a fair and substantial relation to the object of the legislation” in order to satisfy State equal protection guarantees. (Emphasis added.) [sic]

Similarly, the Supreme Court of Ohio stated that “the right to a jury trial in negligence and personal injury actions is a fundamental right. Thus, in order to determine whether [a malpractice reform scheme] violates the Due Process Clause of the Ohio Constitution, a strict scrutiny standard of review applies.” Some other courts may apply a rational basis test. But even under this lower level of scrutiny, health courts are on a precarious constitutional footing. Cases upholding earlier medical malpractice reforms against due process and equal protection challenges, for example, rested their decisions on a finding that there was a true medical malpractice crisis that only the reforms would alleviate. Yet as the discussion in Section VI.H demonstrates, not only is the medical malpractice system not causing an insurance crisis but, even if there were a crisis, it is unlikely to be alleviated by the establishment of health courts. Accordingly, even under a rational basis test, courts considering constitutional challenges to health courts are apt to agree with courts that have not found a malpractice crisis to exist and that have concluded that, in any event, the enacted changes would be unlikely to make a positive difference. This result would be all the more certain in jurisdictions such as New Hampshire and Ohio that apply a stricter standard.

Health courts would be vulnerable to due process and equal protection challenges in a number of other respects. To the extent that the schedule of damages under the proposal would be viewed as a cap on damage awards, such limitations have been declared unconstitutional by numerous courts as violations of due process and equal protection. Courts have invalidated prior medical malpractice reforms on the basis that they unfairly discriminate against victims of medical malpractice, while not affecting other tort claimants. Courts also have struck down reforms such as caps on damages on the ground that they unfairly discriminate against the most seriously injured malpractice victims. As the District Court for the Northern District of Texas stated in applying Texas law: “This Court concurs with the three Texas courts and with the reasoning in Arneson, 270 N.W.2d at 135-36, that limiting the recovery of the most deserving victims of malpractice is not a
legitimate interest of the state, and, moreover, that this goal deprives such victims of due process of law."\(^{703}\) Health court proponents contemplate imposing a schedule that would limit damages especially for plaintiffs with highly meritorious claims for serious injury,\(^ {704}\) thus violating due process and equal protection. In addition, if, as noted earlier, health court legislation disqualified claimants whose losses fell below certain thresholds from asserting any claims whatsoever,\(^ {705}\) it would be a violation of equal protection on its face. Finally, as noted earlier, the PPI proposal states that health court judges could be doctors.\(^ {706}\) If a physician health court judge tried a case against a physician in the same medical specialty and the judge carried medical malpractice insurance, the outcome of the case would affect the judge's insurance premiums. This could create a sufficient conflict of interest to violate due process under the rule of *Ward v. Village of Monroeville*.\(^ {707}\)

C. Other Constitutional Concerns

Health courts would run afoul of additional constitutional protections. They might violate the guarantee of open access to the courts. According to the Florida Supreme Court, for example, the legislature cannot abolish a common-law right without either providing a reasonable alternative or finding an overpowering public need and no alternative means of meeting that need:

\[\text{[W]here a right of access to the courts for redress for a particular injury has been provided by statutory law predating the adoption of the Declaration of Rights of the Constitution of the State of Florida, or where such right has become a part of the common law of the State ..., the Legislature is without power to abolish such a right without providing a reasonable alternative to protect the rights of the people of the State to redress for injuries, unless the Legislature can show an overpowering public necessity for the abolishment of such right, and no alternative method of meeting such public necessity can be shown.}\(^ {708}\)

As discussed in Section VII, the health court system is unreasonably unfair to injured patients; as shown in Sections V and VI, there is no overpowering public necessity for health courts; and as Section VIII demonstrates, any legitimate goals of health courts can be achieved within the existing system.

Some courts have insisted that malpractice victims receive an adequate quid pro quo for being deprived of their common law rights. The Supreme Court of Kansas, for example, struck down malpractice reforms that deprived plaintiffs of traditional methods of compensation without providing them with an adequate substitute.\(^ {709}\) The Texas Supreme Court took the same approach in *Lucas v. United States*,\(^ {710}\) as did the Illinois Supreme Court in *Wright v. Central Du Page Hosp. Association*.\(^ {711}\) Health court proponents contend that health courts would be constitutional for the same reasons as workers’ compensation programs.\(^ {712}\) But health courts do not provide the same quid pro quo. As the Supreme Court observed in *New York Cent. R.R. Co. v.*
workers compensation is a true no-fault system in which employees injured on the job are certain to receive compensation:

The statute under consideration sets aside one body of rules only to establish another system in its place. If the employee is no longer able to recover as much as before in case of being injured through the employer’s negligence, he is entitled to moderate compensation in all cases of injury, and has a certain and speedy remedy without the difficulty and expense of establishing negligence or proving the amount of the damages.713

As the discussion in Section VI.A demonstrates, the health court standard of “avoidability” is not a no-fault standard, and health courts are unlikely to provide compensation to many patients injured by avoidable medical mistakes.

Finally, calling the adoption of health courts a “demonstration project”—i.e., a social experiment—may not save its constitutionality. In Lucas v. United States, the Supreme Court of Texas noted that the legislature had declared that “the adoption of certain modifications in the medical, insurance, and legal systems . . . may or may not have an effect on the rates charged by insurers for medical professional liability coverage.”714 In short, the Texas legislature was conducting an experiment. This did not sway the court: “In the context of persons catastrophically injured by medical negligence, we believe it is unreasonable and arbitrary to limit their recovery in a speculative experiment to determine whether liability insurance rates will decrease.”715

In short, an attempt to establish a system of health courts, even as a demonstration project, would be vulnerable to constitutional challenge.
X. CONCLUSION

The health care system has many problems. Rising costs are both part of the problems and symptoms of the problems. For decades, malpractice insurers and medical providers have worked to convince themselves that the tort litigation system is a major source of these difficulties. They have initiated reform proposals in state and federal governments, some of which have been adopted into law. Few have had any impact on the perceived problems because they are based on a set of false assumptions about the malpractice system.

In fact, the malpractice litigation system works reasonably well. It carefully, if imperfectly, sorts those who deserve compensation from those who do not. It compensates the deserving in proportion to their losses. The system has a useful deterrent effect on malpractice. It is certainly not “spinning out of control,” as the tort reform rhetoric would have people believe. Growth in liability awards reflects rather than causes the problem of rising medical costs. The litigation system has very limited impacts on access to health care. It has not been shown to have a major effect on medical costs by virtue of “defensive medicine.” And the total costs of the malpractice system are tiny in relation to the health care industry.

To be sure, the malpractice system does have its own problems. Victims of malpractice are under-compensated even when they obtain a settlement or judgment. In part, this is because the system is stringent in its awards. Litigation costs are unfortunately, if understandably, high, and they are not recoverable from the tortfeasor, which means they consume too much of the money that goes through the system and leave too little for injured patients.

For some time now, however, it has been understood that the most important problem in the arena of malpractice is that there is an enormous amount of undetected malpractice, causing harm to many more patients than ever receive any kind of compensation. Too few victims of malpractice even realize that they have a potential claim or consult an attorney. As a consequence, the medical industry does not internalize the full costs of its negligent activities, and deterrence is thus too weak.

Health court proposals are attempts to address this serious problem and, at the same time, to turn the solution into another misguided attack upon the tort litigation system. Rather than seriously improving the quality of health care, the proposals would create an expensive health court bureaucracy dominated by the medical and insurance industries, which can be expected to drive down compensation awards to already under-compensated claimants, in the name of distributing more money to those victims of malpractice who otherwise would receive nothing.

What we would get from health courts is very modest recoveries, well below full compensation for those who were compensated, including a substantial and unfair reduction in the compensation of those who would recover under the existing tort system; a statutory ban on claims by the vast majority of victims of malpractice; and a shift of significant portions of the burden of malpractice onto taxpayers and those
who pay for private health care provision and disability insurance (especially employers and employees). In return for these unequivocally undesirable results, we are promised that there would be an increase in the number of patients who would receive at least some compensation, however minimal, but there are no strong reasons to believe this would be so and good reasons to suspect it would not. If there were a substantial increase in the number of patients receiving more than nominal compensation, we could also expect increases in malpractice premiums and efforts to shift even greater portions of the burden of malpractice onto taxpayers, employers, and employees. And all this “improvement” would be purchased at the cost of blunting the deterrent effect that the tort system currently provides.

Patients would be better off if efforts were directed at improving the operation of the existing system of tort liability. Some of the ideas endorsed by health court supporters could be useful in that regard. But the major question continues to be: How can medicine reduce the number of errors that harm patients? Health courts are not the answer.
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.
This Act may be cited as the ‘Medical Liability Procedural Reform Act of 2005’.

SEC. 2. GRANTS FOR HEALTH CARE TRIBUNALS.
(a) Grants Authorized— The Attorney General may award grants to States for the
development, implementation, and evaluation of health care tribunals.
(b) Duration— The Attorney General may award up to 7 grants under subsection
(a) and each grant awarded under such subsection may not exceed a period of 10
years.
(c) Application— Each State desiring a grant under subsection (a) shall submit to
the Attorney General an application, at such time, in such manner, and containing
such information as the Attorney General may require.
(d) Report— Each State receiving a grant under subsection (a) shall submit to the
Attorney General a report evaluating the effectiveness of activities funded with
grants awarded under such subsection at such time and in such manner as the
Attorney General may require.
(e) Technical Assistance— The Attorney General shall provide technical assistance
to the States awarded grants under subsection (a). Such technical assistance shall
include the development, in consultation with States, of common definitions, for-
mands, and data collection infrastructure for States receiving grants under this section
to use in reporting to facilitate aggregation and analysis of data both within and
between States. The technical assistance shall also include guidance about identifi-
cation and selection of health care tribunal judges and independent expert witness-
es, compensation of injured patients, and clinical resources relating to the standard
of care. States not receiving grants under this section may also use such common
definitions, formats, data collection infrastructure, and other guidance from the
Attorney General pertaining to health care tribunals.
(f) Evaluation—
(1) IN GENERAL— The Attorney General shall enter into a contract with an appro-
priate research organization to conduct an overall evaluation of the effectiveness of
grants awarded under subsection (a) and to annually prepare and submit a report
to the appropriate committees of Congress. Such an evaluation shall begin not later
than 18 months following the date of implementation of the first program funded
by a grant under subsection (a).
(2) CONTENTS— The evaluation under paragraph (1) shall include an analysis of
the effect of the grants awarded under subsection (a) on—
(A) the number, nature, and costs of health care liability claims;
(B) the liability environment;
(C) health care quality; and
(D) patient safety.

(g) Definitions— In this section:

(1) HEALTH CARE TRIBUNAL— The term ‘health care tribunal’ means a trial court or administrative tribunal—
(A) the sole function of which is for the adjudication of disputes over injuries allegedly caused by health care providers;
(B) to which all or a portion of such disputes within a jurisdiction are assigned;
(C) the decisions of which are final, binding, and appealable; and
(D) the judges for which have health care expertise and render decisions about the standard of care in dispute adjudication, with reliance on independent expert witnesses commissioned by the court.

(2) HEALTH CARE PROVIDER— The term ‘health care provider’ means any individual or entity licensed, registered, or certified under Federal or State laws or regulations to provide health care services, but does not include any manufacturer of drugs or devices.

(h) Authorization of Appropriations— There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out this section such sums as may be necessary. Amounts appropriated pursuant to this subsection shall remain available until expended.
SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.
This Act may be cited as the 'Fair and Reliable Medical Justice Act'.
SEC. 2. PURPOSES.
The purposes of this Act are—
(1) to restore fairness and reliability to the medical justice system by fostering alternatives to current medical tort litigation that promote early disclosure of health care errors and provide prompt, fair, and reasonable compensation to patients who are injured by health care errors;
(2) to promote patient safety through early disclosure of health care errors; and
(3) to support and assist States in developing such alternatives.
SEC. 3. STATE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVES TO CURRENT MEDICAL TORT LITIGATION.
Part P of title III of the Public Health Service Act (42 U.S.C. 280g et seq.) is amended by adding at the end the following:
'SEC. 3990. STATE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS TO EVALUATE ALTERNATIVES TO CURRENT MEDICAL TORT LITIGATION.'
(a) In General— The Secretary is authorized to award demonstration grants to States for the development, implementation, and evaluation of alternatives to current tort litigation for resolving disputes over injuries allegedly caused by health care providers or health care organizations.
(b) Duration— The Secretary may award up to 10 grants under subsection (a) and each grant awarded under such subsection may not exceed a period of 5 years.
(c) Conditions for Demonstration Grants—
(1) REQUIREMENTS— Each State desiring a grant under subsection (a) shall—
(A) develop an alternative to current tort litigation for resolving disputes over injuries allegedly caused by health care providers or health care organizations that may be 1 of the models described in subsection (d); and
(B) promote a reduction of health care errors by allowing for patient safety data related to disputes resolved under subparagraph (A) to be collected and analyzed by organizations that engage in voluntary efforts to improve patient safety and the quality of health care delivery.
(2) ALTERNATIVE TO CURRENT TORT LITIGATION— Each State desiring a grant under subsection (a) shall demonstrate how the proposed alternative described in paragraph (1)(A)—
(A) makes the medical liability system more reliable through prompt and fair resolution of disputes;
(B) encourages the early disclosure of health care errors;
(C) enhances patient safety; and
(D) maintains access to liability insurance.

(3) SOURCES OF COMPENSATION— Each State desiring a grant under subsection (a) shall identify the sources from and methods by which compensation would be paid for claims resolved under the proposed alternative to current tort litigation, which may include public or private funding sources, or a combination of such sources. Funding methods shall to the extent practicable provide financial incentives for activities that improve patient safety.

(4) SCOPE—

(A) IN GENERAL— Each State desiring a grant under subsection (a) may establish a scope of jurisdiction (such as a designated geographic region, a designated area of health care practice, or a designated group of health care providers or health care organizations) for the proposed alternative to current tort litigation that is sufficient to evaluate the effects of the alternative.

(B) NOTIFICATION OF PATIENTS— A State proposing a scope of jurisdiction under subparagraph (A) shall demonstrate how patients would be notified that they are receiving health care services that fall within such scope.

(5) PREFERENCE IN AWARDING DEMONSTRATION GRANTS— In awarding grants under subsection (a), the Secretary shall give preference to States—

(A) that have developed the proposed alternative through substantive consultation with relevant stakeholders; and

(B) in which State law at the time of the application would not prohibit the adoption of an alternative to current tort litigation.

(d) Models—

(1) IN GENERAL— Any State desiring a grant under subsection (a) that proposes an alternative described in paragraph (2), (3), or (4) shall be deemed to meet the criteria under subsection (c)(2).

(2) EARLY DISCLOSURE AND COMPENSATION MODEL— In the early disclosure and compensation model, the State shall—

(A) require that health care providers or health care organizations notify a patient (or an immediate family member or designee of the patient) of an adverse event that results in serious injury to the patient, and that such notification shall not constitute an acknowledgment or an admission of liability;

(B) provide immunity from tort liability to any health care provider or health care organization that offers in good faith to pay compensation in accordance with this section to a patient for an injury incurred in the provision of health care services
(limited to claims arising out of the same nucleus of operative facts as the injury, and except in cases of fraud related to the provision of health care services, or in cases of criminal or intentional harm);

'(C) set a limited time period during which a health care provider or health care organization may make an offer of compensation benefits under subparagraph (B), with consideration for instances where prompt recognition of an injury is unlikely or impossible;

'(D) require that the compensation provided under subparagraph (B) include—

'(i) payment for the net economic loss of the patient, on a periodic basis, reduced by any payments received by the patient under—

'(I) any health or accident insurance;

'(II) any wage or salary continuation plan; or

'(III) any disability income insurance;

'(ii) payment for the non-economic damages of the patient, if appropriate for the injury, based on a defined payment schedule developed by the State in consultation with relevant experts and with the Secretary in accordance with subsection (g); and

'(iii) reasonable attorney's fees;

'(E) not abridge the right of an injured patient to seek redress through the State tort system if a health care provider does not enter into a compensation agreement with the patient in accordance with subparagraph (B) or if the compensation offered does not meet the requirements of subparagraph (D) or is not offered in good faith;

'(F) permit a health care provider or health care organization that offers in good faith to pay compensation benefits to an individual under subparagraph (B) to join in the payment of the compensation benefits any health care provider or health care organization that is potentially liable, in whole or in part, for the injury; and

'(G) permit any health care provider or health care organization to contribute voluntarily in the payment of compensation benefits to an individual under subparagraph (B).

'(3) ADMINISTRATIVE DETERMINATION OF COMPENSATION MODEL—

'(A) IN GENERAL— In the administrative determination of compensation model—

'(i) the State shall—

'(I) designate an administrative entity (in this paragraph referred to as the 'Board') that shall include representatives of—

'(aa) relevant State licensing boards;

'(bb) patient advocacy groups;

'(cc) health care providers and health care organizations; and

'(dd) attorneys in relevant practice areas;
(II) set up classes of avoidable injuries, in consultation with relevant experts and with the Secretary in accordance with subsection (g), that will be used by the Board to determine compensation under clause (ii)(II);

(III) modify tort liability, through statute or contract, to bar negligence claims in court against health care providers and health care organizations for the classes of injuries established under subclause (II), except in cases of fraud related to an injury, or in cases of criminal or intentional harm;

(IV) outline a procedure for informing patients about the modified liability system described in this paragraph and, in systems where participation by the health care provider, health care organization, or patient is voluntary, allow for the decision by the provider, organization, or patient of whether to participate to be made prior to the provision of, use of, or payment for the health care service;

(V) provide for an appeals process to allow for review of decisions; and

(VI) establish procedures to coordinate settlement payments with other sources of payment;

(ii) the Board shall—

(I) resolve health care liability claims for certain classes of avoidable injuries as determined by the State and determine compensation for such claims;

(II) develop a schedule of compensation to be used in making such determinations that includes—

(aa) payment for the net economic loss of the patient, on a periodic basis, reduced by any payments received by the patient under any health or accident insurance, any wage or salary continuation plan, or any disability income insurance;

(bb) payment for the non-economic damages of the patient, if appropriate for the injury, based on a defined payment schedule developed by the State in consultation with relevant experts and with the Secretary in accordance with subsection (g); and

(cc) reasonable attorney’s fees; and

(III) update the schedule under subclause (II) on a regular basis.

(B) APPEALS— The State, in establishing the appeals process described in subparagraph (A)(i)(V), may choose whether to allow for de novo review, review with deference, or some opportunity for parties to reject determinations by the Board and elect to file a civil action after such rejection. Any State desiring to adopt the model described in this paragraph shall indicate how such review method meets the criteria under subsection (c)(2).

(C) TIMELINESS— The State shall establish timeframes to ensure that claims handled under the system described in this paragraph provide for adjudication that is more timely and expedited than adjudication in a traditional tort system.

(4) SPECIAL HEALTH CARE COURT MODEL— In the special health care court model, the State shall—
(A) establish a special court for the timely adjudication of disputes over injuries allegedly caused by health care providers or health care organizations in the provision of health care services;

(B) ensure that such court is presided over by judges with health care expertise who meet applicable State standards for judges and who agree to preside over such court voluntarily;

(C) provide authority to such judges to make binding rulings on causation, compensation, standards of care, and related issues with reliance on independent expert witnesses commissioned by the court;

(D) provide for an appeals process to allow for review of decisions; and

(E) at its option, establish an administrative entity similar to the entity described in paragraph (3)(A)(i)(I) to provide advice and guidance to the special court.

(e) Application—

(1) IN GENERAL—Each State desiring a grant under subsection (a) shall submit to the Secretary an application, at such time, in such manner, and containing such information as the Secretary may require.

(2) REVIEW PANEL—

(A) IN GENERAL—In reviewing applications under paragraph (1), the Secretary shall consult with a review panel composed of relevant experts appointed by the Comptroller General.

(B) COMPOSITION—

(i) NOMINATIONS—The Comptroller General shall solicit nominations from the public for individuals to serve on the review panel.

(ii) APPOINTMENT—The Comptroller General shall appoint, at least 11 but not more than 15, highly qualified and knowledgeable individuals to serve on the review panel and shall ensure that the following entities receive fair representation on such panel:

(I) Patient advocates.

(II) Health care providers and health care organizations.

(III) Attorneys with expertise in representing patients and health care providers.

(IV) Insurers.

(V) State officials.

(C) CHAIRPERSON—The Comptroller General, or an individual within the Government Accountability Office designated by the Comptroller General, shall be the chairperson of the review panel.

(D) AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION—The Comptroller General shall make available to the review panel such information, personnel, and administrative serv-
ices and assistance as the review panel may reasonably require to carry out its duties.

(E) INFORMATION FROM AGENCIES— The review panel may request directly from any department or agency of the United States any information that such panel considers necessary to carry out its duties. To the extent consistent with applicable laws and regulations, the head of such department or agency shall furnish the requested information to the review panel.

(f) Report— Each State receiving a grant under subsection (a) shall submit to the Secretary a report evaluating the effectiveness of activities funded with grants awarded under such subsection at such time and in such manner as the Secretary may require.

(g) Technical Assistance—

(1) IN GENERAL— The Secretary shall provide technical assistance to the States awarded grants under subsection (a).

(2) REQUIREMENTS— Technical assistance under paragraph (1) shall include—

(A) the development of a defined payment schedule for non-economic damages (including guidance on the consideration of individual facts and circumstances in determining appropriate payment), the development of classes of avoidable injuries, and guidance on early disclosure to patients of adverse events; and

(B) the development, in consultation with States, of common definitions, formats, and data collection infrastructure for States receiving grants under this section to use in reporting to facilitate aggregation and analysis of data both within and between States.

(3) USE OF COMMON DEFINITIONS, FORMATS, AND DATA COLLECTION INFRASTRUCTURE— States not receiving grants under this section may also use the common definitions, formats, and data collection infrastructure developed under paragraph (2)(B).

(h) Evaluation—

(1) IN GENERAL— The Secretary, in consultation with the review panel established under subsection (e)(2), shall enter into a contract with an appropriate research organization to conduct an overall evaluation of the effectiveness of grants awarded under subsection (a) and to annually prepare and submit a report to the appropriate committees of Congress. Such an evaluation shall begin not later than 18 months following the date of implementation of the first program funded by a grant under subsection (a).

(2) CONTENTS— The evaluation under paragraph (1) shall include—

(A) an analysis of the effect of the grants awarded under subsection (a) on the number, nature, and costs of health care liability claims;
(B) a comparison of the claim and cost information of each State receiving a grant under subsection (a); and

(C) a comparison between States receiving a grant under this section and States that did not receive such a grant, matched to ensure similar legal and health care environments, and to determine the effects of the grants and subsequent reforms on—

(i) the liability environment;

(ii) health care quality;

(iii) patient safety; and

(iv) patient and health care provider and organization satisfaction with the reforms.

(i) Option to Provide for Initial Planning Grants— Of the funds appropriated pursuant to subsection (k), the Secretary may use a portion not to exceed $500,000 per State to provide planning grants to such States for the development of demonstration project applications meeting the criteria described in subsection (c). In selecting States to receive such planning grants, the Secretary shall give preference to those States in which State law at the time of the application would not prohibit the adoption of an alternative to current tort litigation.

(j) Definitions— In this section:

(1) HEALTH CARE SERVICES— The term ‘health care services’ means any services provided by a health care provider, or by any individual working under the supervision of a health care provider, that relate to—

(A) the diagnosis, prevention, or treatment of any human disease or impairment; or

(B) the assessment of the health of human beings.

(2) HEALTH CARE ORGANIZATION— The term ‘health care organization’ means any individual or entity which is obligated to provide, pay for, or administer health benefits under any health plan.

(3) HEALTH CARE PROVIDER— The term ‘health care provider’ means any individual or entity—

(A) licensed, registered, or certified under Federal or State laws or regulations to provide health care services; or

(B) required to be so licensed, registered, or certified but that is exempted by other statute or regulation.

(4) NET ECONOMIC LOSS— The term ‘net economic loss’ means—

(A) reasonable expenses incurred for products, services, and accommodations needed for health care, training, and other remedial treatment and care of an injured individual;

(B) reasonable and appropriate expenses for rehabilitation treatment and occupational training;
(C) 100 percent of the loss of income from work that an injured individual would have performed if not injured, reduced by any income from substitute work actually performed; and

(D) reasonable expenses incurred in obtaining ordinary and necessary services to replace services an injured individual would have performed for the benefit of the individual or the family of such individual if the individual had not been injured.

(5) NON-ECONOMIC DAMAGES— The term ‘non-economic damages’ means losses for physical and emotional pain, suffering, inconvenience, physical impairment, mental anguish, disfigurement, loss of enjoyment of life, loss of society and companionship, loss of consortium (other than loss of domestic service), injury to reputation, and all other non-pecuniary losses of any kind or nature, to the extent permitted under State law.

(k) Authorization of Appropriations— There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out this section such sums as may be necessary. Amounts appropriated pursuant to this subsection shall remain available until expended.’.
APPENDIX C
MODEL MEDICAL INJURY COURT ACT

INTRODUCTION

The Harvard School of Public Health and the advocacy organization Common Good have been working to develop a proposal for the design and operation of “health courts”—special courts for resolving medical injury cases and compensating injured patients.*

The Harvard-Common Good proposal starts from the point that America’s medical liability system works poorly for both providers and patients. Substantial and growing malpractice insurance premiums strain physicians and hospitals, threatening access to health services in some areas. The system compensates few injured patients, and has very high administrative costs. As the Institute of Medicine has noted, it also adversely impacts health care quality, by discouraging reporting of information about errors and near misses in treatment.

Notwithstanding the substantial and well-documented failings of the current system, little political consensus for reform has developed. To the contrary, debate over medical malpractice reform remains very polarized, with most Republicans vocally calling for caps on non-economic damages and most Democrats equally vocal in protesting that caps will hurt injured patients. Fresh policy approaches to malpractice reform are needed, and health courts offer a new, bipartisan approach.

Working together, Harvard and Common Good have developed the attached model state legislation as an aid to state legislators who are interested in the health court concept. Both this model legislation and the Harvard-Common Good proposal are works in progress, and each will continue to evolve as more research and testing is done with respect to particular aspects of the system design.

For more information about the model legislation or the health court proposal, please contact Paul Barringer, General Counsel at Common Good [pbarringer@cgood.org, or 202-483-3760, x11].

* The Harvard School of Public Health and Common Good are conducting this work with the support of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. The Harvard School of Public Health has additional support from the Commonwealth Fund and the Harvard Program on Health System Improvement.
**MODEL MEDICAL INJURY COURT ACT**

**Executive Summary**

America’s medical liability system works poorly for providers and patients. Medical courts offer a new, bipartisan approach to malpractice reform, and the Model Medical Injury Court Act provides a template for state legislators interested in introducing legislation. The Model Act is summarized below.

**Article I — Legislative Findings**

Article I states the legislature’s findings that the medical liability system works poorly, and that health courts represent an appealing alternative for reform.

**Article II — Establishment and Jurisdiction**

Article II establishes the Medical Injury Court and specifies the court’s jurisdiction (at the legislator’s option, either health services in a particular geographic area or health care facilities electing to participate in a demonstration). Article II also establishes a searchable electronic database to receive de-identified data from the court for patient safety analysis.

**Article III — Board of Qualifications and Judicial Selection**

Article III establishes an independent board (the “Board of Qualifications”) to select Medical Injury Court judges. It also specifies that Medical Injury Court judges shall undergo an annual training curriculum relating to medical and medico-legal issues.

**Article IV — Procedure and Standard of Liability**

Article IV sets standards for expert witnesses, and directs Medical Injury Court judges to make written rulings. It provides for the creation of a panel to review circumstances associated with medical injury. It also provides a right of appeal.

**Article V — Financing and Compensation**

Article V offers options for financing the system, including general appropriations and user fees/charges. It also limits non-economic damages to a schedule based on patient circumstances and severity of injury. Claimant attorney fees are limited to a multiple of hours worked.

**Article VI — Definitions**

Article VI provides definitions for certain terms employed in the Act. Some of these definitions are drawn from the Uniform Health-Care Information Act promulgated by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws.
MODEL MEDICAL INJURY COURT ACT

ARTICLE I—LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS

The Legislature finds that:

(a) The current medical litigation process is inconsistent, inefficient and unfair; creating an adversarial environment that discourages the open communication required to improve patient safety.

(b) Comprehensive reform is needed to redress the many failings of the current medical liability system in promoting quality care, resolving medical injury cases, and compensating injured patients.

(c) It is the public policy of this state that improving health care quality and enhancing patient safety are goals that are in the interests of both patients and health care providers.

(d) The impact of medical litigation on health care quality initiatives creates a compelling need for law, rules, and procedures to improve the process by which medical injury cases are resolved.

(e) Health courts represent an alternative for reform that can result in predictable justice for patients and physicians alike, as well as a rapid resolution of claims and assessment of damages.

(f) Health court demonstration projects are an effective way to gain empirical evidence about the potential of health courts.

ARTICLE II—ESTABLISHMENT AND JURISDICTION

§2-101. Establishment of the Medical Injury Court.

There shall be a Medical Injury Court, which shall have all powers of a trial court of general jurisdiction in this state, including the power to issue every lawful order necessary or suitable for the exercise of its jurisdiction.

(a) Organization.

The Medical Injury Court shall organize in <the state capital> within the <state Department of Health>. The court shall procure the necessary supplies, equipment and personnel to commence operation and promulgate any necessary rules of court or operating procedures. When the court is organized and ready for the transaction of business, the chief judge of the court shall so certify to the Governor, who shall issue a proclamation stating that the court is organized and ready for the transaction of its judicial business.

(b) Existing cases unaffected.
§2-102. Jurisdiction of the Medical Injury Court.

The Medical Injury Court shall have jurisdiction over all medical professional liability claims, for which adequate notice of rights has been provided to patients pursuant to §2-103, [arising out of health care services provided by any health care provider or at any health care facility (<in this state> or <in ___________county>)] OR [against a health care provider or health care facility which has elected pursuant to a process specified by the <state Department of Health> to participate in the Medical Injury Court demonstration program which shall be governed by the provisions of this Act]. Notwithstanding the foregoing, claims where total damages do not exceed <_______> shall remain within the jurisdiction of the existing court system.

§2-103. Notice of Rights.

[Note: Notice requirements vary by jurisdiction. Two alternatives are provided below.]

Alternative 1

All health care providers falling under the jurisdiction of the Medical Injury Court shall provide to patients, in a clear and conspicuous manner, a written notice concerning practices and rights with respect to the Medical Injury Court, and, if applicable, the Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel. The notice requirements of this paragraph are satisfied if the notice is displayed prominently in the provider’s place of business. The <state Department of Health> shall develop and promulgate the notice required in this subsection.

Alternative 2

(a) Notice of Provider Participation

A patient’s agreement to be treated by a covered health care provider at a participating health care facility shall constitute consent to be bound by the provisions of this Act respecting any claim that may arise relating to medical injury incident to the treatment, provided that the following notice provisions are satisfied:

(1) The covered health care provider shall inform existing patients by mail within 60 days of electing to participate in the program.

(2) Health insurers subject to regulation by the <state department of insurance> shall inform their subscribers if any health care provider with whom the insurer contracts has elected to participate in the program. The health insurer shall fur-
nish the patient with a written notice at the time of execution of the initial contract for insurance coverage, and at each contract renewal, specifying that certain health care providers participate in this program and explaining the patient’s rights under the program should they choose to receive care from those providers, as described in this section.

(3) At the time of the patient’s first medical consultation with a covered health care provider after the provider elects to participate in the program, the covered provider shall furnish the patient with a written notice of the provider’s participation in this program and an explanation of the patient’s rights under the program, including the right to receive care from health care providers not participating in the program. The patient shall by signature acknowledge receipt of such notice, and the covered health care provider shall maintain a record of such signed patient acknowledgements.

(b) The <state Department of Health> shall promulgate a suggested form of the notice to patients, which health care providers and health insurers may adapt so long as the following elements are contained in the notice:

1. A description of the demonstration project, including a basic description of administrative compensation and a notice that damage awards are limited under the program.
2. A notice of the provider’s participation (for provider notices) or a list of participating providers (for health insurer notices).
3. A notice that tort remedies are preempted.
4. A basic description of claims and appeals processes.
5. Information on where further information about the program may be obtained.

§2-104. Establishment of Claims Database.

There shall be established within the [<state Department of Health> or <Office of the Medical Injury Court>] a searchable electronic database to receive data from the Medical Injury Court relating to claims and decisions pursuant to §4-103(d). Consistent with applicable state and federal law and regulation relating to confidentiality and privacy of health care information, information from this database shall be made available for patient safety analysis to hospital patient safety offices, and to patient safety regulatory authorities, research organizations, and health care purchasing or quality entities. The [<state Department of Health> or <Office of the Medical Injury Court>] shall publish and make available to the public on an annual basis a report summarizing trends in claiming.

§2-105. Nature of Remedy.
(a) Exclusivity.

Recovery of compensation pursuant to this Act for medical injury sustained by a patient as a result of health care services rendered by a covered health care provider at a participating health care facility, whether resulting in death or not, shall be the exclusive remedy against a provider or facility, or any officer, agent, or employee of the provider or facility. Except as provided for by this act, a covered provider or participating facility, or any officer, agent or employee of said provider or facility, shall not be subject to any liability for the injury, disability or death of a patient; and all causes of action, including actions at law, suits in equity, proceedings, and statutory and common law rights and remedies for and on account of said injury, disability or death are abolished except as provided for in this act.

(b) Binding Effect.

The exclusivity of remedy set out hereunder is binding upon the injured patient personally, and upon his or her spouse, widow, children, parents, dependents, next of kin, heirs, personal representatives, executor, guardian, employer, employer's insurance carrier, persons conducting the business of the injured patient during bankruptcy or insolvency, or any other person or entity claiming compensation as a result of injury to the patient as provided herein. The provisions of this Act shall apply to all persons, regardless of minority or legal disability.

(c) Exemptions.

Nothing in this section shall be construed to preclude:

1. Any action by an appropriate agency or civil authority to impose upon a provider or medical facility criminal penalties, licensure restrictions, or other sanctions for violations of law or regulations; or

2. Any bona fide action at law for claims of sexual misconduct, wanton or willful acts with intent to harm the patient, product liability against a manufacturer or distributor, or liability for wrongful denial of insurance coverage by a health insurer.

§2-106. Accelerated Compensation Events.

The <state Department of Health> shall contract with appropriately trained and credentialed experts to develop and update categories and lists of accelerated compensation events, within the meaning of §6-101(b).
§3-101. Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications.

There shall be created a Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications, which shall consist of 12 residents of this state. The Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications shall meet regularly to evaluate the qualifications of all applicants seeking to become judges of the Medical Injury Court. Members of the Board of Qualifications shall receive a reasonable per diem, as well as compensation for reasonable travel and other expenses incurred in connection with service on the Board of Qualifications. [Note: For an example of one procedural approach to selecting Medical Injury Court judges, see Appendix 1.]

§3-102. Organization.

The Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications shall elect a presiding officer from among its members and shall establish its own rules of procedure. The Board shall have the authority to hire staff as necessary to carry out the functions required by this Act. The cost and expense of the Board shall be paid out of the Medical Injury Court Fund.

§3-103. Judicial Training Program.

On an annual basis and initially before commencement of operation of the Medical Injury Court, Medical Injury Court judges shall complete an annual training curriculum providing an overview of medical and legal issues that may arise in Medical Injury Court proceedings. [Note: For sample language that might guide such a judicial training program, see Appendix 2.]

Except as otherwise provided, the Medical Injury Court shall abide by the <state> Rules of Civil Procedure, and the filing fees applicable in the civil courts of this state shall be applicable in the Medical Injury Court.


(a) Application of Section.

§ 4-102 of this Act applies to claims arising from health care services provided at health care facilities or by health care providers which come within the jurisdiction of the Medical Injury Court.

(b) Establishment of Panel.

Every <covered health care facility> or <malpractice carrier insuring the covered health care provider> shall establish a Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel which shall be responsible for the initial administration and review of every claim arising from care provided within the health care facility or by the health care provider.

(c) Disclosure of Adverse Events

When a patient experiences a medical adverse event that may be causally connected to health care received, the provider must, within 14 business days of discovery of the adverse event, inform the patient that s/he may have experienced an avoidable medical injury and may be eligible for compensation through the Medical Injury Court process. The provider shall provide a Medical Injury Claim Form to the patient or his/her representative.

(d) Claim Review.

Within 21 business days of receiving a Medical Injury Claim Form from a claimant, the Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel shall transmit an electronic copy of the form to the Medical Injury Court. Within [<120> or <another number>] business days of receiving a Medical Injury Claim Form from a claimant, the Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel shall review the claim to determine whether or not it pertains to an avoidable medical injury. The Panel shall be guided in this review by clinical practice guidelines, past written decisions of the Medical Injury Court, and, pursuant to §2-104, data in the claims database from standard event reporting and lists of accelerated compensation events.

(1) If a preponderance of the evidence in the record indicates that the claimant suffered an injury that was proximately caused by the acts or omissions of a covered health care provider and that constitutes an avoidable med-
ical injury within the meaning in § 6-101(a), then the claimant shall be entitled to compensation pursuant to §5-103.

(2) The Panel shall issue a written Explanation of Decision summarizing the basis for its decision and transmit a copy to each of the parties and to the Medical Injury Court. The Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications shall develop a standardized reporting form which the Panel shall employ to report information about such decisions to the <state Department of Health> pursuant to §2-104 of this Act. As appropriate, the Panel shall share information relating to drugs and devices with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

(3) If either party objects to the finding of the Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel, the party may request review by the Medical Injury Court within 60 days of receipt of the Explanation of Decision.

(e) Access to Materials.

Claimants shall have access to any materials used in Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel proceedings. If the Panel considered the findings of a peer-review committee in reaching its decision, the Claimant shall have access to any sections of the peer review investigation report containing such findings.

(f) Administration.

The [<state Administrative Office of the Courts> or <Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications>] shall create a Medical Injury Claim Form which the claimant or his or her representative shall use to submit claims to the Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel. This Form shall be available to patients in the offices of all covered providers, and from the [<state Department of Health> or <State Department of Insurance>] and its website.

§4-103. Hearings.

(a) General Rule.

Except as provided in §4-103(b), the Medical Injury Court shall convene a hearing at which the parties shall have the right to be heard, to present material evidence, and to cross examine witnesses. [Note: It may be desirable to provide additional procedural provisions for such hearings, potentially drawing on provisions related to administrative hearings within Social Security or Medicaid, or the state's provisions for workers compensation hearings.]

(1) At the hearing, the claimant shall present the claim to the judge and the health care provider shall make a presentation in response. The parties may be represented by legal counsel.

(2) After the presentations by the parties, the Medical Injury Court judge may request from either party additional information to be submitted in writing.
(3) Prior to the hearing, the Medical Injury Court judge may consult with expert witnesses pursuant to §4-104 of this Act, and shall accord appropriate weight to such expert opinion. The parties need not present expert witness testimony at or in preparation for the hearing, but may do so at the discretion of the Medical Injury Court judge. Expert reports prepared by or at the request of the Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel shall be provided to the Medical Injury Court. At its discretion, the Medical Injury Court may seek additional expert opinions after the hearing.

(b) Expedited Determination of Certain Claims

(1) After obtaining expert opinions and reviewing all relevant written materials, the Medical Injury Court judge shall make a determination whether the injury involved in the claim meets the criteria for an accelerated compensation event, within the meaning of §6-101(b).

(2) If the record and expert opinions provide a sufficient basis for the Medical Injury Court judge to make a determination that the injury constitutes an accelerated compensation event, the Medical Injury Court judge at his or her sole discretion may award compensation without convening a hearing. This determination shall include findings, through a preponderance of the evidence, that the injury was proximately caused by medical management and that the injury fits within the definition of an accelerated compensation event. This determination shall be made de novo, according no deference to the findings of the Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel. Medical Injury Court judges shall refer to precedent from past Medical Injury Court proceedings in making such determinations.

(c) Judicial Determination.

After the hearing held in accordance with subsection §4-103(a) of this section, the Medical Injury Court judge shall determine whether a preponderance of the evidence shows that the injury was proximately caused by medical management, and the injury constituted an avoidable medical injury within the meaning of §6-101(a). This determination shall be made de novo, according no deference to the findings of the Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel. Medical Injury Court judges shall refer to precedent from past Medical Injury Court proceedings in making such determinations.

(d) Written Ruling.

The Medical Injury Court judge shall issue a written Explanation of Decision summarizing the basis for its decision and transmit a copy to each of the parties within 90 days of the hearing. The Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications shall develop a standardized reporting form which the Medical Injury Court judge shall employ to report information about such decisions to the <state Department of
Health pursuant to §2-104 of this Act. As appropriate, the Medical Injury Court shall share information relating to drugs and devices with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

(e) Error Made Against Claimants.

If the Medical Injury Court judge finds that the Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel made a clear error in the provider’s favor in reviewing the claimant’s claim, or that the health care facility or health care provider failed to disclose information known about the injury to the claimant in accordance with §4-102(c), it shall assess a penalty on the health care facility or health care provider in the amount of $<some minimum amount>. This amount shall be paid to the Medical Injury Court Fund.

§4-104. Expert Witnesses.

(a) Authority.

Medical Injury Court judges may seek the opinion of one or more experts in connection with each claim determination. These experts shall be drawn from the list of experts maintained by the Board of Qualifications and shall be qualified in specialties relevant to the nature of the claim. Experts shall be compensated at a reasonable rate for their services from the Medical Injury Court Fund.

(b) Number of Experts.

In each proceeding, the Medical Injury Court judge shall seek the opinion of at least one expert; however, the judge may retain either one or two additional experts at his or her discretion. In addition, each of the parties shall also be entitled to select and retain his or her own expert, at his or her expense.

(c) Credentials.

Every expert providing consultation in Medical Injury Court proceedings shall be certified by the Board of Qualifications, which shall accept applications from medical professionals to serve as expert witnesses, and certify professionals to provide expert consultation in cases in which individuals have relevant expertise and credentials. Any expert witness providing consultation in a Medical Injury Court proceeding shall meet the minimum state requirements for serving as an expert witness, and shall be currently licensed in the same profession as the health care provider against whom a claim has been lodged, and, if certified by a board recognized by the American Board of Medical Specialties, certified in the same specialty or another specialty relevant to the nature of the claim. The provision of consultation as an expert witness in a Medical Injury Court proceeding shall constitute the practice of medicine, as that term is defined in the <state medical practice act>. No expert in any Medical Injury Court proceeding shall provide consultation if the expert witness has any material conflict of interest, or for any reason feels that a fair and impartial decision cannot be given. Expert wit-
nesses must disclose any such reason for disqualification before providing consultation in any Medical Injury Court proceeding.

(c) Expert Reports.

An expert providing consultation in a Medical Injury Court proceeding shall submit a written report to the Medical Injury Court judge pursuant to §4-103(a). Such written opinions shall be based on the expert's review of prior Medical Injury Court Explanations of Decision, clinical practice guidelines, lists of accelerated compensation events, and other information as appropriate.

§4-105. Appellate Review.

(a) Right of Appeal.

There shall be a right of appeal in all cases from the Medical Injury Court. Any appeal from the Medical Injury Court shall be taken initially to a Medical Administrative Appellate Court, which shall be comprised of three administrative law judges selected to serve this function by the Board of Qualifications. Either party may request appellate review by the Medical Administrative Appellate Court within 60 days of receipt of the Explanation of Decision from the Medical Injury Court. Appeals of Medical Injury Court rulings shall be overturned by the Medical Administrative Appellate Court for issues of fact only if the Medical Injury Court judge's ruling was contrary to the substantial evidence presented by either party in the Medical Injury Court proceeding. The Medical Administrative Appellate Court shall have plenary review for issues relating to the standard of care and other policy issues. Appeals from the Medical Administrative Appellate Court shall be heard by the <state Court of Appeals>. Determinations of the Medical Administrative Appellate Court shall be overturned only if such determinations were arbitrary and capricious.

(b) Time Allowed.

The time for filing an appeal shall be governed by the general rules applicable to civil matters in this state.

§4-105. Health Care Information.

All proceedings conducted pursuant to this Act shall maintain the confidentiality of health care information to the extent required by applicable federal and state law and regulation.
ARTICLE V — FINANCING AND COMPENSATION

§5-101. Medical Injury Court Fund.

There shall be established in the <state Treasury> a special operating fund to be known as the Medical Injury Court Fund. Debits and credits shall be made to that fund under this subchapter. The operating and capital expenses of the Medical Injury Court shall be paid primarily from the Medical Injury Court Fund.

§5-102. Receipts and Other Credits.

There shall be paid or credited to the Medical Injury Court Fund:

(a) Amounts appropriated to the Medical Injury Court in the manner provided by law.

(b) Amounts received by the state on account of the fees and charges assessed through operation of the Medical Injury Court.

§5-103. Payments and Other Debits.

There shall be disbursed from or debited to the Medical Injury Court Fund amounts payable by the state on account of the operation of the Medical Injury Court.

§5-104. Limitations on Damages.

(a) General Rule.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, compensation paid as a consequence of Medical Injury Court proceedings shall be limited as set forth in this section.

(b) Amount Recoverable.

Damages arising from the same cause of action or transaction or occurrence or series of causes of action or transactions or occurrences shall be limited pursuant to the following schedules:

(1) Economic Damages. Full compensation for economic losses shall be paid to all claimants after deduction of the following:

(i) Amounts paid, reimbursed, or eligible for reimbursement by a health insurer, disability insurance program, or other collateral source;

(ii) $<_______> in unreimbursed medical expenses resulting from the injury; and

(iii) $<___> in lost wages or, if the claimant was unemployed at the time of the injury, $<___> in lost household production.
(2) Non-Economic Damages. Non-economic damages shall be paid pursuant to a schedule of benefits based on patient circumstances and severity of injury and developed by the Board of Qualifications.

§5-105. Payment of Damages.
(a) Non-economic damages shall be paid as a lump-sum payment.
(b) Awards for economic damages exceeding $<__> shall be paid on a periodic basis.

§5-106. Attorneys' Fees.

Fees paid to attorneys representing claimants shall be paid as a multiple of hours worked rather than as a percentage of recovery, with a maximum of one-third of the amount recovered.

§5-107. Reimbursement.

When regular and other sessions of the Medical Injury Court are held in facilities provided by the counties under this section, reimbursement for actual and reasonable expenses shall be made to the counties from the Medical Injury Court Fund.

The following words and phrases when used in this Act shall have the meanings given to them in this section unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

(a) “Avoidable medical injury” means a medical adverse event that would not have resulted if care had been delivered in a manner consistent with that of an experienced practitioner or specialist in the relevant clinical area. In making the determination of avoidability, the lack or presence of local or regional resources may be taken into account.

(b) “Accelerated compensation event” means an avoidable medical injury that fits within a predetermined list of such events that has been developed by the <state Department of Health> pursuant to §2-106 of this Act.

(c) “Health care” means any care, service, or procedure provided by a health care provider:

(1) to diagnose, treat, or maintain a patient's physical or mental condition, or

(2) that affects the structure or any function of the human body. Labor and delivery, whether complicated or uncomplicated, shall be included in this definition.

(d) “Health care facility” means a hospital, clinic, office, or similar place, where a health care provider provides health care to patients. It does not mean a nursing or convalescent home or institution.

(e) “Health care information” means any information, whether oral or recorded in any form or medium, that identifies or can readily be associated with the identity of a patient and relates to the patient's health care. The term includes any record of disclosures of health care information.

(f) “Health care provider” means a person who is licensed, certified, or otherwise authorized by the law of this State to provide health care in the ordinary course of business or practice of a profession. The term does not include a person who provides health care solely through the sale or dispensing of drugs or medical devices. The term also includes both of the following:

(1) An officer, employee, or agent of a health care provider acting within the scope of the person's duties and authority, and

(2) A legal entity through which one or more health care providers deliver health care, including, but not limited to, a professional corporation, a partnership, or limited liability company.

(g) “Hospital” means an institution where sick or injured patients are provided medical care and which is operated in accordance with the laws of the jurisdiction in which it is located pertaining to institutions identified as hospitals, and
which is primarily engaged in providing to patients on an inpatient basis diagnosti-
c and therapeutic facilities for surgical or medical diagnosis, treatment, or care of injured or sick persons by or under the supervision of a staff of duly licensed doctors of medicine, and which is not, other than incidentally, a nurs-
ing or convalescent home or institution.

(h) “Maintain,” as related to health care information, means to hold, possess, pre-
serve, retain, store, or control that information.

(i) “Medical adverse event” means an incident in which harm has resulted to a
person receiving health care services.

(j) “Medical professional liability claim” means a claim brought by or on behalf
of an individual seeking damages for loss sustained by the individual as a result
of an injury or wrong to the individual or another individual arising from a
health care provider’s provision of or failure to provide health care regardless of
the theory of liability. A medical professional liability claim includes, but is not
limited to, a claim grounded in negligence, informed consent, breach of contract,
misrepresentation or fraud. It does not include an action at law for claims of sex-
ual misconduct, wanton or willful acts with intent to harm the patient, criminal
offenses, premises liability (for injuries not occurring in connection with health
care), product liability against a manufacturer or distributor, or liability for
wrongful denial of coverage by a health insurer.

(k) “Medical Injury Court” means the court established under this Act.

(l) “Medical Injury Court rule” means a rule or order promulgated under the
Medical Injury Court.

(m) “Medical Professional Liability Claim Review Panel” means the hospital-
based review panel established under this Act.

(n) “Patient” means an individual who receives or has received health care. The
term includes a deceased individual who has received health care. The term
includes both newborn and stillborn infants.

(o) “Person” means an individual, corporation, business trust, estate, trust, part-
nership, association, joint venture, government, governmental subdivision or
agency, or any other legal or commercial entity.
APPENDIX I

Sample language for one possible approach to judicial selection:

§__-101. Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications.

(a) Establishment and General Rule.

There shall be created a Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications, which shall consist of 12 residents of this state selected as provided in this subchapter.

(b) Status.

The Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications shall not be deemed to be an agency for purposes of <the state open meetings law>.

§__-102. Composition of Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications.

(a) General Rule.

The Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications shall consist of:

(1) Three members appointed by the President Pro Tempore of the Senate.
(2) Three members appointed by the Minority Leader of the Senate.
(3) Three members appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives.
(4) Three members appointed by the Minority Leader of the House of Representatives.

(b) Member Credentials.

One of the members appointed under each paragraph of subsection (a) shall be an attorney licensed to practice in this state. The second member appointed in each case shall be a physician licensed to practice medicine in this state. The third member appointed in each case shall be neither a physician nor a lawyer. During a member's term of service, no member shall hold any compensated public office or public appointment, or office in any political party or political organization.

(c) Terms of Office.

Except as provided in subsection (d), each member shall be appointed for a four-year term. A member shall not be appointed for more than two successive full terms. An appointment to fill an unexpired term which has fewer than two years remaining shall not be deemed a full term. A vacancy on the board shall be filled for the balance of the term by appointment made by the person who at the time is the ranking member in the same house of the state legislature and of the same political party as the person who appointed the vacating member of the board.

(d) Transitional Provisions.

(1) The initial Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications provided for in this section shall come into existence upon the effective date of this chapter.
(2) The initial members of the Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications shall serve as follows:

(i) the members appointed by the President Pro Tempore of the Senate, one each for two, three, and four years;
(ii) the members appointed by the Minority Leader of the Senate, one each for two, three, and four years;
(iii) the members appointed by the Speaker of the House of Representatives, one each for one, two, and three years; and
(iv) the members appointed by the Minority Leader of the House of Representatives, one each for one, two, and three years.

§__-103. Organization.

The Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications shall elect a presiding officer from among its members and shall establish its own rules of procedure. The Board shall have the authority to hire staff as necessary to carry out the functions required by this Act. The Medical Injury Court shall furnish such staff support as may be necessary for the conduct of the business of the Board. The cost and expense of the Board shall be paid out of the Medical Injury Court Fund.

§__-104. Powers and Duties.

(a) General Rule.

At least four times per calendar year, the Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications shall meet to evaluate the qualifications of all applicants seeking to become judges of the Medical Injury Court, and shall submit to the Governor a list of qualified individuals, pursuant to §__-105(c) of this Act. If the Board fails to provide such list, either the President Pro Tempore of the Senate, if he or she is not of the same political party as the Governor, or the Minority Leader of the Senate, if the President Pro Tempore of the Senate is of the same political party as the Governor, shall submit to the Governor a list of individuals qualified pursuant to §__-105(c) to be a Medical Injury Court judge.

(b) Rules and Regulations.

The Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications may adopt such rules and regulations as it deems necessary to discharge its duties.

§__-105. Selection of Judges.

(a) General Rule.

A vacancy in the office of judge of the Medical Injury Court shall be filled by appointment by the Governor in the manner provided in this section.

(b) Initial and Ongoing Selection of Judges.
The Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications shall publicly advertise and solicit applications for individuals to service as Medical Injury Court judges. The process set forth in this section shall begin no later than 90 days and no sooner than 120 days prior to the date upon which the list is submitted to the Governor pursuant to subsection (c).

(c) Preparation and Submission of List.

From the applications received, the Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications shall prepare and submit to the Governor a list of persons who are qualified to hold the office of judge of the Medical Injury Court. If the Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications fails to submit such list, the list shall be submitted in the manner prescribed by §__-104(a). Immediately following submission of the list to the Governor, the list shall be filed with the Senate and made public by the Board. The list submitted to the Governor shall contain the names of those persons who receive affirmative votes from seven or more members. If more applicants receive seven or more votes than there are vacancies for Medical Injury Court judges, the list submitted to the Governor shall contain those judges who received the most votes, in number to the then vacancies on the Medical Injury Court. Any individual otherwise qualified to be a judge in this state shall be eligible for consideration by the Board of Qualifications to serve as a Medical Injury Court judge.

(d) Governor Approval or Rejection.

Within 30 days of receipt of the list submitted pursuant to subsection (c), the Governor shall accept or reject the list in its entirety.

(a) Requirement of Judicial Training.

On an annual basis and initially before commencement of operation of the Medical Injury Court, Medical Injury Court judges shall complete an annual training curriculum providing an overview of medical and legal issues that may arise in Medical Injury Court proceedings, as well as developments in clinical medicine and changes to the lists of accelerated compensation events.

(b) Specifications of Training.

The Board of Qualifications shall set the specifications for this training program, including the annual required number of hours of training. Such obligations may be met by completing a certain number of hours of training on an annual basis. Training shall address such topics as the use of clinical practice guidelines in medical treatment, assessing the qualifications of independent expert witnesses, and fundamentals of anatomy, pharmacology, pathology, surgical care, and preventive care. Medico-legal issues shall also be addressed.

(c) Training Organizations.

The Board of Qualifications shall contract with appropriately trained institutions or professionals within the state, such as medical organizations, schools of medicine or nursing, or other entities providing medical education services, to conduct this training program.

(d) Administration.

The [Medical Injury Court Board of Qualifications or state Administrative Office of the Courts] shall administer this training program.
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